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This book marks the culmination of a year celebrating six decades of Total in Angola.
The stories, documents, and images that grace its pages retrace the steps of those pioneers
in the field and at head office who, as far back as the 1950s, believed in the opportunity to
build an oil industry on Angolan territory, onshore and offshore. With Total established as the
leading operator in Angola, these men and women continued working to weave Total into the
fabric of Angolan business, ensuring that both the economy and broader society saw the
fruits of its continued growth.
Pioneers in 1953, Leaders in 2013 takes the reader on a journey through time, beginning
with a portrait of Total E&P Angola as it stands today, highlighting the qualities it displayed
during its rise to the top. It then moves on to trace the growth of the companies that have
formed part of Total E&P Angola over the years – Petrofina, Elf, and Total – first in the colonial
era, then in an independent Angola, and right up to the modern day.
And while in human terms 60 years marks the age of maturity, for a business it signals an age
of fresh plans, detailed in the third part of the book. They form a series of challenges that
Total E&P Angola and its partners aim to overcome as they go to ever farther to find the oil
that the world needs, all while taking greater care than ever of the environment and the
safety of its employees.
Pioneers in 1953, Leaders in 2013 is the tale of a great industrial saga and a tribute to Total
staff and management, their partners and representatives of Sonangol, as well as the
expression of our most heartfelt gratitude to the Angolan government. It is their joint efforts
that have built and will continue to build Total’s success in Angola.
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TOTAL E&P ANGOLA,
LEADING A KEY SECTOR FOR
ANGOLA'S DEVELOPMENT


I

n the early 1950s, teams

the small team of Petrofina pioneers

in the Executive Committee, over half

of technicians from the Belgian oil

has grown to number more than 1,700,

of whom are Angolan citizens.

company Petrofina were the first

most of whom are Angolan nationals.

In addition to the Executive Committee,

to discover commercial oil reserves

Total Exploration-Production Angola

a number of key positions within the

in Angola, near Benfica in the Kwanza

maintains a special relationship with

engineering or audit and internal control

sediment basin. Petrofina had

its host country, founded on trust and

divisions are occupied by Angolan

a concession for this sector – or block

a unique cultural relationship. Trust,

citizens. Total E&P Angola is not only

in modern parlance – where these

foremost, based on the subsidiary’s

a company where the glass ceiling does

pioneers would lay the foundations not

ability to clearly communicate what it

not exist, but also one that provides

just for Angola’s oil industry, but also

believes it can accomplish in exploration

those who join its ranks with stable

for the company that we now know

and production; trust that is further

jobs based on long-term plans for our

as Total E&P Angola. While the conditions

consolidated by never failing to deliver

workforce and our business.

in which these early geologists worked

on any commitments made. Then the

are far removed from those encountered

shared culture, made possible by the

Total E&P Angola is developing

by the subsidiary’s teams today, some

open and direct contact between the

a portfolio of projects that, in coming

traits have been passed down over

local population and Total E&P Angola’s

years, will offer the kind of visibility

time and have made the company what

expat residents who, together

that is unmatched by other oil

it is today, not least determination

with their families, form a community

companies operating in Angola and

and technical creativity.

of some 700 individuals in Luanda.

Total Group’s other exploration-

It is interesting to note that compared

production subsidiaries. Two major

Sixty years later, spanning

to other oil companies operating

projects will run back to back, proving

a time‑frame in which Angola has won

in Angola, Total E&P Angola can claim the

the subsidiary’s ability to drive its

independence and relies on the oil

highest number of resident expats

business forward: CLOV, the fourth FPSO

industry for a substantial portion of its

as a percentage of total expats, thereby

in Block 17, will go online to bring

revenue, Total E&P Angola has emerged

making a significant contribution to the

Total E&P Angola’s installed production

as the leading oil company currently

social and cultural fabric of the country.

capacity up to almost one million barrels

operating in the country in terms of both

per day – the equivalent of 1%

production and exploration, and one

The roots laid down by Total E&P Angola

of worldwide production and 50%

of Total’s leading exploration-production

are evident in a strategy that actively

of French oil imports – just as decision to

subsidiaries. Over the same period,

promotes Angolan staff, as can be seen

launch construction on Kaombo, the first
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major development in Block 32, is to be

has mobilized some highly qualified

and the contribution it makes

made. Exploration has resumed

geologists and geophysicists to interpret

to the country’s socio-economic

in an effort to confirm a second major

the seismic images obtained using

development. Total E&P Angola plans

development in Block 32, and a decision

powerful computing tools and

to go further than recruiting over one

should be reached sometime around

sophisticated algorithms that counter

hundred Angolan employees every year,

2018. In the Kwanza basin, meanwhile,

the interference caused by a layer of salt

and is committed to promoting the local

two new blocks have been granted

between the oil reserves and the seabed.

content of its business. Proof of this can

to Total. Exploration drilling on Blocks 25

Total E&P Angola’s deep offshore

be found in the decision to entrust the

and 40, starting in the 2nd quarter

projects have won the Houston Offshore

Porto Amboim shipyards, 250km south

of 2014, the decision to go for a

Technology Conference prize for

of Luanda, with the fabrication and

development in those blocks must be

innovation on two separate occasions:

installation of a module for CLOV,

taken by 2017/2018, when

once in 2003 for Girassol, and again in

the latest FPSO set to enter production

Block 32 is due to enter production.

2013 for Pazflor. And yet, as expressed

in Block 17 in 2014. CLOV represents

by the Renaissance writer François

nine million man-hours of work carried

The distance from the coast

Rabelais, “science without conscience is

out in Angola, the equivalent of

and the depth at which exploration-

the soul’s perdition”, and Total E&P Angola

1,000 jobs over a four-year period, and

production takes place mean that

will only be satisfied with its

Total E&P Angola aims to secure even

extracting oil from our offshore oil

technological excellence if it fosters the

greater local involvement in the Kaombo

fields is an increasingly technical

pride, shared by our employees and

project planned as part of Block 32’s

endeavor, demanding an ever greater

partners, of being a company that is fully

development. Total E&P Angola’s

capacity for innovation.

aware of its social and environmental

commitment is also expressed through

Total E&P Angola’s new exploration

responsibility and the role it plays in its

various educational programs

licenses, awarded by the Angolan

relation with its host country.

– Eiffel schools, National Institute for

Government, have taken the search

Petroleum (INP), the Higher Polytechnic

for oil out to waters 1500m deep, and

Today, Total’s subsidiary leads

Institute for Technology and Science

reserves buried 5000m - 6000m below

exploration-production in Angola and

(ISPTEC) – designed to provide young

the seabed. In order to be confident

intends to consolidate this position

Angolans with the best possible chance

that the drilling operation, carried out

in the long term by continuing to

of occupying posts with high added

at considerable expense, will find the

improve performance in the fields

value and contributing to the growth

expected oil reserves, Total E&P Angola

of safety, environmental responsibility,

of the Angolan economy.

•
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ANGOLA
IS THRIVING
With peace established since 2002,
Angola has undergone a period of sustained growth
made possible by tapping into the country's oil and gas
reserves that are some of the largest in the world...

ANGOLA
IS
THRIVING

ANGOLA
THE COMING OF A GREAT
AFRICAN POWER


Independence: 11 November 1975
Location: between the Equator
and the Tropic of Capricorn, from
the 4th to 18th parallel

The red symbolizes the blood of the Angolan people,
spilled throughout history, black the African continent,
and yellow the country’s riches. The machete
represents agriculture and the wheel symbolizes
industry. The star symbolizes progress.

REPÚBLICA
DEMOCRÁTICA
DO CONGO

Atlantic coastline: 1,650km
ZÂMBIA

NAMÍBIA
BOTSWANA



JOSÉ EDUARDO DOS SANTOS,
PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA
Born in Luanda on 28 August 1942,
José Eduardo dos Santos succeeded
Agostinho Neto, the first President
of the People’s Republic of Angola and
Secretary General of the Popular
Movement for the Liberation of
Angola. He held office as the Minister
of Foreign Affairs from 11 November
1975 to 9 December 1978, and then
the Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister for Planning from
9 September 1978 to 10 September
1979. He was appointed President
of the People’s Republic of Angola on
21 September 1979. On 30 September
1992 he became President of the
Republic of Angola. He is responsible
for the political stability that has
provided the conditions required for
the country’s economic and social
development.
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Surface area: 1,246,700km2
divided into 18 provinces

Land borders: 4,837km
Neighboring countries:
Republic of Congo, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Zambia,
and Namibia
Total population (2012):
20.6 million (estimate)
Demographics: almost half
of the country is aged under 15
Official language: Portuguese
Other widely spoken languages
include: Kikongo, Kimbundo, Tchokwe,
Umbundo, Kwanyama, Nhaneca,
Nganguela, etc.
2012 GDP: $114.2bn
Growth rate: 6.8% in 2012
Exports: natural gas and oil
(45% of Angolan GDP), diamonds, etc.
Roads: almost 80,000km
Railway: almost 3,000km
Navigable waterways: 1,300km
Major ports: Luanda, Soyo, Lobito,
Namibe, and Cabinda
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ANGOLA
IS
THRIVING

A YOUNG COUNTRY
WITH BOUNTIFUL NATURAL RESOURCES
AND HUMAN CAPITAL

O

On the eve of its 40th birthday Angola is thriving. It boasts

is driven by the dynamic oil industry supervised by Sonangol,

a young population, sustained economic growth, major oil

the State-owned company responsible for orchestrating

and gas reserves, and an agricultural sector that is being given

the exploration and production of natural gas and oil.

a thorough overhaul. The Angolan Government is determined

Sitting two thirds of the way up of the Angolan coast, Luanda

that the country should reap the rewards of the long-awaited

has grown at lightning speed from a population of 600,000

peace, and has launched an ambitious strategy for secondary

when the Republic was born, to some 6 million today. A real estate

and higher education, urban development, and improved living

development boom followed, bringing with it a forest of cranes

standards that will propel the country to the ranks

and tower blocks throughout the central neighborhoods,

of Africa’s leading economic powers by 2025. The strategy

turning the capital into a city reminiscent of Asian megapolises.
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SONANGOL

Already present in Angola for sixty years, Total has found
the country to be an increasingly auspicious environment
for its development. Accompanied by Sonangol,
this development will be built upon public-private partnerships
in education, vocational training, and economic development,
as well as a policy that will see local businesses play a greater
role in Total E&P Angola’s industrial projects. In short,
Total E&P Angola will grow alongside its host country.

•

Founded in 1976 by the fledging Republic
of Angola, Sonangol is concessionaire
for the country’s onshore and offshore reserves.
Sonangol is the country’s leading industrial
group, and its turnover represents around
one third of the Angola’s GDP.
As Sonangol has matured it has diversified
its interests to include telecommunications
(MSTelecom), air travel (SonAir), healthcare
(Clinica Girassol), and real estate property
(Cooperative Cajueiro and Sonip).
This ultra-modern tower in downtown Luanda
has been Sonangol HQ since 2007, and in addition
to office space the building is home to a gallery,
bank, and fitness club…

Portrait of a leader
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ANGOLA
IS
THRIVING

OIL AND GAS
THE KEYS TO ANGOLA'S SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

13BN BARRELS

ESTIMATED ANGOLAN OIL RESERVES
(ONSHORE AND OFFSHORE)

ACTIVE CONCESSIONS: 12
CONCESSIONS GRANTED TO SONANGOL: 4 (3/05, 2/05, 4/05, CABINDA NORTH)
DEEP OFFSHORE CONCESSIONS: 17 (BLOCKS 14 TO 30)
ULTRA DEEP OFFSHORE CONCESSIONS: 10 (BLOCKS 31 TO 40)
16 / Portrait of a leader

In the future, oil and gas will continue
to be the main sources of export revenues and play a strategic
role in Angola's social and economic development.

A W O R D F R O M…
José Maria Botelho de Vasconcelos
Minister of Oil

On Angola’s oil and gas policy
“The Angolan Government’s long-term
development strategy, Angola 2025, wagers
that oil and gas will remain the country’s
main source of export revenues and play
a strategic role in Angola’s social and economic
development as catalysts for a diversified
economy. The Angola 2025 plan also includes
redoubled efforts to identify fresh oil and gas
reserves, new concessions for new exploration
blocks, development of the natural gas and
petrochemical industries, as well as a role
in establishing a supply chain of goods and
services for the oil industry with a view
to increasing the local contribution to this sector.
The plan also features training for managers
and technicians at top national and
international educational institutions. Leading
oil companies also have a role to play in helping
Angola’s oil industry to flourish, as evidenced
by the rising levels of exploration and
production activity which has increased
from 173,000 barrels per day in the 1970s,
to 1,750,000 barrels per day today. It is hoped
that as of 2015, Angola will produce 2 million
barrels per day.

Total E&P Angola’s sixty-year presence
in Angola has bestowed the company with
an in-depth knowledge of the realities
of the country’s oil sector, knowledge that
can be used to provide a reliable picture of what
the future holds for the oil and gas industry
developed in partnership with various Angolan
institutions. I wish Total E&P Angola the
greatest success and salute the commitment
it has shown to our Government’s oil industry
development plan.”

Portrait of a leader
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LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES
You don't reach the top by sheer happenstance…
Innovative, integrated, and sustainable:
Total E&P Angola has bound its own growth
to that of its host country.

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

ON TOP
OF THE PODIUM
Companies that have what it takes to lead share some common characteristics.
They always have one eye on the future, think long term, share
their vision, drive change, consolidate skills, and bolster pride, and know-how
to delegate and show an interest in every aspect of their business.
Total E&P Angola is such a company…
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Total E&P Angola has leveraged the human capital
and natural resources available within the Total Group and Angola
itself to become number 1 in exploration-production. These
resources form an endless reserve of growth for the company.

I

Innovative, integrated, and sustainable: founded upon

is currently able to travel into space and perform a variety

the strengths of the Total Group, these qualities are also

of tasks, the same cannot be said for work at 1500m under

the keys to success that have established the subsidiary

the sea! This means that Total E&P Angola makes daily

as the leader of its sector in Angola.

use of subsea ROVs that work at depth to connect pipelines
and wells, etc. It is a challenge that never ceases to grow given

The first is a thirst for progress and innovation, as expressed

the trend to install more and more equipment on the seabed.

by Jean-Michel Lavergne, the CEO of Total E&P Angola:

Innovation is a prerequisite if we are going to tap oil reserves

“The oil industry is a sector where technological skill is seen as

that present ever greater technical challenges.”

par for the course, and we are no exception. Although man

Portrait of a leader
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LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

Communicating what is possible and always
doing what we say creates fruitful relationships built on trust.
This philosophy forms a fundamental, long-term asset.
Jean-Michel Lavergne, CEO, Total E&P Angola.

The second key to Total E&P Angola’s success is the desire for

long‑term vision of the company’s future, as well as that of its

ever closer integration with Angolan society, whether this

host country. This is based primarily on the quality of the

be through recruitment policy (with over 100 Angolan employees

extraction portfolio spread across Block 17, which still boasts

taken on every year, Total E&P Angola is one of the

considerable potential for development and production, Block 32,

country’s largest employers), entrusting more operations

and the Kwanza Basin. “With CLOV, the latest ‘mega-project’

to local businesses, or through an array of policies to promote

in Block 17 is now entering production”, states Jean-Michel

professional training and economic growth. Given that

Lavergne. “We are going to renew exploration with a view

Total E&P Angola’s objective is no longer to get to the top but

to finalizing a new ‘mega-project’ in Block 32 by 2018.

rather to stay there, the third key to success is a clear,

By then we will already have completed several exploration

22 / Portrait of a leader

60 YEARS IN ANGOLA
19 MARCH 2013 SIGNALS THE COMMENCEMENT OF A YEAR OF CELEBRATIONS TO MARK 60 YEARS IN ANGOLA
FOR TOTAL E&P ANGOLA AND ITS PREDECESSORS, FINA, ELF, AND TOTAL.
The date chosen to mark the group’s
official presence in Angola is that of the
publication, in 1953, of the first decree
granting Purfina the right to seek and
explore oil reserves. As part of the events

scheduled to mark this anniversary year
ending in March 2014, Total E&P Angola
has created a new website at
www.totalepangola.com, fitted a giant
banner to the façade of the TTA2

tower in Luanda, and released
a film and two books recounting the
story of the group in Angola.

projects in the new blocks (25 and 40) in the Kwanza Basin.

commitment to developing the skills of Angola’s youth

This may mean that we will be making decisions about this

that in order to maximize the potential of this portfolio,

area’s development just as production begins in Block 32

Total E&P Angola is actively preparing for the future

in 2017‑2018. Total E&P Angola has developed a ‘pipeline’

by training young people who will one day be called upon

of projects that provides unrivalled visibility over the sector

to extract the oil found beneath the surface in complete safety

for a sustainable future in Angola.” Such is Total E&P Angola’s

and with the utmost consideration for the environment.

Portrait of a leader
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600,000 BARRELS
(AVERAGE DAILY PRODUCTION)

WORKFORCE: OVER
PEOPLE,

2,000

(INCLUDING CONTRACTORS)

FITTING A RISER IS THE KIND OF PRECISION
OPERATION THAT OUR TEAMS IN BLOCK 17 HAVE
LEARNED TO MASTER. FPSO GIRASSOL CAN BE
SEEN IN THE BACKGROUND.

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

INNOVATION
IN OUR BLOOD
FROM INITIAL VISION
TO PRACTICAL APPLICATION:
NEW IDEAS PROVEN
IN THE FIELD
If block 17 has emerged as a textbook case of the oil industry
in Angola it is due to the exceptional quality of its oil fields.
Yet this quality would have remained undiscovered were it not for
Total's gift for ceaseless innovation to meet the growing
technological demands of extracting oil in ultra-deep offshore fields
and from reserves dating from distinct geological eras.
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THIS OSMOSIS DESULFATIZATION UNIT IS THE FIRST
EVER USED FOR LARGE-SCALE, OFFSHORE TREATMENT
OF SEA WATER.

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

F

From Palanca to CLOV, Total E&P Angola’s story is one
of the exploration and extraction of oil reserves
found increasingly distant from the Angolan coast,
buried forever deeper.
“We’ve always had green fingers”, explains Total E&P Angola’s
CEO, “ever since the days of Fina, who found oil onshore.
Then, the early 80s saw the major discoveries in Block 3
that produced over 1bn barrels from shallow water between
100m and 200m. This was followed by Block 17, where CLOV
now represents the fourth deepwater development hub,
after Girassol, Dália, and Pazflor”. This shows that in terms
of both exploration and production, Total E&P Angola has
always been a key player in Angola’s oil sector.
The same can be said for investments, with Total E&P Angola
investing billions of dollars into the country every year.
“When we obtained Block 17 in the early 90s, we knew that
we lacked the skills to extract the oil that awaited discovery”,
continues Jean-Michel Lavergne. “In the meantime, we innovated
to learn how to extract oil from deep water. Total’s culture
is to remain proactive in order to be able to deliver when the time
comes, and oil is now more than ever a fascinating human
and technological endeavour: new licences have us looking for oil
below 1500m to 2000m of water, and 5000m to 6000m
below the seabed”. The challenge was overcome thanks to Total’s
technical advances in geoscience, drilling, and production,
as well as through consolidating the technical and managerial
expertise of Total E&P Angola’s human capital.

•

ONBOARD THE WEST GEMINI, A 6TH GENERATION
DRILLSHIP, A DRILLER CONTROLS OPERATIONS
FROM HIS WORKSTATION.
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EXPLORATION
CUTTING EDGE GEOSCIENCE
AND DRILLING
Oil is a fascinating industry in that
the challenges and opportunities never end.
There aren't many sectors that offer that.
Jorge de Abreu, former Vice CEO of Total E&P Angola.

THE DATA ACQUIRED DURING SEISMIC SURVEYS WHEN EXPLORING DIFFERENT BLOCKS ARE PROCESSED
BY THE PANGEA SUPERCOMPUTER AT THE CENTRE SCIENTIFIQUE ET TECHNIQUE JEAN FÉGER IN THE FRENCH
TOWN OF PAU, WHERE THEY ARE REPRODUCED AS 3D IMAGES.
30 / Portrait of a leader

PANGEA

2.3
THE SUPERCOMPUTER

MILLION
BILLION

OPERATIONS PER SECOND

L

Located in Pau in South Western France, the Centre

petroleum data that is so essential to the work of our geologists,

Scientifique et Technique Jean Féger (CSTJF) is, among others,

geophysicists, and reservoir engineers. Then our geologists

home to Total’s geoscience experts – geodata engineers,

begin work, specialising in a range of disciplines such as organic

geologists, reservoir engineers, and geophysicists –

geochemistry (bedrock surveys), sedimentology (study of

supported in their work by one of the most powerful

sediment deposits), structural geology (to better understand

computers in the world: Pangea.

the structure of oil basins and reservoirs), and biostratigraphy

With a computing power 15 times higher than Rostand,

(the study of micro-organisms present in sediment).

its predecessor, with 2.3 petaflops (or 2.3 million billion

Once the geologists’ work is complete, the geophysicists

operations per second), Pangea provides a notable reduction

turn their keen eyes to seismic images of the underground world,

in seismic imaging processing times, producing more accurate

and work to identify the layers that make up the

images of the ground using algorithms that more closely

lithologic sequence. In addition to raw calculations, the ability

reflect physical reality, and running simulations of geological

to understand the architecture of reservoirs and flows

interpretations in a range of complex fields.

is based on the combined analysis carried out by our geologists,

Firstly, CSTJF geodata engineers oversee the life-cycle of the

geophysicists and reservoir engineers.

•
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VERY HIGH DEFINITION 3D DISPLAYS
IN THE SISMAGE ROOM AT THE CSTJF
IN PAU, WHERE SEISMIC IMAGING
PROVIDES A REALISTIC PREVIEW
OF THE SUBSOIL.
THE COMBINED ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT
FORMATS OF SEISMIC IMAGES IN 3D
ENABLES TOTAL TO QUANTIFY THE
VOLUME OF THE RESERVOIRS AND
TO EVALUATE ROCK QUALITY, AND EVEN
IDENTIFY DIFFERENT TYPES OF FLUID.

A W O R D F R O M…
João Amaral
Vice CEO of Total E&P Angola
On innovation
in geoscience
“In the 60s and 70s, the sophisticated oil
research and exploration methods and
technology that we use today, especially
in geophysics simply didn’t exist.
Our predecessors used more rudimentary
techniques which limited initial oil
exploration in Angola to onshore and
offshore shallow waters. Oil explorers tried
to use observed geological surface structures
to guess what could lie below by analogy…
and sometimes they even struck oil!
The arrival of new methods and technology,
such as seismic reflection, allowed searching
for increasingly complex prospects
at greater depths in more and more deeper
water offshore areas. The first 2D seismic
acquisitions, which provided geologic
cross‑sections of the ground with relatively
large spacing, were replaced by 3D
acquisitions that show a volumetric field
image at a given time. Then came 4D,
used in oil fields such as Girassol and Dália,
that tracks field evolution over time,
showing how the proportions of oil, gas,
and water vary in their different
compartments and how the reservoir
is drained. Today, we are able to produce
oil from reservoirs much more efficiently,
such as the drilling of additional wells
to improve drainage and the real-time
management of oil fields.
Evolution in geophysics is still ongoing
with the implementation of new seismic
data acquisition and processing devices
in our operations in Angola, adapted to
the different issues and petroleum plays.”

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

D

Drilling complex wells can cost upwards of $1 million per day,

in the CSTJF labs where our teams specialising in rock mechanics,

and the CSTJF’s raw computing power and the remarkable

chemistry, or computing run experiments, build models, and

expertise of its engineers are essential if we are

analyse the viability of wells in extreme conditions. The challenge

to be sufficiently sure that a drilling operation will indeed

then moves out to sea off the Angolan coast, where wells drilled

find the expected oil reserves.

into reservoirs found 2500m under the sea are realized using DP

In some blocks, a layer of salt between the seabed and

floating drilling rigs, held in place by a complex dynamic

the reservoirs – presalt layers – makes our job more difficult,

positioning system. Total has developed the drilling technology

and we have had to develop highly sophisticated algorithms

needed to access oil reserves with temperatures of up to 200°C,

to correct interference caused by the salt and obtain a clear

where pressure exceeds 1000 bar, all in total safety!

view of what lies below. So in effect, a drilling operation begins

THE SAIPEM 12000, A 6TH GENERATION DRILLSHIP,
USES ITS DOUBLE DERRICK TO CUT DRILLING
TIMES BY 15%.
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•

THE MOON-POOL ON THE WEST ECLIPSE SEMISUBMERSIBLE DRILLING RIG IS FITTED WITH
A DRILLING RISER TENSIONING SYSTEM.

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

PRODUCTION
INNOVATION REWARDED
The history of production in Block 17 is itself a saga of innovation,
such has been the relentless pace of development and deployment
of new technologies that has twice been recognised with
the Houston Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) award.

G

Girassol, 2003 OTC Prize

concept had to be developped to cope with the additional need

When Girassol entered production in 2001, five short years

for thermal isolation, that resulted in flexible risers, some 1650m

after its discovery, it was the largest ever deep offshore project

in length and weighing almost 800 tonnes. With a record breaking

in 1400m of water. At this depth, the extraction of oil from

outer diameter of 60cm these flexible risers are made up of

the seabed and its transportation to the FPSO necessitated

no less than 11 layers of thermal isolation materials, designed

the development of brand new technology, known as riser towers,

to guarantee that fluids can circulate, provide insulation, and

which ties in an isolated bundle, 1250m long rigid pipes with an

ensure the device’s mechanical resistance. The most outstanding

overall diameter of 1.5m. When Dália entered production, a new

innovation is the inclusion of a gas lift system made up of
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THE RISER TOWER BUILT
FOR GIRASSOL WAS ONE OF
THE INNOVATIONS AS A
REASON OF WHICH
TOTAL E&P ANGOLA WAS
AWARDED THE OTC PRIZE IN
2003.

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

DÁLIA'S FLEXIBLE RISERS, SOME 1650M IN LENGTH AND WEIGHING ALMOST 800 TONNES, HAVE A RECORD
BREAKING OUTER DIAMETER OF 60CM. THEY ARE MADE UP OF NO LESS THAN 11 LAYERS, DESIGNED
TO GUARANTEE THAT FLUIDS CAN CIRCULATE, PROVIDE INSULATION, AND ENSURE THE DEVICE'S MECHANICAL
RESISTANCE. THE MOST OUTSTANDING INNOVATION IS THE INCLUSION OF A GAS LIFT SYSTEM MADE UP OF
24 LINES THAT FEED SIX INJECTION POINTS AT THE FOOT OF THE RISER, FOR A TOTAL DAILY INJECTION CAPACITY
OF 800,000M3 OF GAS.
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ON BOARD AN INSTALLATION VESSEL
IN BLOCK 17, USING A 600-TONNE CRANE
TO LIFT THE UMBILICAL SPOOL.

24 lines that feed 6 injection points at the foot of the riser,
for a total daily injection capacity of 800,000m3 of gas.
The group is continuing its innovative research in order to connect
the FPSO Girassol to increasingly distant oil fields – Jasmim,
5km away, and then Rosa, almost 15km away. With this purpose,
the FPSO is fitted with over 5,600 tonnes of extra equipment
and facilities, including two large modules… all without
interrupting production! This drive received official recognition
in Dubai in 2007, when Total won the International Petroleum
Technology Conference prize.

•
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LEADERSHIP
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PAZFLOR, A FLOATING BEHEMOTH...
SMART TOO: ABLE TO PROCESS TWO DISTINCT OILS WITH DIFFERENT CHARACTERISTICS.
120,000 TONNES, 325M LONG, 61M WIDE, 32M TALL,
49 PRODUCTION WELLS, 17 RISERS, 600KM2 OF SEABED COVERED.

P

Pazflor, 2013 OTC Prize
In addition to very deep water, Pazflor, operational since 2011,

bottom, and a network of some 49 wells and circuits connected

presented an unprecedented problem: how to process two oils

to the FPSO Pazflor mean that Total’s capacity for innovation

from distinct geological eras – the Oligocene and Miocene era –

remained in the limelight in 2013, when it was awarded the IPTC

with different characteristics. Multiphase pumps and submarine

prize in Beijing in March, and the OTC prize in Houston in May,

separators enable liquids and gases to be separated on sea

10 years on from the first award for Girassol...
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•

THE THREE SUBSEA SEPARATION UNITS COMPRIZE A MANIFOLD
DESIGNED TO CONNECT THE 25-M VERTICAL SEPARATOR, THE
INTERMEDIATE STRUCTURE, THE GAS RISERS AND THE HYBRID
PUMPS DEVELOPED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE PROJECT.

AN ESPECIALLY INNOVATIVE DEVELOPMENT DIAGRAM FOR PAZFLOR
THE OPERATION IS BASED ON THE MULTIPHASE PUMPING ASSOCIATED TO
THREE SUBSEA SEPARATION UNITS WHICH OPERATE IN OVER 800M OF WATER.
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HOUSTON, MAY 2013. STEVE BALINT,
CHAIRMAN OF THE OFFSHORE TECHNOLOGY
CONFERENCE, PRESENTS THE OTC
DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
FOR COMPANIES TO YVES-LOUIS
DARRICARRÈRE, TOTAL'S DIRECTOR
OF EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION,
AND SEBASTIÃO GASPAR MARTINS,
SONANGOL'S E&P ADMINISTRATOR.

PAZFLOR: MAKING PROGRESS, LOCALLY
3.6 MILLION HOURS WORKED, 4 ANGOLAN SITES, A TRAINING CENTER IN MORRO BENTO,
2 YEARS OF TRAINING FOR ALL OPERATORS.
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LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

When CLOV, the 4th FPSO on block 17, will be on line,
Total E&P Angola will have a capacity of up to 1 million barrels per day, accounting
for 1% of world oil production, or 50% of French oil imports.

FRIDAY 8 NOVEMBER 2013.
AFTER 75 DAYS AND 8 HOURS AT SEA, CLOV DOCKS AT PORTO
AMBOIM IN ANGOLA TO BE READY TO RECEIVE A MODULE.
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C

CLOV: the era of subsea multiphase pumping

on the seabed in mid-2013, ready to begin work in 2014.

In 2010, the development of CLOV oil fields (Cravo, Lírio, Orquídea,

The pumps are able to handle multiphase fluid containing oil, gas,

and Violeta) was decided. requiring the implementation of cutting

and water, with no prior separation. Two modules with four

edge deep offshore technology in order to process and store

of these pumps will be fitted to the seabed as part of the GirRI

two types of oil – one Miocene, the other Oligocene – extracted

project also in Block 17, designed to extract oil from

from 34 subsea wells at depths of 1100m - 1400m. To do this,

secondary reservoirs in an effort to boost production rates

two multistage helico-axial multiphase pumps were installed

from mature fields.

•

CLOV, BLOCK 17'S NEW DEEPWATER CHALLENGE
• 4 OIL FIELDS: CRAVO, LIRIO, ORQUIDEA AND VIOLETA
• 1100M - 1400 METER DEEP
• 381KM2 TOTAL AREA COVERED BY DEVELOPMENT AREAS
• 160,000 BARRELS PER DAY PRODUCTION CAPACITY
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G

GirRI: much more than just appendixes! 200km north-west off

An innovative development concept, GirRI forms part of a

the coast of Luanda, and operating at depths of 1300m - 1400m,

strategy laid out to work mature oil fields by extracting oil from

the Girassol Resources Initiatives (GirRI) is Total E&P Angola’s

marginal reservoirs, reducing costs, and minimising downtime.

first “brownfield” project in Block 17. The project aims to increase

The project entails a number of challenges such as adding new

the volume currently extracted from the Girassol, Rosa,

equipment to existing installations, using high pressure

and Jasmim oil fields by extending their production plateau

multiphase pumps (130 bar), and the electrical interconnection

with four new complementary developments.

of Dália and Girassol FPSOs.

•

ON BOARD THE BOURBON JADE, A SUBSEA
ROV UNDERGOES ITS FINAL CHECKS
OF THE UMBILICAL ENABLING IT TO WORK
AT DEPTHS OF UP TO 3000M.

AN OPERATOR USES A
MICROSCOPE TO CHECK AN ROV'S
FIBRE-OPTIC CABLE BEFORE
IT ENTERS THE WATER.

GIRRI: ESTIMATED RESERVES

144

MILLION BARRELS
IN TOTAL
133 MILLION FROM THE OLIGOCENE

11 MILLION FROM THE MIOCENE
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ON BOARD THE NORMAND INSTALLER, OPERATORS PILOT A ROV ON THE SEABED
AS PART OF THE GIRRI PROJECT.

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

TOTALMENTE
COM ANGOLA
INTEGRATION
CANNOT BE FORCED,
IT MUST BE
CULTIVATED GENTLY
What do a school, a cultural magazine,
a training center, service contract, recruitment campaign,
and an FPSO have in common? They are all born of the trust
a company has placed in a country's resources
and the talents of the people who live there.
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F

For an international group such as Total, doing business

because truly sustainable development benefits everyone.

in over 130 countries worldwide, growth is no longer a

It is from this standpoint that the company has always

technical and economic issue, but rather a question of ethics,

endeavored to make a positive contribution to the level

and of the company’s strategy for social responsibility

of oil industry expertise in our host country. Every year

and sustainable development.

we recruit over one hundred Angolan employees and provide

For Total E&P Angola, it is also a source of pride:

the technical, behavioral, and managerial training

pride in overcoming the challenges shared with our partners,

that produces highly qualified technicians and managers.

challenges in education and training, cultural outreach,

Total E&P Angola is also active in oil exploration and production

economic development, and environmental protection...

technology transfer, and is pouring more investment into

in short, everything that plays a role in a nation’s success,

local companies every year. New regulations are in place that

THESE THREE CHILDREN ATTEND SCHOOL AS PART
OF A PROGRAM FOR STREET-CHILDREN ORGANIZED BY
MULEMBA WITH SUPPORT FROM TOTAL E&P ANGOLA.
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IN 2012, THE LOCAL WORKFORCE AT TOTAL E&P ANGOLA INCREASED BY 6%, PUSHING THE PERCENTAGE
OF ANGOLAN EMPLOYEES UP TO 76%. TOTAL E&P ANGOLA CONTINUES TO RECRUIT 100-150 ANGOLAN
MANAGERS AND TECHNICIANS EVERY YEAR, WITH A VIEW TO BRING THIS STATISTIC UP TO 80% BY 2016.

In 2007, we developed a Charter for Angolan content
that lays out our commitment to recruit, train, and welcome
Angolan employees at all levels of the company.
Jean-Michel Lavergne, CEO of Total E&P Angola.

govern the allocation of goods and services contracts in an effort

has launched a series of community-focused initiatives

to offer more opportunities to Angolan companies and promote

in line with government policy and in partnership with specialist

career development through skills and training. Just as with

associations. Over the past 12 years, $80 million has been

education, Total E&P Angola is also making a sustained effort

invested in corporate social and environmental responsibility

in healthcare and culture, strengthening its bonds with local

programs.

society. Total E&P Angola’s Sustainable Development division

•
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BOOSTING
THE LOCAL CONTRIBUTION
OF TOTAL E&P ANGOLA
Up until now, Total E&P Angola's local content strategy
was organized on a per‑project basis. With the new strategy,
released in 2012, we have a coherent, sustainable
view of the big picture based on clearly defined criteria.

M

José Peliganga, Local Content Division, Total E&P Angola.

March 2013: Total E&P Angola created its Local Content

to the local content vision and strategy, the Local Content Division

Division with a view to coordinate initiatives to boost

is coordinating and running five flagship company-wide projects

Angolan participation in industrial or social projects.

and ten projects delivered by individual units. “We aim to involve

The Division responds to the local authority’s stringent

each of the subsidiary’s units in the strategy, so we have

expectations for the country’s flourishing oil industry and

appointed ‘champions’ who will coordinate the local content

the development of its human capital. Having contributed

initiatives delivered by their unit”, explains José Peliganga.

GRADUATION CEREMONY FOR NEWLY QUALIFIED
PRODUCTION OPERATORS TRAINED AS PART
OF THE CLOV PROJECT.
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THE LATEST MAJOR DEVELOPMENT IN BLOCK 17, CLOV
RESULTED IN AN ELEVATED NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS.

These actions include a project to bring qualifications

training protocol – a priority field for Total – in partnership with the

at the National Institute for Petroleum – currently equivalent

Training & Drilling Services Company of Angola Ltd (ESSA). José

to a technical baccalaureate – up to French BTS level

Peliganga describes the protocol’s dual objective: “It is designed

(baccalaureate + 2 years further study) by revising course

to improve ESSA organization and infrastructure, consolidate

content, offering seminars with active or retired Total E&P Angola

teacher skills, and boost the level of the courses on offer in order

employees, and modernizing the Institute’s lab equipment.

to bring the school up to international standards”.

“In partnership with the Higher Polytechnic Institute for
Technology and Science (ISPTEC), we are organizing seminars,

As for the projects currently underway in Porto Amboim, they

scholarship grants, and training for teaching staff abroad”,

combine both education and business objectives. The first series

Eduardo Luyindula, Local Content Division chief, proudly states.

will refurbish the city’s infrastructure and consolidate the local

In matters of Health, Safety, and the Environment (HSE),

business fabric, while the second will build schools and teacher

Total E&P Angola is putting the finishing touches to an HSE

training facilities, amongst other things.

•
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THE SUCCESS OF ANGOLA'S OIL
INDUSTRY IS INTIMATELY LINKED
TO THE TRAINING PROVIDED TO ITS
WORKERS AND THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE LOCAL YARDS, AS SUPPORTED
BY TOTAL E&P ANGOLA.

Major Total E&P Angola projects such as CLOV
are a boon to the human development of Angolan society,
from industry to education, and even services.
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THE EXPANSION OF PORTO
AMBOIM ESTALEIROS NAVAIS
(PAENAL), 250KM SOUTH
OF LUANDA, MEANS THAT
TOTAL E&P ANGOLA IS ABLE
TO ENTRUST AN INCREASING
SHARE OF FPSO CONSTRUCTION
AND MAINTENANCE TO LOCAL
BUSINESSES.

LEADERSHIP
QUALITIES

MANAGEMENT & BEHAVIOR
PROMOTING ANGOLAN CONTENT

A

As it grows, Total E&P Angola will need to bolster

awareness of the behaviors that enable objectives to be met

its workforce and gradually bestow more responsibility

by all employees. Over 3000 training days were administered

upon its Angolan managers and engineers.

between 2010 and 2012, training managers in how to perform

To this end, the company has launched the Management

annual reviews, use HR processes and tools, manage professional

& Behavior program to train managers to manage better and raise

relationships, leadership, and practical team management.
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•

NEW ARRIVALS TO LUANDA ARE STRUCK
BY THE BLOOMING CONSTRUCTION BUSINESS
IN THE CAPITAL, AS WELL AS THE AVAILABILITY
OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES SUCH AS MOBILE
PHONES, INDICATORS OF THE COUNTRY'S
SUSTAINED ECONOMIC GROWTH.

in one direction at a time, linked to the
Block 3 network. Then came satellite
communications, with a steady flow
of breakdowns and maintenance work
that kept me very busy.

MY CAREER
Isabel de Carvalho
Secretary General
of Total E&P Angola
“With a background in telecom
engineering, I joined Total E&P Angola’s
telecom department back in February
1986 as a maintenance and installation
engineer for the company’s telecommu
nications equipment. At the time
this was composed of a walkie‑talkie
and telex network with a connection
to France that could only communicate

1993 to 1995 marked my first period
in France at the CSTJF in Pau, where
I developed my technical skills and
understanding of the group’s business,
as well as my social and professional
network. I returned to Angola in 1995
as a project manager, creating a support
line for IT and telecom users. When
I was appointed head of the telecom
department I left technical positions
behind for more managerial roles,
where I supervised the installation
of the company’s dedicated private
satellite networks – a first for businesses
in Angola – and helped to draft
Angola’s telecoms white paper.

In 2001, I became the head of the
Information Systems & Telecommuni
cations Division, and then in 2005
I returned to France to work at Total
Group HQ and gain a better under
standing of HR procedures and all
other areas of the general secretariat’s
work. In October 2006 I was back
in Luanda as the secretary general for
Total E&P Angola, with responsibilities
ranging from property management
to cultural, sporting, and social events,
in a role that encompassed human
resources, communications, sustainable
development, information
and telecommunication systems,
transportation, legal services, medical
aspects, and internal auditing, etc.
My career, like that of other executives
at Total E&P Angola, proves that here
the glass ceiling does not exist.”
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A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
PROTECT, EDUCATE, SUPPORT

A GROWING
CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
BUDGET:

$13
$15

M IN 2012
M IN 2013

O

One area in which Total E&P Angola makes a huge effort

where Sonangol is helping to run an educational project.

on behalf of its employees and host country is healthcare.

It complements other projects such as the Eiffel schools, a public-

Nutrition, high blood pressure, sexually transmitted infections...

private partnership.

the first step to combating these issues is always to prevent
them, and this means educating people about risks. To this effect,

For Total E&P Angola, corporate social responsibility is more

Total E&P Angola regularly carries out prevention campaigns

than just a buzz word. It is a reality in which the company

targeting illnesses such as AIDS, and Batuque, the staff magazine,

has invested $80m since 2001, mostly in education and

often features articles covering the risks of certain diseases and

the environment. Every year, more funds are allocated in order

the behaviors to adopt in order to avoid infection.

to sustain these initiatives, some of which date back over
20 years. The support given to the Lar Kuzola orphanage is a good

This is a clear illustration of Total E&P Angola’s priorities

example of such a project. Opened in 1976 by Luanda Province

in corporate social responsibility, priorities that target education

and managed by the provincial authority for social inclusion and

and training for young Angolans. These initiatives are sometimes

support, the center is a home for vulnerable children, many

launched as partnerships, as is the case with Quenguela Norte

of whom have been separated from their families. Since 1991,
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Total E&P Angola has made a financial contribution to the
center’s operating costs and in 2010, the company redefined
its partnership strategy by entrusting the center’s management
to a foundation, christened Lwini, following a public tender.
This had the effect of rejuvenating the activities available to the
250 children at Lar Kuzola, with a range of new educational,
cultural, and sporting activities.

•

PUBLIC AWARENESS OF THE RISKS
INVOLVED IN CERTAIN DISEASES FORMS
THE CORE OR TOTAL E&P ANGOLA'S
HEALTHCARE STRATEGY.

THE COUNTRY'S YOUNG PEOPLE, FROM EARLY CHILDHOOD ONWARDS,
ARE A FOCAL POINT FOR TOTAL E&P ANGOLA'S CSR INITIATIVES.
Portrait of a leader
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CULTURAL INTEGRATION
Contributing to the vitality of Angolan culture and traditions and
promoting its heritage is a major part of what drives Total E&P Angola's
integration in its host country.

THESE CARNIVAL-GOERS PARADE ALONG THE OUTSKIRTS OF LUANDA SHOWING THAT CARNIVAL
TRADITIONS ARE ALIVE AND WELL IN ANGOLA. THE DANCERS REHEARSE ALL YEAR TO PERFORM
THE DANCES THAT ARE INSPIRED BY ANGOLAN FOLK CULTURE. THE GROUP INCLUDES A NUMBER
OF TOTAL EMPLOYEES.

NOSSA SENHORA DOS REMÉDIOS, LUANDA'S CATHEDRAL, WAS RESTORED
IN 1995 WITH FINANCIAL SUPPORT FROM TOTAL E&P ANGOLA.
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These three books
recount the story of
Total’s artistic and
cultural patronage.

TESTIMONIAL
António Pinto, Portuguese teacher and cultural guide
“I joined Elf Aquitaine Angola in 1989 as a Portuguese
teacher for expats, and the company already had a policy
of integrating its managers into Angolan society.
This integration relied on the expats, starting with the
subsidiary’s CEO, being able to speak to their Angolan
colleagues in Portuguese, and their families being active
in Angolan society. I developed some real friendships with
my students and I was always sorry to see them returning
to Europe. So much so that in 2000, I stopped teaching

Portuguese to join the communications department.
The need to introduce expats to Luanda lead to our
Rondas Culturais, cultural tours of Luanda’s attractions,
as well as a weekly bulletin called Tan-Tan Cultural
that announces the cultural program for the coming week:
exhibitions, concerts, films, festivals, fashion shows...
it even has a crossword! The publication is still going
strong with Total E&P Angola’s support, and serves
as Luanda’s cultural newspaper.”
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A VISIONARY
SPIRIT
SUSTAINABILITY
IS NOT AN OBJECTIVE.
IT'S A REALITY
For Total E&P Angola, excellence in training for young people
is more than just a matter of integration, it is also a key
factor in the business' longevity, together with enduring partnerships
and constant innovation. Indeed, these are the building blocks
of the company's future success stories, founded upon
its ability to extract the reserves of Block 17 and develop Block 32,
as well as explore Blocks 25 and 40 in the Kwanza Basin.
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EDUCATING YOUNG PEOPLE
A KEY FACTOR
FOR SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS

75 STUDENTS – AN INCREASING NUMBER OF WHOM COME FROM EIFFEL SCHOOLS –
RECEIVE TOTAL E&P ANGOLA GRANTS TO CONTINUE THEIR STUDIES IN ANGOLA AND ABROAD,
AND THE SUBSIDIARY IS AIMING TO AWARD OVER 100 GRANTS EVERY YEAR.

S

Supporting education

outstanding high schools with selective admission where

For the Angolan government, the high percentage of young

the brightest pupils receive scholarships. The first class graduated

people that make up the population is at once an opportunity and

in 2011, and a number of them went on to further studies

a dare, and creating qualified positions for young people arriving

in Angola or abroad in France, Portugal, or other African countries.

on the labor market is a challenge that begins in the classroom

Eiffel schools exist in Bengo, Cunene, Kwanza-Norte, and

with a quality education. Total E&P Angola believes that it has

Malanje provinces, and the Angolan teaching staff are managed

a role to play in providing just such an education, and in 2008 the

by a headmaster selected by Mission laïque française.

company signed an agreement with the Mission laïque française

At the last Interschool Maths Olympiad, the top two places

and the Angolan Ministry of Education to open four Eiffel schools:

were won by pupils from Eiffel schools.
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A W O R D F R O M…
Carla Afonso
Head of Recruitment,
Total E&P Angola

On career opportunities
at Total E&P Angola
“To the young people thinking about
joining Total E&P Angola I say:
‘What are you waiting for? We
have excellent career opportunities
replete with grants and training,
in a company that is blessed with
a long-term vision’. With Block 17,
Block 32, and the other blocks in the
Kwanza Basin, Total E&P Angola has
enough major projects to keep it busy
for many years to come and boasts

unparalleled career development
opportunities. I think that I’m a perfect
example of this! With the ink still
fresh on my chemistry baccalaureate,
I applied to Elf Angola in 1985.
That was back when production was
beginning in Block 3 with Palanca,
Pacassa, and Bufalo, and Elf launched
a major recruitment campaign
to target the skills it required. But
as there were still no women working
offshore, and the company liked
my application, I started out
as an assistant in legal services,
and then with technical contracts.
It was a very interesting position
as we were just beginning to talk
about Block 17. I then moved to the
insurance department, another
fascinating role given the financial

risks involved with the ships and
rigs! All this lasted for just under
10 years, and I became an executive
assistant just in time to follow the
ultra deep offshore negotiations that
resulted in us securing Blocks 31, 32,
and 33. Working alongside CEOs like
Patrick Timbart, Jean Privey, and
Hubert Loiseleur des Longchamps
taught me a lot, as we talked about
a lot of things. I was given the
opportunity to take my career in
a new direction with an international
assignment to learn about HR.
When I returned to Angola I worked
as a career manager, and then
head of recruitment. So even though
I stayed with the same company,
I have been given a taste of a range
of fascinating roles!”
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CLOV BEGINS PRODUCTION
BLOCK 17'S DEVELOPMENT
NEARS COMPLETION
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EXPANSION OF THE PAENAL
YARD IN PORTO AMBOIM
• 9 MILLION MAN-HOURS
• YARD'S QUAY EXTENDED FROM
80M TO 428M
• CONSTRUCTION OF A 530M PIER
• INSTALLATION OF A ROTARY CRANE
ABLE TO LIFT 2500T
• WORK CAPACITY UPON COMPLETION:
1.5 MILLION HOURS PER YEAR
• SPECIALIST TRAINING:
200 TRAINEES, INCLUDING OVER
145 WELDERS AND 50 PIPE FITTERS

W

“We are here to stay”, words often overheard
in the Total E&P Angola HQ in Luanda, so deeply rooted
is the feeling of belonging to the country and having a stake
in its future. The feeling comes from very real projects,
with the arrival of a fourth FPSO in Block 17, the promotion
of complementary resources with the PBF projects, the launch
of the Kaombo project, and the continued exploration
of Block 32 and the Kwanza Basin (Blocks 25 and 40).
Let’s begin with CLOV, Total E&P Angola’s newest FPSO.
305m long, 61m wide, and weighing in at 110,000 tons,
this behemoth is Total E&P Angola’s first FPSO to come to Paenal,
Porto Amboim’s shipyard, to be fitted out and prepared for
production. Sonangol and SBM formed a joint enterprise in 2007
to build the facilities used to manufacture and fit FPSO modules.
With its sheer size, CLOV heralds a new phase in the shipyard’s
development, requiring major enlargement work and equipment
such as the most powerful crane on the African continent,
facilities that will cement Paenal’s importance long after CLOV
is complete. In addition to the expansion of the port facilities,
CLOV also involved the local production of 7700 tons of parts,
half of which will be fitted to the FPSO in Porto Amboim.
This bustling activity has lead to the creation of a network
of local businesses that provide the yard with goods and
services, in turn providing sustainable jobs and contributing
to the region’s social and economic growth.
Recovering existing deposits: developments in Block 17
The undisputed heavyweight champion in Angola with production
at 600,000 barrels per day, the “golden” block is set to enter
a state of gradual decline as the oil fields mature. In parallel
to development in Block 32, Total E&P Angola will also endeavor
to optimize production in Block 17. The optimization strategy
will be based on complementary developments, such as those
grouped under the Girassol Resources Initiatives (GirRI).
These include production on the satellite fields of Rosa D’,
and improvements to drainage at Girassol with infill wells and
at Rosa with multiphase pumps (MPP). A similar trend is apparent
at Dália, where work has begun on the complementary
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development phases (1a, 1b, and 2), as well as the

to increase the extraction rate has been rolled out in Block 17.

debottlenecking project designed to optimize production and

In addition to production from secondary reservoirs, the

effluent treatment. Other projects planned for Pazflor and CLOV

subsidiary is pushing ahead with exploration, revealing oil

will aim to optimize the extraction of resources in order

reserves that are currently being assessed for production in the

to maintain production. Multiphase pumps, the injection

Gardénia, Begonia, Forsythia, and Canna wells in Block 17/06, and

of miscible fluids... a selection of technologies designed

Sumate in Block 33.

•

LOADING A SUBSEA MODULE ON THE NORMAND INSTALLER AT THE SONAMET YARD,
READY TO BE INSTALLED IN BLOCK 17 AS PART OF THE GIRRI PROJECT.
68 / Portrait of a leader

600,000 barrels/day are produced on Block 17,
Angola's leading block. The 4th deep water development in Block 17,
CLOV is set to secure this pole position.
Christophe Amadei, Director of Block 17, Total E&P Angola.

BLOCK 17: OPTIMIZING MANAGEMENT OF ACTIVE OIL FIELDS WITH 4D SEISMIC
Rock quality in Block 17’s oil reservoirs and the progress made in

the production of oil during the field’s lifetime. In this context, the

acquiring and processing seismic data have enabled Total E&P Angola

fourth dimension (4D) is the time that separates two 3D seismic

to use 4D seismic technology in an industrial context on all active

readings. The data is then analyzed by multi-disciplinary teams, and

fields, optimizing the production of oil. When production is underway,

the results enable Total E&P Angola to optimize the positioning of

4D technology takes frequent captures of 3D seismic data with a view

new wells (producers and injectors), with the goal of maximizing the

to better assess the reserve’s depletion by monitoring slight

drainage from existing wells.

variations in seismic waves – and in particular their speed – caused by
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DEVELOPMENT OF BLOCK 32
THE HIGH-TECH BARREL CHALLENGE

B

Block 32 is further off the Angolan coast and deeper (1600m
- 2400m deep) than block 17, and forms the stage for the next
generation of mega-developments. Total E&P Angola has
already made around 15 discoveries, and is moving forward with
assessment of the fields in question. Extraction in Block 32 will be
a more complicated affair than in Block 17, in that its reservoirs
are both smaller and spread over an extended area (5090km2),
resulting in a longer assessment period. Artur Nunes da Silva,
the Director of Block 32, describes the situation: “The two areas
where we are working are Kaombo, with its seven oil fields and
development concept approved by Sonangol, and the Center
North-East, where Total has discovered oil but analysis of the
reservoir and any developments is at a less advanced stage”. The
team assigned to develop Block 32 grew as the project progressed
from the preliminary stages into basic engineering, and is set
to continue to grow with the final investment decision and
the construction of the first of two FPSO that will commence
production within the block. All of this means work for local
people and companies, with estimates already in excess of that
generated by Block 17.

•

CANELA, CARIL, GENGIBRE, GINDUNGO,
LOURO, MOSTARDA AND SALSA:
THE FUTURE FIELDS OF THE KAOMBO
PROJECT, THE FIRST MAJOR
DEVELOPMENT IN BLOCK 32, ARE NAMED
AFTER THE PORTUGUESE WORDS
FOR DIFFERENT SPICES.
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KAOMBO: THE ULTRA-DEEP OFFSHORE CHALLENGE
• UNDER 1400M TO 1900M OF WATER
• COVERING 800KM2
• 650 MILLION BARRELS IN RESERVOIR
• 200,000 BARRELS/DAY, INITIAL PRODUCTION TARGET
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Henrique Lago de Carvalho
Chairman of the Block 32
Operations Commission, Sonangol
“Block 32 is a major component in making
Angola’s oil production last, largely
thanks to the Kaombo hub with its
650 million barrels and the potential
for 200 million more. My optimism
concerning extraction in this block is,
therefore, well-founded, and an extension
has been authorized. Sonangol intends
to work with Total to further capitalize
on the technologies developed for use
on other active blocks. As the
concessionaire, Sonangol supports these
technical advances and, in many cases,
plays a role in their delivery. In return,
this will help to secure operations,
optimize production, and reduce costs,
among other benefits. In terms of local
content, when the first oil is extracted
from Block 32 in 2017, it will mark
a decisive stage in the growth and
consolidation of local content, thereby
contributing to the sustainable
development of the Angolan economy.
As Total celebrates 60 years in Angola,
I hope that Total E&P Angola will
continue to do all in its power to support
the growth of the Angolan oil industry
and, in particular, to contribute to
the training of a new generation
of technicians in the skills needed
in this sector. Buoyed by the presence
of hundreds of Angolan citizens among
Total E&P Angola staff.
I am confident that my hopes will be made
real through their passion for their
work and Total’s career development
policy for their staff.”

BLOCK 32: SEEKING OPTIMAL SEISMIC IMAGING
One of the keys to the success of Block 32’s exploration was the improvements to seismic
imaging. The geology of this block, in deep water off the Angolan coast, is characterized by a
layer of salt dating from the Aptian age that forms geological structures carved by its
movement over time. High quality seismic imaging is required to explore these structures
which could conceal the oil deposits that may become oil fields, and it is proving to be
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technically challenging.

Since 2000, Total E&P Angola has harnessed the most advanced

structures that await exploration and existing oil deposits.

techniques to capture and process 3D seismic images and two

This sustained effort shows no signs of slowing, and in 2013-2014,

campaigns covering the whole block, some 5090km2, were carried out

bi-azimuth technology will use cutting edge “broadband” streamers

in 2000 and 2007. Later, when Louro and Mostarda were discovered

(lines of receptors used to record the seismic waves reflected by the

in 2010, “wide azimuth” (WAZ) technology was used. The latest

subterranean formations during seismic imaging) to analyze the block.

algorithms and supercomputers that Total uses to process data

This will be a first for Angola and a first for Total.

provide improved 3D imaging, as well as a better view of the
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FROM PIONEERS
TO LEADERS
60 YEARS OF
AMBITIOUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
AND HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

FROM
PIONEERS
TO
LEADERS

TOTAL E&P ANGOLA,
AT ONE WITH
ITS HOST COUNTRY


W

hen Petrofina began

dictatorship ended with the Carnation

Oil exploration continues

working in Angola in the

Revolution in 1974 that talks would

throughout the armed conflict

early 1950s the country was

begin between the new Portuguese

It was against this backdrop that

still a Portuguese colony.

government and the three Angolan

exploration of Block 3 began as the world

Political parties such as Agostinho Neto’s

independence movements. In the wake

entered the 1980s. Patrick Timbart,

Popular Movement for the Liberation

of the revolution a ceasefire was signed

Director of the Total E&P Angola from

of Angola (PMLA) were formed, bolstering

as part of the Alvor Agreement, and

1995 to 1999, remembers:

the opposition to the Portuguese

a provisional Constitution was adopted

“The discovery of Block 3 had a special

presence in the country that was secured

in January 1975 while independence was

significance for the Group as it meant

by 200,000 troops. In a bid to pacify the

scheduled for November that year.

a new oil production hub outside

independence movement, Portugal

However, Angola’s transition to

of French-speaking Africa, across

abolished forced labor in 1962, committed

independence would not be a peaceful

the border from Nigeria. It was the first

to investing more money in Angola, and

affair. Fighting broke out for control

time that we had made any discoveries

offered Portuguese citizenship to all

of the capital between the three

outside the Group’s traditional area

Angolans. But it was all in vain.

independence movements. In January

of operations, and from the outset

and November 1975, Portuguese troops

we enjoyed a very good relationship

In 1966, the Portuguese government

and 300,000 colonists withdrew

with the Angolan government.

began to form an oil extraction policy

to Lisbon, and the PMLA drove the

I think that they were happy to see our

that would use companies created

two other factions out of the capital

work in Angola continue in spite of

as joint ventures to seek oil reserves off

and other major Angolan cities.

the ongoing military operations”.

the Angolan coast. This policy is behind

The treaty to end the Angolan civil war,

the birth of a number of national operators

On 11 November 1975, Agostinho

signed in Estoril (Portugal) on 31 May

such as Argo, Challenger Oil Gas, Esso,

Neto declared independence for the

1991 by President Dos Santos and

Shell, Sun Oil, and Texaco.

People’s Republic of Angola. This marked

UNITA’s founding leader, Jonas Savimbi,

the beginning of Angola’s first civil war,

brought about a ceasefire and general

Talks lead to independence

one that would only end with the

elections with oversight from the United

It would not be until Marcelo Caetano’s

Bicesse Agreement in 1991.

Nations. The MPLA came away with 49%
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of the vote, with 40% going to UNITA

In 1997, the PMLA and UNITA formed

management who fully understood

who claimed a fraudulent election and

a coalition government, but again

the scale of the challenge at hand, for

returned to arms.

fighting broke out and the United Nations

both Total and Angola. The result was

Security Council imposed sanctions

that they were very attentive to our

Strong ties between Total

on UNITA. It would not be until 4 April

proposals and were always very frank

and the Angolan people help

2002 that a new ceasefire agreement

during discussions to find the most

to overcome difficulties

would put an end to a conflict that had

effective solutions that would enable

A second peace agreement signed

raged for 27 years, killing almost

us to work in the best possible

in Lusaka (Zambia) on 20 November

500,000 people and displacing four

conditions. To give a concrete example,

1994 would see UNITA’s forces folded

million more.

this is precisely what made us able

into the regular army. This agreement

to begin extraction at Girassol just four

would be broken the following year.

The discovery of Block 17: a boon

“Everyday life was often difficult”,

for a country under reconstruction

Patrick continues, “even if French expats

The agricultural and mining sectors were

A ten-year boom driven by oil

were better off than most Angolans. But

both ravaged by the civil war, leaving oil

The years following the armed conflict

we were able to make a real contribution

as the country’s only source of wealth.

saw crude oil exports drive the double-

to the country, including a clinic

Patrick Timbart recalls the discovery

digit economic growth that made Angola

in Luanda. This was a major development

of Block 17: “In the middle of the armed

the fifth largest African economy by the

for the Angolan people, and not just

conflict, the discovery of these very deep

time the decade drew to a close. And

those working for the Group. The

reserves entailed major industrial,

with estimated reserves of 13bn barrels,

supermarket opened by the Group also

economic, and political consequences for

Angola’s oil windfall shows no signs

made a lot of people’s lives easier. At the

Angola and the Group. We maintain close,

of losing steam, as evidenced by the

time there were very few foreigners

tightly knit bonds with Sonangol,

development of Block 32.

in Angola except the French and

the national concessionaire, as part

Portuguese, so there was a lot

of a trusting relationship that has

of interaction with the local community

enabled us to flourish thanks

and we built some real connections.”

to Sonangol’s pragmatic and competent

years after its discovery.”
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THE STORY
OF OIL IS THE
STORY OF THE
EARTH ITSELF
Known as “rock oil” in ancient times,
the oil we see today began forming
in the Silurian period when organic
material from the biosphere began
to form sediment that was gradually
buried within minerals and cut
off from the atmosphere. The most
suitable areas for oil to form are
humid regions – river deltas and
lagoons – that are exposed to a warm
climate that encourages rampant
growth of organic matter.
As layers of sediment settled
on a rich layer of organic material,
the temperature of the bedrock rose
alongside the pressure to form
“kerogen”. Kerogen produces oil
or natural gas or both, which
is trapped in a “rock-reservoir”.
The largest reserves tend to be
trapped in anticlinal formations
(those forming a convex fold), the
centre of which is home to the oldest
geological layers, fault lines,
or layers crossed by salt domes.

While asphalt and oil have been used
as fuel in Angola since the dawn of time, it was not until
the 18th century that, according to historians,
the Portuguese developed an interest in black gold.

THE PIONEER ERA
At a time when Angola was under Portuguese rule,
Petrofina made the first onshore oil discoveries
in the Kwanza and Lower Congo.

1910
1936

1910‑1936
HARD WORK... FOR LITTLE RESULTS
In 1767, D. Francisco Sousa Coutinho, the then governor,
sent 49 barrels of crude oil to Lisbon, proving the presence of oil,
especially in the Kwanza valley.
However, it would not be until 1910 that the first
oil concession granted to Canha & Formigal signaled
the true beginning of Angola's oil industry...

P

Pesquisa Mineira de Angola (PEMA) ran this very first

Under its authority, 18 wells would be drilled between 1922

concession that covered an area of 114,000km between

and 1928, one going as deep as 3552m. This was a real tour

the Zaire river to the north, and the 12th parallel to the south.

de force given the myriad difficulties encountered in all aspects

The geological survey was carried out between May 1914

of contemporary oil exploration: medical facilities, transport,

and November 1915 and the first well, Dande 1, was drilled

communications, resupply, spare parts... the list goes on. There

on 25 March 1915, reaching a depth of 602m. Fourteen wells

were no roads, the limited navigability of the country’s rivers

were drilled around Porto Amboim and N’Gondo in the following

made transporting drilling equipment difficult, and the tsetse fly

years, and some of them contained oil with a viscosity

spread sleeping sickness... it all combined to make each expedition

that made it problematic to extract.

a perilous endeavor. As if that wasn’t enough, the drilling

2

campaigns proved disappointing and the decision was made
However, it would take more than that to dampen the spirits

to try out new exploration methods such as gravimetry and

of these pioneers, and the Companhia do Petróleo de Angola

the measurement of magnetic fields. Between 1931 and 1933,

(COPA) was founded in 1916 with the aim of managing

a new campaign saw three wells drilled (Cacoba 1, 2, and 3) that

oil exploration, over which they had exclusive rights thanks

returned negative results, and drilling operations were suspended,

to an agreement signed with the Angolan General Government.

even though the concession was valid until 15 August 1936.
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THE BENGUELA RAILWAY THAT JOINED NORTH RHODESIA AND THE BELGIAN CONGO
TURNED LOBITO INTO A STRATEGIC SHIPPING PORT FOR SEA TRAVEL BETWEEN EUROPE
AND MINES IN SOUTHERN AFRICA.
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1953
1975

PETROFINA
ONSHORE OIL IN THE KWANZA
AND LOWER CONGO

I

GEOLOGICAL EXPLORATION WITH
CORING AND SEISMIC BLASTING.

In 1926, Petrofina created Carbonang, their Angolan
distribution subsidiary that, on 11 August 1937, would launch
the Companhia de Combustíveis do Lobito (Purfina):
the first oil distribution company to operate in Angola with
the primary role of supplying the mines in Shaba, in the Zaire,
via the Benguela railroad. The post-war years were characterized
by intense negotiations between Petrofina, through
the Companhia de Combustíveis do Lobito, and the Portuguese
government with a view to obtaining an oil exploration
and production license for certain parts of the Kwanza and
Congo basins. The concession was granted on 24 March 1953,
a date which marked the launch of oil exploration in Angola
for a Total Group company.

PURFINA'S OFFICES IN LOBITO

Initially a strictly onshore operation, the concession was
extended on 3 December 1955 to include the Kwanza and Congo
continental shelf, expanding the concession from 29,520km2
to 56,320km2. As soon as the concession decree was published,
Missão de Pesquisas Petrofina immediately pushed ahead with
their exploration work.
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THE FIRST WELLS DRILLED FOLLOWING
SEISMIC CAMPAIGNS LED BY THE MISSÃO
DE PESQUISAS PETROFINA IN THE KWANZA
BASIN RETURNED DISAPPOINTING
RESULTS... UNTIL THE BENFICA FIELD WAS
DISCOVERED IN 1955.

FROM INAUGURATIONS
TO PRESS CONFERENCES,
BENFICA WILLMAKE
ITS PLACE IN THE HISTORY
OF OIL IN ANGOLA.

At the time, most oil companies were self‑sufficient in terms

responsible for carrying out electrical logging. The first well drilled

of technical resources, leading them to acquire seismic equipment,

– Santiago 1 – returned negative results, but an ambitious

drilling rigs, and other hardware. Thus, most of the cementing,

drilling program led to several discoveries in the Kwanza basin,

production testing, geological testing, and fracturation was

followed ten years later by more in the Congo.

carried out by Petrofina staff using their own equipment. The only

•

services company involved in this campaign was Schlumberger,
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1953
1975

AS THERE WERE NO LOCAL TECHNICAL
RESOURCES, MOST OIL COMPANIES WERE
SELF-SUFFICIENT AND ACQUIRED THEIR
OWN SEISMIC EQUIPMENT, DRILLING RIGS,
AND OTHER HARDWARE.

DRILLING RIG.
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SCHLUMBERGER ELECTRICAL LOGGING EQUIPMENT.

THE EXPLORATION
EQUIPMENT USED BY FINA
IN ANGOLA, SUCH AS THIS
SCHLUMBERGER CABIN
USED FOR ELECTRICAL
LOGGING, WERE CUTTING
EDGE AT THE TIME.
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1953
1975

FIRST MAJOR ONSHORE DISCOVERIES
IN THE KWANZA
The concession was granted on 24 March 1953, a date which
marked the launch of Total Group's oil exploration in Angola. Initially
strictly an onshore operation, the concession was extended
on 3 December 1955 to include the Kwanza and Congo continental
shelf, expanding the concession from 29,520 km2 to 56,320 km2.
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THE GEOLOGY LAB.

T

The pioneer’s efforts were rewarded
in 1955 with the discovery
of a commercially viable deposit
in Benfica. More discoveries followed north
of the Kwanza river and around the capital,
and those made in Luanda and Cacuaco
in 1957 and 1958 respectively confirmed
the basin’s potential for oil production.
When the Kwanza river was crossed in what
was at the time a true display of technical
and logistical prowess, major discoveries
followed between 1959 and 1961, notably
Tobias and Galinda. They entered production
in 1964 and marked a real shift in gear for
the oil industry.
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1953
1975

Angola began producing oil in Benfica in 1956, and in 1957
construction work began on the refinery in Luanda. Its processing
capacity would quadruple in just a few years, as the crude oil
transportation infrastructure from the south of Kissama
to Luanda were built, including an oil pipeline that crossed
the Kwanza where the bridge stands today.
Still in 1957, the Companhia de Combustíveis do Lobito (Purfina)
transferred its rights and obligations to a newly created company:
the Companhia de Petróleos de Angola (Petrangol).
In 1964, oil production in the Kwanza reached 18,000 barrels
per day, a rate which decreased until the end of the 1990s when
Angola’s first abandonment program was carried out, at a time
when no legislation forced oil companies to do so. Today, the
names of these oil fields describe residential or industrial areas
of Luanda, and not many know about the oil exploration and
production that took place in years gone by.
In 1966, the Angolan subsidiary of Sociedade Portuguesa
de Combustíveis (Angol) was granted exclusive oil exploration
rights to the onshore section of the Kwanza basin, but within
18 months they were required to launch joint-ventures with other
companies who had previously received government approval.
This was how, in 1968, Angol and Total-CAP each owned an equal
share in the group that would explore for oil in the Kwanza Basin
(onshore) and Ambriz zones (onshore and offshore). Almost ten
years after the Benfica discovery, Petrangol pushed ahead with
the onshore exploration of the Kwanza using continuous seismic
acquisition, and drilled a number of wells using their own
equipment. More major discoveries were made between 1967 and
1972, such as Quenguela Norte, Bento, Légua, Mulenvos Norte
and Sul, as well as Puaça, the only dry gas field found in the basin.
Some of its gas was used to optimize production in the Tobias and
Galinda oil fields, with the rest being sent to the Luanda refinery.
Onshore exploration of the Congo
Onshore exploration of the Lower Congo began in 1966
with a seismic campaign followed by three wells drilled
with little effect, and the first commercial discovery was made
in 1968 in Cabeça da Cobra. All of the major discoveries
in this basin would be made in the following years, and include
Quinguila, Nzombo, Ganda, Pangala, and Quinfuquena, not
to mention the Sereia gas field.
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THE PIONEER'S EFFORTS
WERE REWARDED IN 1955
WITH THE DISCOVERY
OF COMMERCIAL OIL
RESERVES IN BENFICA.

1953
1975

In 1971, production began in the Cabeça da Cobra field,

It was not until the Kwanda logistic hub was set up in Soyo,

home to the first export terminal that would transport crude oil

in 1983, that services were first to be outsourced, either

to the Luanda refinery for processing. The refinery now boasted

to international companies for oil industry services, or local

a shipping terminal, allowing to receive the crude oil it treated

companies, for logistics and catering. Nevertheless, the modest

and exported as a refined product to other areas of the country

levels of production meant that Petrangol was always looking

such as Lobito, Namibe, and Cabinda, in order to supply

for less costly solutions than those used in offshore operations.

the local distribution market, with the surplus oil being exported.
Indeed, Petrangol was contractually obliged to serve

The beginnings of offshore exploration

the refinery and the Angolan market as a priority. In the late

Two exploration wells were drilled in the Kwanza in 1970

1970s, the Quinguila, Nzombo, Quinfuquena, and Pangala

and 1971 at the offshore Praia 1 and Sangano 1 sites,

entered production, boosting production in the Lower Congo

the latter of which lies off a popular beach south of Luanda.

Basin up to 40,000 barrels per day. Total would continue

The various technical difficulties encountered during

to operate these fields until 2007, when the group’s shares

the initial offshore exploration, meant that the results were

in Fina Petroleos de Angola were transferred and operations

far from conclusive.

handed over to Sonangol P&P,
the concessionaire’s operational
division. Today, production of
around 9000 barrels per day
stands testament to the quality
of the development and

In 1964,
oil production in the Kwanza reached
18,000 barrels per day.

maintenance work undertaken

In 1969, the American
company, Texaco, began offshore
work in the Congo Basin
under a contract signed with
the government and Petrangol.
The American presence was

since the 1970s, in spite of the

strengthened in 1974 when,

numerous instances of sabotage to which the infrastructure fell

on 26 March, a farm-out contract for the offshore section of the

victim during the armed conflict that wracked Angola, particularly

Kwanza Basin was signed between Petrangol/Angol and Amoco,

between 1992 and 1994.

Occidental and Getty. This contract enabled the group to launch
a seismic program and to drill four wells to have the right to

The complete operation

acquire 50% of the zone. Work was interrupted a few months

In isolated parts of the Congo Basin, places populated by only

before Angola declared independence on 11 November 1975,

a few small fishing villages, Petrangol chose a business model

with the group’s members declaring a state of force majeure.

whereby the company itself provided most of the services
it needed, including the logistical support required by personnel.

Nationalised oil

Hardware and equipment was therefore shipped between

The first major action of the Angolan government was

Luanda and Soyo either by boat or by air. To do this, Petrangol

to nationalize the Angol oil company to create Sonangol in 1976.

made use of old “landing ships”, used in the Second World War

The new company took over Angola’s interests and, on

to unload troops and materiel onto beaches or in shallow ports.

26 August 1978, was granted a monopoly over all concessions

The company also owned two aircraft – a DC3 Dakota from

upon publication of the law 13/78.

1936 and a small, seven-seater aircraft, christened LE (Lima-Echo)

The Companhia de Petróleos de Angola Ltd. changed its name

and employed the necessary pilots and maintenance staff.

to become Fina Petróleos de Angola Ltd. in 1982.
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OPERATING IN REMOTE AREAS,
PETRANGOL CHOSE TO PROVIDE MOST
OF THE SERVICES IT NEEDED ITSELF.

DRILLING RIG BEING
INSTALLED ON-SITE.

A PETRANGOL CEMENTING UNIT.

1953
1975

THE SEISMIC ACQUISITION PROCESS TOOK PLACE THROUGH
DIFFERENT STAGES: HOLES ARE MADE IN THE GROUND
INTO WHICH ARE INSERTED THE EXPLOSIVE CHARGES THAT,
ONCE DETONATED, WILL CREATE SEISMIC WAVES THAT ARE
REFLECTED BY THE SUBSOIL, BEFORE BEING RECORDED
AS AN ACOUSTIC SIGNAL IN THE ACQUISITION CABIN.

JEAN-PIERRE AMORY
BEGAN WORKING IN ANGOLA IN 1955.
FORMER PETROFINA CEO.

I

“I arrived in Angola in February
1955, having qualified as a mining
engineer in Belgium and an a
Petroleum Engineer at the University
of Oklahoma, in the USA. It was
a Sunday, and the city of Luanda
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looked just like a small Portuguese
city with its red rooftops and
white walls. It made a fine sight
when arriving by air, and we landed
on an airstrip that was still
to be tarmacked.
I was one of a small number of young
engineers sent to Angola, where
Petrofina’s exploration department
had, for ten years, held

an exploration concession covering
an area of 32,000km2, mostly
onshore. In 18 months, the geologists
had drawn maps and carried out
geodesic surveys, and had completed
the gravimetry and a few seismic
lines, a revolutionary technique
at the time.
We began drilling in Benfica using
a rig purchased in Germany

AS THESE DETONATIONS SHOW, THE INITIAL SUCCESS IN THE KWANZA BASIN IN 1955,
IN BENFICA, WAS FOLLOWED BY AN EXTENSIVE SEISMIC CAMPAIGN THAT RESULTED
IN A NUMBER OF WELLS BEING DRILLED IN SUBSEQUENT YEARS.

that could drill down to 1800m...
but we were soon to realize that
there was nothing to be found
at 1800m. It was at this point that
Petrofina ordered much more
powerful equipment from the USA,
worth over $1m. With that kind
of money, we had the Rolls Royce
of drilling equipment with four
100 horse power engines, hydraulic
gears, and anything else we could

possibly want! Our policy was
to buy equipment and service
it on-site rather than contracting
or leasing it, as we truly believed
in Angola with its excellent
indicators for the presence of oil.
We believed that there was asphalt
where the sedimentary basin
met the basement. There was a lot
or bitumen and parts of the cliff

from which gas seeped already
aflame... asphalt on one side and
burning gas on the other. There
had to be oil, but where was it?
That was the problem!
Drilling carried on around the clock,
with three 8-hour shifts, and we had
a small bus that carried personnel
to change shifts. We drilled two wells
– Benfica 1 and 2 – with little success.
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IN THE TIME OF THE PIONEERS, SAFETY REQUIREMENTS WERE FAR DIFFERENT
FROM THOSE IN PLACE TODAY, AS CAN BE SEEN HERE WHERE A DRILL PIPE
IS TIGHTENED USING A ROPE, A TECHNIQUE THAT CLAIMED A NUMBER OF FINGERS
FROM MANY DRILLERS, OR IN THE SAMPLING AT THIS WELLHEAD.

However, Benfica 3 would go on to
produce around 500,000 barrels
in just a few years. It wasn’t quite
what we were looking for, but it was
proof that there was oil in Angola.
And this was a good thing, because
when we launch such a large
exploration program, it’s nice
to be able to say to the board
of directors that, ‘Yes, we are
spending money, but it is highly
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likely that we will find something’.
So we didn’t skimp on publicity,
and with drills still winding down
at Benfica 3 we filmed the petrol
gushing from the well. Our discovery
stole the show at the World
Petroleum Congress in Rome in June
1955, because at the time nobody
believed that there was any oil
south of the Sahara!

We already had a local recruitment
policy in place at Petrofina, as we
knew that if we wanted a stable base,
it would be easier with a local
workforce who had their own roots
and families in the area. To this end,
we visited Luanda’s schools and
recruited a handful of young people
who had just finished their secondary
education. We sent them to the Oil
College in Paris and they all went

THE IDEAL 110 DRILL
ILLUMINATES
LUANDA'S NIGHT SKY.

on to have remarkable careers with
us: some of them became drillers,
others superintendents, and one
of them even went on to be the
administrator at our subsidiary.
Similarly, we serviced all of our
equipment on-site. The Benguela
railway had some fine workshops
where we could service our
equipment, apart from some

specialist oil equipment such as
drilling pipes, and so in order to
service the threading, we immediately
imported special lathes.
Instead of importing prefabricated
drill sites, we built them ourselves:
we loaded everything onto our
lorries, and in a few days we could
build a ‘ready made’ camp on site.
I think that the local authorities

really liked this approach
as it provided work for a lot
of people.
Our efforts to discover the Benfica oil
field required an extensive seismic
survey, and in the early days our
resources were extremely limited:
a dozen or so men travelled with
light loads, digging holes one or two
meters deep, and then drawing lines.
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SINCE IT FIRST BEGAN WORKING, PRODUCTION
AT LUANDA'S REFINERY HAS CONTINUED TO GROW, AS CAN
BE SEEN IN THIS PICTURE FROM THE 1980S.

In order to interpret this seismic
data, an American engineer had
to do all of the calculations by hand.
We really had the most rudimentary
equipment!
But we still found oil and, from that
time onwards, if we wanted to be the
real pioneers we had to build
a facility to refine our crude oil.
It was with this in mind that
we decided to build a small refinery
in 1958, with an initial capacity
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of 10,000 barrels per day. It was
a single distillation tower with some
condensation, but it was the first
of its kind in Africa. Its capacity was
increased to 40,000 barrels per day,
in spite of the instability that reigned
before Angola’s independence.
When I look back today at the
14 years I spent in Angola, I think
that the key to our success was
the fact that we treated everybody
well, which made the work a better

experience for all involved.
As for Total’s future in Angola,
I’m optimistic because
Total E&P Angola knows how
to adapt to its local environment.
Angola is now one of the fastest
developing African countries:
we need only look at the kilometers
of roads and all of the bridges
that have been built. It really
is extraordinary!”

OIL PROCESSING FACILITIES IN QUINGUILA, AS PART OF
THE ONSHORE OPERATIONS IN THE CONGO IN THE 1970S.
A PUMPING ROD UNIT IN THE KWANZA
IN THE 1960S/1970S.
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IN THE 70S, THE SOYO REGION
IN THE NORTH-WEST WAS HOME
TO MOST OIL EXPLORATION
IN ANGOLA, AS CAN BE SEEN
IN THIS DRILLING STATION.

JOSÉ REBELO
IN ANGOLA FROM 1962 TO 1975,
AND 1985 TO 1990.
DIRECTOR OF PETROFINA SUBSIDIARY.

I

“I began working for Petrofina
in Angola in 1962. I spent two
separate periods in the country:
the first from 1962 to 1975, and the
second from 1985 to 1990. It was
an interesting life in a country that,
in a way, formed part of my own life;
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a country where my children were
born, and with which I maintain
deep bonds that evoke difficult
emotions to put into words.
Back then, Angola and Angolan
society had nothing in common
with what they are today. Like other
companies in the sector, Petrofina
handled all the equipment – boats,
lorries, aircraft – and activities

that today tend to be sub‑contracted
to services companies, such as
cementing, fracturation, acidifica
tion, well testing, etc. Everything
was done internally and today
it is hard to imagine the range
of operations and services that
an oil company had to take care of!
In terms of production, the fields
turned out to be relatively easy to

BEFORE A BRIDGE WAS BUILT IN THE 1970s, the Kwanza river could only be crossed by a ferry built by Petrangol in the
1950s to enable exploration of Kissama, now a national park. The ferry was used to transport equipment and personnel
from one side of the river to the other, and was still used for many years after the region’s oil fields were operational, and
crude oil was being pumped back to the refinery in Luanda. When a team needed to cross the river, they radioed
in to Camenha, the Angolan ferry captain who lived near the mouth of the river.

exploit, but the distance from the
refinery meant that transport was
a complicated operation due to the
local geography. Underwater
pipelines were needed to cross the
Kwanza, and they were incredibly
sophisticated for the time,
but Petrofina was used to being
at the forefront of technology.
One of the major challenges
facing the company was the

construction of a refinery. Thanks
to a contract signed with the
government, Petrofina was to build
a refinery in Luanda if oil were
to be discovered. When the Benfica
oil field was discovered with
an estimated 40 million barrels
in reserve, Angola became a leading
oil producing country and the
government granted planning
permission for the refinery in 1957,

which was operational two years
later. Even though the refinery was
made from the dismantling,
modification, and reconstruction
of a Petrofina refinery in Italy,
near Florence, this time-frame
was seen as a real show of technical
prowess, given the transportation
problems prevalent at the time.
Although the refinery had no real
economic interest for Petrofina,
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INTENSE DRILLING PUT HARDWARE
TO THE TEST, LIKE WITH THIS DRILLING BIT
THAT DRILLED DOWN TO 185M.

it has always been a major part
of the Group’s business in Angola,
owing to its strategic importance
for the government that wished
to be able to provide petrol and diesel
to the internal market.
The government’s involvement
in this project is demonstrated
in Petrofina’s obligation to create
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an Angolan company to run
the refinery, a company that would
be named Petróleos de Angola,
or Petrangol. The market’s needs
grew as the country developed,
and the facility’s capacity grew
so well that in 1970, the original
refinery was replaced by a modern
facility with a capacity of around
1.5 million tons. Unlike Cabinda

Gulf Oil, who focused exclusively
on exports, Petrofina kept
Angola’s needs in priority, and only
exported excess stock.
At the end of the 1960s, Petrofina
in Angola was at its best: well
organized, with training facilities
for staff at all levels, high quality
production, oil fields operating in the

IN THE 1950S, THE OIL
PIONEERS DID NOT HAVE THE
SOPHISTICATED EQUIPMENT
THAT IS USED TODAY, AS CAN
BE SEEN IN THIS RADIO VAN
THAT WAS THE ONLY WAY THAT
THE FIELD TEAMS COULD
CONTACT BASE.

MAINTENANCE ON A MANIFOLD IN THE
CRUDE OIL STORAGE FACILITY.

Kwanza and in Soyo, as well
as a refinery. It was without any
doubt the best company in Angola:
the most advanced and the best
equipped, from computers to drilling
rigs. It was also a company that
valued training for its employees,
especially those from Angola.
On a site that is now part of the
refinery, we built a school that

provided training in various fields
with versatile workshops that could
do almost anything. You need
to understand that from as early
as the 1950s, Petrofina was sending
drillers, drilling supervisors,
production operators, etc. to the
French Petroleum Institute (IFP),
which acted as our foreign training
centre. Within Angola, we provided

training that was tailored to meet
our own operational needs and we
believed that trainees should be paid
for their time because they formed
the basis of local recruitment with
a good educational background.
Another pillar of Petrofina’s
policy was its desire to form part
of Angolan society, especially
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MAISON EIFFEL IN LUANDA,
REBUILT WITH SUPPORT
FROM FINA.

through its support for all kinds
of cultural development. This
is a policy that continued postindependence with the aim
of protecting the country’s cultural
heritage through anthropological and
artistic research that was
commissioned and published
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in books such as Sobre
os Basolongo and Aguarelas
de Luanda, as well as through the
restoration of buildings with historic
and architectural interest. These
actions were very much appreciated
by the Angolan government, which
considered them to be an excellent

way to promote the country’s culture
and traditions. At the time, and for
all those passionate about the oil
industry, Angola was a dream
country where you could fulfil your
ambitions.”

HANDLING ELECTRIC WELL LOGGING
EQUIPMENT AT THE DRILLING SITE.

In the 1970s, the modest levels of onshore production
meant that Petrangol was always looking for less costly solutions
than those used in offshore operations.

1953
1975

A W O R D F R O M…
José Nogueira
Former Director of Fina and Total in Angola
“With a background in chemical engineering, I started
working with Fina in Angola in 1973, where I had
fulfilled my national service. I spent over 20 years working
in the country, spread over three different stays.
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The first was from 1973 to 1983, where I witnessed
the country gain independence; the second spanned 1987
to 1991, and the last was from 2001 to 2008.
The peace treaty signed in April 2002 meant we could
concentrate on bringing the oil fields shut down by
the armed conflict back to their full production capacity.
I’m proud that one of my roles was to work on the first
horizontal drilling operations, the first of their kind

in Angola, as well as drilling infill wells that enabled
Total to maintain and even increase production in oil fields
hitherto believed to be spent. We achieved an extraction
rate for these mature fields that was above the oil industry
average, which made me very proud.
All of this was made possible not only through the
efforts made to provide our Angolan staff with training
both within Angola and abroad, with some of them

going on to lead brilliant careers, but also through the
relationships that we cultivated with local authorities
and our involvement in a number of projects – water supply
systems, schools, etc. – that built better communities
wherever we work. I even ended up being the project
manager for a new village with over 100 homes in Soyo!
I believe that Total E&P Angola’s cooperation with
its host country is the key to its success.”
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THE DISCOVERY
OF THE 80s
BLOCK 3
The discoveries made in Block 3 marked the beginning
of offshore oil exploration and production in Angola
in the South of the Congo River. Named after animals,
these fields would produce over 1bn barrels of oil during
their first two decades in operation.

JACK-UP PLATFORM USED ON THE PALANCA
AND PACASSA OIL FIELDS.

1980
2012

WISDOM
BEARS ITS FRUITS

PAL P1 PRODUCTION PLATFORM, PALANCA OIL FIELD.

Block 3 holds a special place in Total's history as the discovery
that created a new oil producing nation. Africa had already seen other countries
in the Gulf of Guinea increase their clout, such as Gabon, the Congo,
and Nigeria, and in 1980s it saw Angola become a new major oil producing nation
with significant production levels.
Patrick Timbart,
Director of Total E&P Angola from 1995 to 1999.
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When ELF discovered Block 3 it changed
the course of the post-independence oil industry, spreading hope
and awareness of the importance of oil in Angola.
Desidério Costa, Former Angolan Minister for Oil.

BLOCK 3: FACT SHEET

Block 2

• Location:
40 km off the coast of Angola
(south west of Soyo)
• Depth of water:
< 200m
• Depth of reserves from seabed:
3500 m

Block 16
Block 3

• Production in 1998:
200,000 barrels/day
• Subsidized Group:
Elf Aquitaine (operator) AGIP,
Ina Naphtagas, AJOCO

• NZETO

Block 32
Block 17

• Area:
around 5000km²
• Estimated recoverable reserves:
over 1.5 bn barrels

• SOYO

Block 15

Block 33

Block 4

Block 18
Block 5

Block 34
Block 19

Block 6

A

• LUANDA

Angola takes ownership of its oil reserves

offshore operations (in water less than 200m deep)

The first major action of the Angolan government was

into 13 blocks. In parallel, a production sharing agreement

to nationalize the Portuguese oil company, Angol, and create

was submitted to the international companies present in Angola

the national oil company, Sonangol, in 1976. Sonangol

and, as part of the negotiations between the companies

represented Angola’s interests in the existing Kwanza and

in question (which included Total, Elf, and Fina), Block 3 was

Congo onshore concessions as well as the Cabinda offshore

granted to the contractor group headed by Elf Aquitaine

concession with the Cabinda Gulf Oil Company (now Chevron).

that was composed of AGIP (now ENI), Ina Naphtaplin and Ina

The oil industry framework law (Law 13/78) granted Sonangol

Naphtagas (companies from the former Yugoslavia),

a monopoly over all concessions in 1978, and what followed

and AJOCO (a Japanese company belonging to Mitsui). The

was a regional 2D seismic survey and the division of conventional

contract, titled PSA Block 3/80, was signed in 1980.
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THE COBO PRODUCTION COMPLEX.

THREE KEY DATES SUM UP BLOCK 3'S
IMPORTANCE IN TOTAL E&P ANGOLA'S HISTORY
• I N 1980: THE BLOCK WAS ALLOCATED
TO ELF AQUITAINE ANGOLA
• IN 1985: PRODUCTION BEGAN
• I N 2004: IN NOVEMBER,
TOTAL PRODUCTION REACHED

1 BILLION BARRELS
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TEN YEARS OF DISCOVERIES
1981: PALANCA • 1982: PACASSA, PUNJA, BUFALO ET IMPALA
1985: IMPALA SUDESTE • 1989: COBO • 1990: PAMBI • 1991: OOMBO

BLOCK 3
PALANCA

IMPALA

IMPALA S.E
BUALO
PACASSA

KUMA
GAZELA
PAMPI

NUNCE
CAAMA CENTER
CAAMA

CACO

COBO
OOMBO
A HEARD OF PACASSA.

T

The Wildlife Block
Lying some 40km off the Angolan coast, at depths of between

hydrocarbons would migrate to the area to create the oil

40m and 200m, Block 3 covers an area of 5000km² in the Lower

reserves found in Block 3, which lie at an average of 3500m

Congo Basin. The block’s geological structure stems from

below the surface at temperatures of 150°C.

the gradual formation of the South Atlantic Ocean which began

The names chosen for these oil fields (listed above together

in the Early Cretaceous period, around 140 million years ago when

with their date of discovery) were taken from the animals

the African and South-American plates began to drift apart.

– even‑toed ungulates, to be precise – that inhabit the Angolan

A layer of salt formed in the Aptian age, 125 million years ago,

countryside: Búfalo, Cobo, Impala Sudeste, Impala, Oombo,

followed by a layer of sand and carbonates during the Albian age,

Pacassa, Palanca, Pambi, and Punja. Smaller reserves were also

around 100 million years ago, with a layer of clay forming during

discovered, such as the Gazela, Gulungo, Nunce, Kuma,

the Late Cretaceous and Tertiary Period. These layers would

and Caama fields, but their small size or the type of oil they

be molded over time into the shape of a turtle shell, and

contained made them unsuitable for development.
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PETROMAR SHIPYARD IN AMBRIZ.

The Group has discovered 1.5bn barrels
in Block 3: an unexpected success.
Jacques Marraud des Grottes,
Director of Total E&P Angola from 1993 to 1997.

Exploration: the offshore adventure begins

and Elf Aquitaine turned things around with five major

With exploration of the onshore basins known at the time

discoveries in the first five wells drilled between 1981 and 1982.

complete – in the Kwanza and Lower Congo – the next stage

Two new exploration contracts for areas that were bypassed

was to explore offshore reserves lying near to the coast, as close

for development (3/85 and 9/91) confirmed the success of Elf

as possible to Block 0 where Cabgoc was already working and

and its associates within this block. Exploration and operations

had discovered major deposits in the Malongo oil fields. Texaco

in Block 3 would see the Angolan oil industry enter a period where

was the operator working on behalf of the FST partnership

the complexity of offshore operations led to the development

(Fina, Sonangol, Texaco) in the 1970s, and made some discoveries

of an oil services industry with support and encouragement from

in what is now Block 2.

Sonangol. The Kwanda base, established in Soyo in 1983, would

The scope of the oil fields left a lot to be desired, but production

become home to major international service providers such

began in some of them such as the Essungo and Cuntala fields.

as Schlumberger and Halliburton, and a shipyard was opened

Different exploration methods were used in Block 3, where

in Ambriz, adjacent to Block 3 in Bengo Province, designed to build

a number of geological objectives were still awaiting tests,

offshore rigs.
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THE KWANDA BASE OPENED IN SOYO IN 1983.

1980
2012

PERSONNEL ARE SHUTTLED
AROUND THE SITE.

THE PAL P2 PLATFORM SEEN
FROM A HELICOPTER.

FERNAND POIMBŒUF
CIVIL ENGINEER FROM
ÉCOLE DES MINES

I spent most of my career
with Elf Aquitaine.

W

“When I arrived in Angola
on 3 January 1983, Elf Aquitaine
Angola had been newly created when
Elf won the concession for Block 3.
The production sharing agreement
(PSA) stipulated a tight development
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schedule, and the first drilling
operations were carried out in 1981,
with five discoveries being made
by 1983: first Palanca, then Pacassa,
followed by Punja, Bufalo, and
Impala. The five first exploratory
wells all yielded positive results:
so positive that the CEO of Sonangol
called out exploration director a
‘feiticeiro’, which means magician.
At the time we were still a small
company concentrating on offshore
explorations, with a staff of fewer
than fifty people working in Luanda.

My role was simple: I had
to do everything in my power
to see that the production sharing
agreement was fulfilled. In other
words: to develop the discoveries
made in Block 3 as quickly
as possible. In order to launch
production as quickly as possible,
Elf Aquitaine Angola needed
to become a subsidiary with a major
production capacity, which was
made possible by bringing in staff
from France. Around 300 expats
arrived, with around 100 of them

THE 75 APARTMENTS IN THE IMPALA APARTMENT COMPLEX IN LUANDA,
ARE PART OF AN EXTENSIVE PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DESIGNED
TO HOUSE THE GROUP'S PERSONNEL AND THEIR FAMILIES.

bringing their families to Luanda,
and the others based offshore
or at the base in Soyo to the north.
With the staff in place, the next
challenge was to create the
infrastructure needed to provide
these families with a decent quality
of life in spite of the difficult
conditions due to the conflict
between the Angolan government
and the UNITA rebels, a conflict
that threatened the security
of our personnel and facilities.
Infrastructure was sabotaged

on numerous occasions, including
electricity lines that carried power
from a dam on the Kwanza,
some 150km away. This meant
that we could go weeks without
electricity, or even water,
as the pipeline that supplied Luanda
with water from the Bengo River
to the north ran over ground,
and was therefore easily accessed
and sabotaged.
It was against this backdrop
of conflict and sabotage that we had
to find and renovate housing, and fit

the accommodation with everything
our staff needed such as generators,
water tanks, etc. We also needed
to find office space, and had
to spread the company over three
different sites that themselves also
needed to be equipped, especially
with telecommunications tools.
We opened groceries, a clinic,
a staff canteen, a garage, and even
a club, because we had to think
of things to do in our free time given
that excursions outside of Luanda
were limited for safety reasons.
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We inherited the colonial structure, but we managed to turn it
into a national structure as part of a mutually beneficial relationship
that can still be very much felt today.
Albina Assis Africano,
former Petrangol Executive and former Angolan Minister for Oil.

A BUSY STAFF CANTEEN

In a few years, Block 3 had turned
Elf Aquitaine Angola, a small
exploration subsidiary, into one
of the group’s major production
subsidiaries and, over time, one
of the largest. This was something
that we understood soon enough:
as soon as the discoveries were made
and appraised we estimated their
reserves, and saw that Block 3 and
the subsidiary we worked for would
be extremely important for the group.
I would like to highlight the
importance of our relationship with
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Sonangol. Sonangol had a significant
role to play in the production sharing
agreement, as operations were
jointly managed by an Elf Aquitaine
Angola-Sonangol operations
committee that had to approve plans
and budgets. We were also subjected
to an annual audit by Sonangol,
to whom the results of the main calls
for tender had to be submitted for
their approval before contracts could
be signed. This type of mechanism
can work only if a sound relationship
is in place, and so, from the moment

I arrived, I made a real effort
to build close connections.
One strategy I adopted was strict
weekly meetings with Sonangol
management in order to make sure
that everything was running
smoothly, and I asked my various
managers to do the same with their
counterparts. I don’t think I ever
had any problems with Sonangol
and its different managers.
Two of the decisions I made
in Angola seem to me to have
a special significance for

KINAXIXE GENERAL STORE.

FOR OUR ANGOLAN AND FRENCH PERSONNEL,
WE OPENED GROCERY STORES, A CLINIC, A STAFF
CANTEEN, A GARAGE, AND EVEN A CLUB, BECAUSE
WE NEEDED LEISURE ACTIVITIES TOO.

THE OPERATING THEATRE IN THE EMERGENCY MEDICAL CENTER.

Elf Aquitaine Angola. The first
is the purchase of 10% of the
interests in Block 0 in Cabinda from
Sonangol. It was not a production
sharing agreement in which the share
earned by the company decreases
over time, but rather a traditional
concession contract with a fixed
percentage of oil production set
at the time of purchase. At the time
that we made the transaction,
if my memory serves me, production
in Block 0 stood at between
150,000 and 200,000 barrels/day,

before climbing to 300,000 barrels/
day, making it a considerable asset.
The second accomplishment was
when we obtained Block 17,
as this Block was the object of some
fierce competition, especially from
another international group
that was prepared to make a heavy
investment. I think that Block 17
sent the company on a radical new
path because today it is still its main
production site.
I must say that I had to work hard
to persuade Elf’s entire technical

staff that Block 17 was worth it,
because at the time they believed
that the water was too deep and
we didn’t yet possess the techniques
needed to produce the oil. Since then,
experience has shown that where
there’s a will there’s a way to get
the oil!”.
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As soon as the discoveries were made and assessed
we estimated their reserves and saw that Block 3 and the subsidiary we worked
for would be extremely important for the group...
Fernand Poimbœuf,
Mining Engineer, Elf Aquitaine Angola in 1983.

A TRANSPORT BOAT USED
TO SHUTTLE PERSONNEL BETWEEN
SITES WITH THE COB P1 PLATFORM
IN THE BACKGROUND.

ALTHOUGH IT IS NOT A DEEP WATER OIL FIELD,
BLOCK 3'S SUBSOIL MAKE IT AN UNDENIABLE CHALLENGE
FOR DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION.
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INSTALLATION OF A
PRODUCTION DECK BY MEANS
OF A FLOATING CRANE.

When I arrived in Angola in 1993, Total E&P Angola was growing
as a company with a series of developments within
Block 3 such as Cobo, Pambi, and Oombo, which brought daily production
up to 175,000 barrels/day and then 200,000 barrels/day in 1998.
Jacques Marraud des Grottes, Director of Total E&P Angola from 1993 to 1997.

“EROMANGO” DRILLING EQUIPMENT
ON THE BUF F1 PLATFORM.

1980
2012

K

Keeping up production in spite of the obstacles
Five years after winning the concession for Block 3,

within the block proved greater than the various technical

the consortium led by Elf Aquitaine Angola began production

and logistical problems encountered on a daily basis, such as the

in the Palanca fields with operational support from the

fight against corrosion that threatens any infrastructure out

Kwanda base in Soyo, where the company had established

at sea. Between 1985 and 2000, Block 3 would produce a total

a comprehensive logistical and operational support infrastructure.

of 768m barrels, rising to one billion barrels in 2004.

In 1992, the military context in Angola forced the

Block 3’s daily production reached a high in 1998 with

group to move their base of operations to Pointe Noire
in Congo‑Brazzaville (now the Republic of Congo).

an average flow of 192,000 barrels/day, and was maintained
at 180,000 barrels/day throughout the following years.

There it remained until 1996, when the Sonils base in

In 2005, the year that Block 3/80 was transferred

Luanda took over all of Elf Exploration Angola’s

to Sonangol, daily production was still at around

offshore operations. The imagination, critical eye,

120,000 barrels/day, and Block 3 still had many years

and bold attitude displayed by the teams working

of production ahead of it.

LICORNE PACIFIC,
THE FIRST BLOCK 3 TERMINAL.
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•

AMONG TECHNOLOGY FIRSTS TO PLAY A ROLE
IN BLOCK 3'S DEVELOPMENT, FLOAT‑OVER
WAS USED FOR THE FIRST TIME TO FIT A 10,000T
DECK TO THE COB P1 PLATFORM.

1980
2012

INSTALLING AND
FITTING A COMPACT RIG
TO A PLATFORM.
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A

Ambitious innovation

Some deposits contained a significant quantity of gas

The claim that the skills and techniques developed

and condensates that were not deemed suitable for sale

on Block 3 paved the way for Block 17 and greater Angolan

at the time and that were therefore ignored.

involvement is in no way an exaggeration. Even though

Among the innovative developments that Elf Exploration Angola

at the time “deep-water” was not yet part of industry jargon,

created in Block 3, the “float-over” ballasting/jacking system

the subterranean features of this block with high temperatures

used to fit COB P1’s deck in 1995 would go on to be used on other

and varied deposits meant that its development was far from

projects around the world. Innovation was also present in 1997

being a formality. Drilling techniques to cool and aerate oil-based

for the development of the Oombo field under budget

mud and new techniques to complete and process deposits

and in a record time of 12 months, made possible through

needed to be developed in order to optimize drilling and improve

the subsea equipment connected to the COB F1 platform

the oil extraction rate, all while controlling development costs.

6km away... equipment that is still in use today.
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THE PALANCA P1 PRODUCTION PLATFORM.

THE PALANCA TERMINAL WAS ABLE TO ACCOMMODATE HIGH
CAPACITY OIL TANKERS THAT COULD TRANSPORT THE EQUIVALENT
OF ALMOST ONE MILLION BARRELS OF OIL.
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ACCOMPANIED BY THE GROWTH
OF A COMPLETE SERVICES
INDUSTRY, WITH BLOCK 3
THE OIL INDUSTRY ENTERED
A NEW ERA IN COMPLEX
OFFSHORE OPERATIONS.
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Block 3 was a real learning experience for a highly professional team,
and the skills developed are still of use today. I think that anyone destined to work
on deep offshore platforms should cut their teeth at a facility like Block 3.
The block is now operated under a new operator, but still needs the experienced
professionals trained by Total over 20 years.
Arlindo Ferreira, Head Operator on Block 3.

AS PART OF THEIR TRAINING, THESE YOUNG TECHNICIANS
PERFORM PRACTICAL EXERCISES ON THE EQUIPMENT PROVIDED
AT THE SOYO SITE.
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IN THE 80S AND 90S, THE TRAINING CENTER
IN SOYO WOULD PLAY A MAJOR ROLE IN TRAINING
GENERATIONS OF OFFSHORE TECHNICIANS.

As part of the Horizon 2000 initiative,
over 200 young Angolans
received grants to study abroad.

E

Experimental training initiatives

staff using classroom based learning and field exercises.

In order to fulfill its needs for skilled workers on land and sea

It is true to say that at the time, Block 3 was a training ground

in both technical and career development fields, Elf Exploration

for the oil industry. Furthermore, as part of an internal training

Angola, Block 3’s operator, has launched a number of accelerated

program, a dozen technicians received grants to study abroad

training programs for its Angolan staff. The first training center

at institutions like the Ecole Polytechnique de Setúbal and

was opened on a platform, followed by one in Soyo on the

Toulouse IUT. A number of men and women from Total E&P Angola

Kwanda Base where instructors from the former National

middle and senior management have followed in their footsteps,

Petroleum School (now the National Institute for Petroleum)

making their own contribution to the transfer of skills and

worked to develop the skills of the company’s operational

knowledge to younger generations.

•

THE AHMED RIG, USED AS LIVING QUARTERS AND OFFICE SPACE AT COB P1.
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Environmental Responsibility

the production facilities and compared them to control samples

While the concept of corporate social responsibility

in order to discover any contamination with micropolluants,

– particularly concerning the environment – was not yet

biological anomalies, or disruption to marine life. While the

mainstream, Elf Exploration Angola was showing its concern for

samples taken from Block 3 reveal the presence of oil industry

the environment as early as the 1980s, as revealed by the results

activity through slightly higher concentrations of elements

of an environmental survey carried out at Block 3/85-91 in 2010

such as barium and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons,

in preparation for the transfer to Sonangol. The survey was

the abundant diversity of animal life on the seabed throughout

carried out by Holísticos and the INIP (National Fisheries Research

the year shows that the marine environment has not suffered

Institute) who took samples of water and sediment from near

over the past three decades.
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•

THE ABUNDANT DIVERSITY OF ANIMAL LIFE
ON THE SEABED THROUGHOUT THE YEAR
SHOWS THAT THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT
HAS NOT SUFFERED OVER THE PAST
THREE DECADES.

1980
2012

WHEN SONANGOL P&P TOOK OVER OPERATIONS,
IT WAS ABLE TO DRAW UPON THE EXPERTISE
AND SKILLS DEVELOPED BY TOTAL ON BLOCK 3.

S

Sonangol P&P takes over
In 2005, work began to transfer Block 3’s assets to Sonangol
P&P with Block 3/80. It would continue with the handover
of Cobo and Pambi in 2011, and end with the transfer
of Oombo in 2012. Far from limiting the transfer of operational
facilities, this gradual handover of assets was accompanied
by the teams that run the facilities in Block 3 on both land and
sea. With Sonangol P&P inheriting over 100 skilled technicians
from a range of different fields – reservoir engineering specialists,
maintenance technicians, and managers – the new operator
will gain precious human capital with the concomitant skills
and expertise to take production in Block 3 into the future
in the safest, and most productive conditions.
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ADVENTURES
OF THE DEEP
BLOCK 17
Oil field after oil field, FPSO after FPSO, the strategies and
techniques designed by Total to overcome the endless technical
challenges faced in deepwater exploration and production now
stand as international oil industry benchmarks. Here we take a look
back at this odyssey off the Angolan coast...

CLOV
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ACÁCIA

DÁLIA

BLOCK 17'S STORY

IS ONE OF OVERCOMING GREAT CHALLENGES
In order for its oil fields to flourish,
Total E&P Angola needed to tame the cold, dark, crushing,
and hostile ocean depths.

EXAMPLARY EXCELLENCE
THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF A LEADER
By Christophe Amadei,
Director of Block 17.

“Total E&P Angola’s success
in Block 17 was made possible via
an extensive analysis of the oil fields’
potential. Firstly because some areas
did not contain any oil deposits,
and even in those that did, we had
to go and find them by 800m to 1600m
of water and then we had to drill
a further 1500m to 2500m. Block 17’s
success, then, belongs first and
foremost to our geoscience teams who
were able to identify the
block’s potential. Our technical teams
then proved their worth when they set
to drilling the oil fields and revealing
their commercial potential in record
time. This success cemented
Total E&P Angola’s image
as a company that was as ambitious
as it was pragmatic, and that followed
through on its stated objectives:
a company that its partners could
trust, both because we issued realistic
targets and deadlines and had
the means at our disposal to achieve
them, and because our goals always
resulted in concrete developments.
It’s no coincidence that the innovative
technology developed by Total has
twice been awarded the OTC prize.

Total E&P Angola’ is a leader not
just in terms of production volumes,
but also through its ability to explore
reservoirs and start production
in the shortest possible time
and at the lowest possible cost, while
never compromising on the safety
of its personnel nor the health
of the environment and integrity
of its facilities. Indeed, leadership,
as well as being a source of pride
and motivation for the teams involved,
brings with it special responsibilities,
as it is important to set a good
example through excellence,
excellence which is made possible
through responsible operational
management of each oil field,
encompassing more than profitability
and the recovery of oil reserves.
Total E&P Angola endeavored
to apply this type of management
in Block 3, so that Sonangol
P&P is today in a position to continue
with successful operations.
We apply the same policy to Block 17,
drafting development plans
for the deposit’s entire life cycle,
and we take care to ensure the
long‑term integrity of our facilities,
designed to run for 20 years.

As for Block 17’s future, a major
project is underway with CLOV,
accompanied by smaller projects added
to existing oil fields like Girassol
with GirRI. Based on results of seismic
surveys additional in-fill wells were
drilled either to maintain pressure
in an active deposit by injecting water,
or as additional production wells
to improve the drainage of certain
areas. Total E&P Angola has created
a dedicated division to manage
these additional projects underway
at Girassol, as well as future projects
around Dália and Pazflor.
By optimizing existing fields in such
a way, we are demonstrating the
governance strategy agreed upon with
Sonangol and our other consortium
partners: StatoilHydro, Esso, and BP.
We are also looking at oil fields
dating from the Cretaceous period,
at deposits that are older and
lie deeper than the Oligocene and
Miocene deposits that we are
currently producing. This could help
us optimize production at Girassol
as we have already done with Rosa,
or to launch a brand new project
if a major discovery is made.”
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December 1992. A consortium of oil companies
headed by Elf Aquitaine acquires the exploration and
extraction rights on Block 17. With production beginning
just three years after the decision was made to invest,
Girassol would become a benchmark for all later projects.
Even before the very first seismic survey, Total knew
that if the block contained rich oil deposits, it would set
a number of technical, environmental, and financial
challenges never before experienced in the oil industry:
those of deep offshore production. Block 17’s reservoirs
contain two different kinds of oil from the Tertiary Period:
the first is relatively light and dates from the Oligocene
era, and is particularly present at Girassol, while
the second is slightly heavier, dates from the Miocene era,
and can be found at Dália. In addition to the difficulties
arising from the depth at which it lies, the viscosity
of the heavier oil makes it hard to keep a steady flow.
Faced with these challenges, Elf Aquitaine, and later
Total, had to manage this complex project without the
backing of a fully developed local infrastructure, while

• SOYO

Block 15

also managing four major construction and supply

Block 2

contracts signed with suppliers based around the world.

Block 16

These challenging circumstances did not prevent

Block 3

the Group from making some bold decisions and
developing a series of innovations that, from Girassol
to CLOV, would prove able to extract the most from
Block 17’s potential and win two OTC awards.

• NZETO

Block 32

•

Block 17
Block 33

Block 4

Block 18
Block 5

Block 34
Block 19

Block 6
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• LUANDA

KEY DEVELOPMENT
DATES
1992: Block 17 granted
to a consortium with
Elf Aquitaine as operator
1996: First discoveries made,
notably Girassol
1997: Dália discovered
1998: Rosa discovered
2000: Perpétua, Zínia, Acácia,
and Hortênsia discovered,
Pazflor’s “petals”
2001: First oil extracted
from Girassol
2003: Jasmim connected to Girassol
2004: Rosa project launched
2006: First oil extracted from Dália
2007: First oil extracted from Rosa,
connected to Girassol,
and launch of Pazflor project
2011: First sheet of CLOV cut
in Paenal shipyard, and first oil
extracted from Pazflor

BLOCK 17 IN FIGURES
• Location: 200km northwest of Luanda
• Depth of water: 600m to 1400m
• Depth of reserves from sea bed:
400m to 1600m
• Surface area: around 4000km2
• Estimated reserves: over 3 billion barrels
• Production in 2012: 600,000 barrels/day
• FPSO: Girassol, Dália, Pazflor, CLOV
• Shares:
– Total (operator): 40%
– Statoil: 23.33%
– Esso: 20%
– BP: 16.67%

2013: CLOV arrives at the Paenal
shipyard on 8 November
to be fitted with 7700 tons
of Angolan-made equipment.

1996
GIRASSOL
2001
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GIRASSOL

SETTING STANDARDS
The first oil field to blossom on Block 17, the “sunflower”
revealed a particularly fertile bed of innovations.
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THE DISCOVERY of oil in Block 17’s first project was made in 1996, with the first oil produced in late 2001. It was clear
immediately that it would not be easy to convince people of the value of a new large FPSO concept, able to process
200,000 barrels per day – the oil field’s entire production. It was primarily a question of proving the reliability and commercial
feasibility of this type of floating facility, set in waters 1400m deep and connected to subsea wellheads and a collection network
able to operate for 20 years: a floating facility containing all that was needed to separate and process the different effluents
– gas, water, and oil – up to commercial or environmental specifications depending upon whether they were destined for sale,
reinjection into the reservoir, or disposal.
From Pioneers to Leaders
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Covering an area of 14km x 10km, Girassol was the first of Block 17's reservoirs
to see production begin, on 4 December 2001, less than six years after the oil field
was discovered in 1996. In a single month, production reached 100,000 barrels/
day, and in less than six weeks it had climbed to 200,000 barrels/day.

FACT SHEET
• Estimated reserves:
1.55 billion barrels
• API: 32°
• First oil produced in 2001
• Angola’s first deepwater project
• Equipment made in Angola:
first well jumpers, initial flowline
assemblies, loading buoy and
riser towers.

API Density
Developed by the American Petroleum
Institute (API) and the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST),
the API scale is used to measure the
density of oil in degrees API (° API). The
lighter a crude oil is, the higher its API
density. Most crude oil has an API density
of between 20° (very heavy) and 60° (very
light). For reference, water, with a density
of 1, has an API density of 10° API.
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GIANT FLOATS, 40M TALL AND 8M WIDE,
ENSURE THAT THE RISER TOWERS STAY
IN A VERTICAL POSITION.

1996
GIRASSOL
2001

F

FIRST
IN CLASS

For Girassol, two dynamic positioning drill ships were built:

seabed, the production lines are coated with synthetic foam

the Pride Africa and the Pride Angola.

insulation. Indeed, ensuring a continuous flow of oil is one of the

The horizontal wells used on this field, and then others

project’s major challenges that was overcome using a production

in Block 17, optimized productivity and meant that fewer

loop concept, designed to prevent the formation of paraffin and

wells needed to be drilled.

hydrates by providing production lines with thermal insulation.

The project blueprints included 39 subsea wells (23 of which

Scrapers are also sent down a riser tower’s production lines from

were producers), 45km of production lines, 29km of injection lines,

the surface, where they sweep the bundles and manifolds before

and 70km of umbilical cables. Built and assembled at the Soyo

returning to the surface by another of the tower’s lines.

yard in northern Angola, the production lines (8 bundles of 800m

These riser towers are undoubtedly one of the major innovations

to 2900m) were towed along the seabed all the way to Girassol,

present in Girassol that earned Total the OTC prize in 2003.

some 200km away, and then set into place and connected to the

The genius of these structures, 1250m long and 1.5m in diameter,

production facilities. These operations were carried out with

used for the very first time at Girassol to transport effluent

surgical precision in 1400m of water and exposed to pressures

from the seabed to the FPSO, lies in their ability to provide both

exceeding 150 bar, and are a demonstration of technical

the required thermal insulation and buoyancy for the system

prowess made possible by the use of acoustic beacons and robots

as a whole. Having been towed from the Lobito site to the Girassol

operated from the surface: MATIS, for flange connections,

oil field, the towers were positioned in just a few hours using

and CAT for connections to manifolds and wellheads.

their on-board positioning system. Once they were vertical and

In order to maintain oil at a temperature of 40°C, and to avoid

connected to a suction anchor, the buoyancy of the float and

it freezing in pipelines at temperatures as low as 4°C on the

the synthetic foam holds the towers in position.

•

SUCTION ANCHORS
The suction anchors used in the offshore oil industry are steel tubes, closed at one
end, and suspended vertically with the open end facing downwards. The mass
of the anchor – over 60 tons for a 20m-tall, 4m-diameter anchor – penetrates
the seabed, and then a remotely operated vehicle pumps the remaining water from
the unburied section of the anchor, creating the suction. This type of anchor
provides the same stability as traditional anchors weighing several hundred tons,
while freeing the installation vessels from carrying such a weight.
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ASSEMBLED ON THE LOBITO
PRODUCTION LINE, RISER TOWERS
ARE PREPARED TO BE TOWED
AND INSTALLED AT GIRASSOL.
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AT THE ZAIRE RIVER ESTUARY,
THE PRODUCTION BUNDLES ARE
PREPARED FOR SLOW, CAREFUL TOW
OUT TO THE GIRASSOL OIL FIELD.
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A FEW OF THE MEASURES TAKEN BY TOTAL E&P ANGOLA TO REDUCE THE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT OF THEIR EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION WORK, ON LAND AND AT SEA:
• REINJECTING GAS TO ELIMINATE FLARING AND RECOVER ENERGY
• USING DRILLING MUD WITH MINERAL OILS PRESENTING LOW LEVELS OF TOXICITY
• PROCESSING CUTTINGS TO REMOVE ANY RESIDUAL DRILLING MUD
• RECOVERING HEAT ENERGY FROM TURBINES, AND REDIRECTING IT TO DIFFERENT
PROCESSES ON THE FPSO
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H

Hygiene, safety, and the environment:
Total’s number one concern
A number of safety audits have been carried out at the
Lobito and Soyo yards, in South Korean shipyards that built
FPSO Girassol, and on board all vessels involved in the project.
Special attention was given to the Lobito and Soyo yards,
where the Angolan personnel were using techniques
and equipment that were new to them. Safety Managers
were appointed within each project team at every site in order
to check that the front line suppliers and their sub-contractors
met the safety standards set by Total for accident prevention
and preparation to emergency situations, and that the staff
involved had been properly trained. A systematic accident
reporting system and improved preventative measures
are still applied in the production phase.
At every step of the project, specialized consultants carried
out environmental impact studies at land and sea, as well
as developing emergency procedures for oil spills that have
helped to protect the ecosystem. Furthermore, Total E&P Angola,
in partnership with Ifremer, the French Research Institute
for Exploitation of the Sea, carried out a three-year oceanographic
survey to catalogue and analyzes deepwater marine life
in order to evaluate the potential environmental impact of the
exploration and production of oil on benthic ecosystems.
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2001

PORTRAIT
OF A GIANT
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FACT SHEET
• Length: 300m
• Width: 60m
• Weight of production facilities:
25,000 tons
• Built in the Hyundai shipyards
in South Korea
• Arrived at the Girassol site
on 11 July 2001
• Moored with 16 anchor lines
each 1800m long, and connected
to a 20m tall suction anchor
• Processing performed
on the FPSO:
1/ Separating of water, gas,
and crude oil
2/ Desulfatization and injection
of water into the reservoir
3/ Reinjecting of gas into
the reservoir
• Production capacity:
240,000 barrels/day
• Water injection capacity:
equal to 390,000 barrels/day
• Gas compression capacity:
8 million cubic meters/day
• Innovation: riser tower 1250m
long and 1.5m across

1996
GIRASSOL
2001

THE EXTREME DEPTHS ARE INACCESSIBLE TO MAN,
SO THE RISER TOWER CONNECTIONS WERE PERFORMED
BY A ROBOT KNOWN AS MATIS, POSITIONED AND GUIDED
FROM THE CONTROL ROOM ON THE SEAWAY KESTREL.
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A W O R D F R O M…
Pierre Bang
Total Group Director of Operations,
Deputy Director of the CSTJF,
Project Manager for FPSO Girassol
from 1997 to 2001, and then
Offshore Installation Manager.
“It was in 1996, when I was working
on oil industry architecture, that the
production director handed
me responsibility for FPSO Girassol,
an iconic project that was both
a source of immense pride and great
responsibility. I worked with the
Girassol project team, formed after
the field’s discovery, with Patrick
Pouyanne, the General Director of the
Refinery and Chemicals, and member
of the Group’s Board of Directors.
It was Patrick who sent me the
FPSO’s initial functional specifications:
its storage capacity, its oil production
platform, its anchoring system, etc.
Girassol was the Group’s first FPSO
and would combine a multitude
of innovative technologies in a record
time that has yet to be beat. This
innovation included riser towers and
the transfer of the FPSO’s oil to the buoy
using a steel pipe designed to offer
a certain degree of elasticity. These
inventions earned their reward in 2003
at the Houston OTC, and were
incorporated seamlessly into the build
thanks to the extremely tight project
coordination. Girassol came to be a kind
of benchmark that was used for all
similar projects in Angola and throughout
the world, even though no two projects
are exactly alike, as can be seen in the
new technologies developed for Dália
and Pazflor. I would also like to highlight
how the cost of Girassol was optimized,
coming in as the least expensive
deepwater facility ever. The total cost
was kept below $3 billion, compared
to current projects such as CLOV that
cost in excess of $10 billion.”
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24 HOURS WITH... Julien Mousse, Production Support engineer on board the FPSO Girassol
05:45: breakfast with colleagues. • 06:30: daily briefing • 10:00: check well flows
in control room • 12:00: lunch with FPSO management • 14:00: calculate the diameter
of the volume meter's standard ball, in preparation for changes on the FPSO • 16:00: look
into modifying the hoist for the volume meters standard ball • 17:00: in the FPSO lab

to analyze production water disposed at sea • 17:30: inspection of the gas compression
safety valves • 18:15: supervise the weekly safety exercise • 19:15: exercise bike
in the fitness suite • 20:45: last round of the day • 21:30: relaxing in TV room.

1996
GIRASSOL
2001

A W O R D F R O M…
Antoine Serceau
Director of Girassol Project

“As the first major deepwater project
in West Africa, Girassol required
a number of innovative developments
before production could begin.
These included the concept of riser towers,
a crude oil export system, and new tools
designed for subsea connections.
The project was also a pioneer in terms
of the local contribution to the project,
which has since continued to grow
in later projects.
Girassol was ready in record time,
with just five and a half years between
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the field’s discovery and the start
of production. Such a result was made
possible only through a will to succeed
that was shared by all those involved,
from the concessionaire Sonangol
to the various entrepreneurs operating
at the time. Our mutual objective was
to ensure that this project was
a resounding success, with some
of us hoping to become essential players
in the deepwater oil industry while
others hoped to make up for declining
production. In a fine demonstration
of teamwork, all parties were able to see
beyond the scope of their own role and
responsibilities, going above and beyond
contractual obligations to ensure
the success of the project as a whole.
We established a dedicated project team

that would become a benchmark for
all subsequent deepwater projects at Total
as well as other companies. It was
an unforgettable experience, managing
a team spread out across the four corners
of the Earth, and our work was supported
by a major recruitment and training
drive for Angolan staff who would go
on to run the facilities and the FPSO.
‘A stepping stone for the industry’, is how
the Offshore Technology Conference
described the excellence and innovation
they found in the Girassol project in 2003,
a pioneering project that would
be the first of many. It was the first time
that a French oil company had won
the prize, in an industry dominated
by Anglo-Saxon companies, and
it is still a great source of pride”.

THE MAKEUP OF THE TEAM ON BOARD THE FPSO, LIKE THOSE ON LAND,
REFLECTS THE INCREASED ROLES FOR ANGOLANS IN THE
TOTAL E&P ANGOLA WORKFORCE. GIRASSOL IS OPERATED BY A TEAM
OF 82 ANGOLANS, 49 FRENCH ENGINEERS, AND 9 PEOPLE FROM OTHER
COUNTRIES (PORTUGAL, NORWAY, BURMA, TUNISIA, AND THE CONGO).
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DÁLIA

A COMPLEX OPERATION
Getting Dália bloom proved a genuine prowess.
The challenges associated with a huge field and complex oil required
mobilizing the Group’s entire technological chain of expertise.

CLOV

VIOLETA

PERPÉTUA

LÍRIO
CRAVO

ANTÚRIO

ORQUÍDEA
ROSA

PAZFLOR
HORTÊNSIA

TULIPA

GIRASSOL

ZÍNIA
CAMÉLIA

JASMIM

ACÁCIA

DÁLIA

THE SECOND DEVELOPMENT in Block 17 began producing oil in 2006 and brought with it additional challenges to those experienced
with Girassol: similar operations had to be performed, but the oil was thicker, more complex, and flowed from a larger number of
wells. And yet, the capacity for innovation and mobilization of Total’s resources meant that a mere six years separated the first
engineering surveys and production of the first barrel of oil. Today, Dália is still growing, with more wells set to be drilled…
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KEY DEVELOPMENT
DATES
September 1997:
		Discovery of Dália’s first
two reservoirs
Spring 2000:
		Geometry of Dália’s
four turbitidic reservoirs
is fully surveyed
December 2000:
		Engineering surveys begin
April 2003:
		FPSO Dália construction
contract awarded
February 2005:
		Drilling begins
December 2005:
		Work begins on offshore
facilities
June 2006:
		FPSO Dália delivered
December 2006:
		First barrel of oil
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ASSEMBLING A GIANT
UNDERWATER MECCANO SET

FACT SHEET
• Date: Early Miocene
• Location: 135km off
the Angolan coast
• Surface area: 230km2
• Depth of water: 1200 to 1500m
• Discovered: 1997
• First oil produced in 2006
• Estimated reserves:
almost 1 billion barrels
• 71 wells: 37 production wells,
31 water injection wells,
and 3 gas injection wells
• 9 manifolds
• 4 production lines
• 8 Integrated Production Bundle
(IPB) flexible risers
• 75km of umbilical
• Equipment made in Angola:
the first umbilical used in production
and injection control by Angolflex,
loading buoys by Sonamet, and
coiled pipe made at the Angolflex’s
spool base in Dande.

1997
DÁLIA
2006

Covering a larger area and with more challenges
facing production than Girassol, Dália is yet another international
benchmark in deep water projects, and proof of Total's
renewed industrial prowess and ability to turn yesterday's
unprecedented exploits into today's business as usual.
Yves-Louis Darricarrère, General Manager of Exploration & Production.

I

Innovation: the first steps in exploration and production

by laying subsea production and injection trees connected

The exploration of Dália benefitted from Total’s advances

by cable with a ship, the Bourbon Jade, instead of the drilling rig

in 3D seismic acquisitions that had been producing high-resolution

traditionally used for this type of operation. Likewise, the

images as early as 1999. The clarity of the seismic signatures

combination of horizontal subsea production trees and the use

of Dália’s various reservoirs made it possible to carry out precise,

of light well architecture reduced drill times and boosted

direct analysis of their architecture in general, as well as the

productivity, thereby optimizing overall savings on the project.

layers of sand and clay. When combined with interference
testing, they produced models of the reservoirs that were used

The challenges of producing unstable oil

to optimize the positioning of production and injection wells,

Unprecedented problems were encountered when trying

requiring fewer in total. The number of manifolds used to connect

to get a particularly heavy (21° to 23° API, compared

the wells has also been reduced, down from 13 manifolds for

to Girassol’s 32° API), acidic, cold, and polyphasic oil to flow

23 wells at Girassol, to only 9 manifolds for 37 wells at Dália.

in conditions of extreme temperature and pressure (4°C and
140 bar). To overcome these difficulties, Total E&P Angola used

Given the cost of drilling, Total E&P Angola set out to maximize

the largest flexible risers ever made, equipped with a new

the volume of the accessible reserves all while minimizing the

technology called Integrated Production Bundles (IPB)

total number of wells and simplifying their trajectories as much

and a high performance production lines isolation system.

as possible. The cost of drilling can be lowered significantly
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•

THE BOURBON JADE, A SUBSEA INSTALLATION VESSEL FITTED WITH 2 ROVS AND
A 100‑TON CRANE, HELPED TO LAY THE WELLHEADS ON THE SEA BED WITH A CABLE,
SAVING MILLIONS OF DOLLARS PER OPERATION.

1997
DÁLIA
2006

A MAMMOTH
PROJECT
Construction of FPSO Dália began on Koje Island in South Korea
in January 2004. The project culminated in 2006 with the installation
of the 30,000-ton super structure comprising 12 modules and able
to manage the entire fluid separation and treatment process,
generate electricity, store and pump oil to export to the loading buoy,
and export gas to the Soyo ALNG plant.

8 MILLION MAN-HOURS WENT INTO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THIS GIANT,
OCCUPYING UP TO 3500 WORKERS SIMULTANEOUSLY.
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FPSO DÁLIA
PORTRAIT OF A GIANT
• Length: 300m
• Width: 60m
• Design production capacity:
240,000 barrels/day
• Water injection capacity:
equal to 405,000 barrels/day
• Gas compression capacity:
8 million cubic meters/day
• Living quarters: up to 190 people
• Weight of superstructure:
30,000 tons

Dália was the first project in which production
water was injected back into the reservoirs.

D

Dália’s installations alone required 4200 subsea connections,

consisting in welding the flexible pipes onshore and track them

representing 3 million man-hours of work spread over

on a rail system to coil it on 30-meter diameter reels, onboard

a whole year. The project management team coordinated

the Deep Blue installation vessel. This technique allowed

manufacturers located throughout the world, scheduling parts

performing the uncoil operation in a single run, once the boat

and equipment to converge on Angola on time so that work

was on-site at Dália.

could begin on assembling this colossal industrial Meccano set.

In addition to the group’s own considerable resources,

Launched in 2005, the offshore installation work would occupy

Total E&P Angola was able to work with internationally renowned

a fleet of up to 21 vessels and two drilling rigs, the Pride Africa

contractors who all had a role to play in Dália’s success. These

and Pride Angola, for almost one full year. The majority were

include Technip, the main contractor whose various production

equipped with dynamic GPS positioning systems, and were

sites provided the IPB production and injection risers, production

able to fit subsea equipment (FPSO suction anchoring systems,

and injection lines, and umbilical cables: Halliburton Angola for

manifolds, Xmas trees, etc.) to the seabed with centimeter

the delivery of drilling fluids: Schlumberger for well completions,

precision at depths of 1200m to 1400m, along with the jumpers

directional drilling, electrical logging during drilling activity,

connecting manifolds to Xmas trees and spools to connect

and cementing products and services: while Sonaid Angola

manifolds to production lines. The fitting time for risers was

provided tubulars.

reduced considerably thanks to an innovative technique
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MANIFOLD SUPPORT STRUCTURES
ARE JUST SOME OF THE EQUIPMENT
INSTALLED ON THE OCEAN FLOOR USED
TO CONNECT THE WELLS TO RISERS.

One of the largest subsea production systems
in the history of the deep offshore oil industry
Dália stands out thanks to its sheer size – 71 wells and 75km
of umbilical cables – as well as the site’s density, with
up to six wells attached to each manifold. Its uniqueness
is cemented by its productivity and the reliability and availability
expected of its equipment, equipment that must be able
to provide 20 years of continuous production at considerable
depth, with temperatures on the seabed as low as 4°C and
external pressure of 140 bar. Once again, Total E&P Angola
used a main contractor who is a sector leader, working
with Aker Kvaerner Subsea to create an effective subsea
production system.

•
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TOTAL E&P ANGOLA HAS PROVEN
ABLE TO COMBINE AND COORDINATE
THEIR PARTNERS' EFFORTS AND
EXPERTISE TO MAKE PROJECTS
SUCH AS DÁLIA A SUCCESS.
IN ADDITION TO TOTAL'S TECHNICAL
EXPERTISE, THE COMPANY HAS
ALSO HARNESSED ITS EXPERIENCE
IN MANAGING PROJECTS
UNRIVALLED IN TERMS OF SIZE
AND COMPLEXITY.

1997
DÁLIA
2006

E

Exemplary performance in hygiene, safety,
and the environment
Analyzing risks at every stage of the project, applying the most
stringent safety standards, managing quality control, training
for Total E&P Angola and partner teams... its adherence to HSE
principles make Dália a shining example of an oil industry project.
The same stringent demands govern production and led
to the development of extremely strict operating, maintenance,
and inspection procedures designed to guarantee the best
possible flows of fluids and solid structural and environmental
integrity. We could not mention HSE without highlighting
that Dália was the first project in which production water was
first injected back into the reservoirs. Indeed, a whole host
of processes were used to minimize the industry’s impact
on the atmospheric and marine environment.

•

FIRE SAFETY DRILLS
ARE AN INTEGRAL PART
OF THE EMERGENCY
TRAINING FOR ALL
PERSONNEL WORKING
ON BOARD AN FPSO.
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ON EVERY PROJECT,
TOTAL STRIVES TO REDUCE
THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
OF ITS BUSINESS, AS CAN BE SEEN
IN THE INNOVATIVE NEW
DEVELOPMENTS INTRODUCED
ON BOARD FPSO DÁLIA, DESIGNED
TO REDUCE GREENHOUSE GAS
EMISSIONS IN THE PRODUCTION
AND STORAGE OF OIL.

1997
DÁLIA
2006
MEMBERS OF THE PRODUCTION TEAM SPECIALLY
TRAINED AS FIREMEN STAND BY FOR THE
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE OF HELICOPTERS
AS WELL AS FOR ANY EMERGENCY
(FIRE, EVACUATION, ETC.).

F O C U S…
Daniel Picard
Director of Dália Project
“It was immediately apparent that Dália was a project
unprecedented in its complexity, especially due to the number
of subsea wells needed to extract oil from the reservoirs,
estimated to contain 1 billion barrels of oil. However, the oil
itself posed additional problems; it was very thick, and
innovative new technical solutions needed to be invented
to transport it to the surface to be processed aboard the FPSO.
The first that spring to mind are the heated pipelines, designed
to prevent the oil from setting and forming hydrates which
would block the pipeline: the highly insulated flexible risers
with IPB technology: and gas injection at the foot of the risers
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to promote flow towards the surface. Another solution was the
horizontal subsea wells, which boosted the field’s performance
by using drill through techniques to drill across the wellheads.
Despite the many complications, this major project, managed
as an integrated project, was completed under budget and
in a record time of 43 months, and 45 months has since become
the norm for this type of project. In terms of local content,
Dália provided an opportunity to showcase Angola’s newfound
prowess in manufacturing, visible at the Dande base, or the
Angolflex umbilical cable factory built in Lobito. The HSE side
of the project was also remarkable, with no fatal accidents
occurring during 20 million man-hours. Its highly technical
profile and the fact that all targets were met means that Dália
is still used as a textbook case for third party mega-projects
in which Total is a current or prospective partner.”

REGULAR EVACUATION DRILLS
ARE CARRIED OUT ON BOARD
THE VESSELS USED TO INSTALL
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT.
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1997
DÁLIA
2006

An FPSO is a floating city replete with living quarters
and processing and production plants. Powerful computer technology
allows monitoring the FPSO's myriad functions round the clock
under the watchful eye of a competent team.

THE TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES
EXPERIENCED IN DEEP WATER OPERATIONS
MEAN THAT MAINTAINING THE PROPER FLOW
IS OF CRITICAL IMPORTANCE. THE PREVAILING
CONDITIONS CAN DISRUPT THE FLOW
OF FLUIDS TOWARDS THE FPSO AT ANY TIME,
DESTABILIZING PRODUCTION AND DAMAGING
REVENUES.
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1997
DÁLIA
2006

THE PRIDE AFRICA,
ONE OF THE TWO DRILL SHIPS
INVOLVED IN THE DÁLIA
PROJECT.

UP TO 21 VESSELS WORKED FOR NEARLY A YEAR TO INSTALL
THE OFFSHORE FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT.
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SAFETY IS ALWAYS A PRIORITY,
AND IS FOUNDED ON PROPER
TRAINING, STRICT COMPLIANCE
WITH PROCEDURES, AND
SEAMLESSLY COORDINATED
TEAMWORK. IT LIES AT THE HEART
OF TOTAL'S RISK MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY, ESPECIALLY WHEN
RUNNING FACILITIES OF SUCH
A COLOSSAL SIZE.
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3 MILLION MAN-HOURS

WERE NEEDED TO COMPLETE THE

4200 SUBSEA

CONNECTIONS NEEDED TO FIT AND INSTALL
DÁLIA'S PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT.

1997
DÁLIA
2006

A W O R D F R O M…
Hubert Loiseleur des Longchamps
Total's Director of Public Affairs
CEO of Total E&P Angola from 2002 to 2005
“Upon my arrival in Angola at the end of 2001, I faced the difficult
task of managing a group of employees from three different
companies that had been merged to form Total, which up until
that point had been spread out across over 15 different buildings
throughout Luanda. Construction of the first tower, TTA1,
undertaken by my predecessor, had been plagued with problems
arising from poor coordination of the different trades working
on the project, and I spent a whole year attending regular site

meetings so that I could be sure that work was being carried out
to the deadlines that we had renegotiated with the different trades!
My arrival coincided with production beginning at Girassol, whose
inauguration was held in March 2002, attended by Thierry
Desmarets, the Total Group CEO. Girassol represented a key stage
in Total’s technical development as an FPSO concept that has since
been used in a number of operations in the Gulf of Guinea and
even off the coast of Brazil. It was also a watershed in terms
of local contributions, as some of the innovative new technologies
were produced in Angolan shipyards created especially for the task.
The team received official recognition in May 2003 at the Houston
Offshore Technology Conference, attended by Christophe
de Margerie. The prize boosted our profile, and the recognition

IN 2011, THE PORT OF LUANDA RECEIVED
4500 VESSELS TRANSPORTING 10 MILLION TONS
OF GOODS, HALF OF WHICH CAME IN CONTAINERS.
MOST OF THIS TRAFFIC WAS GENERATED
BY SUPPORT FOR THE OIL INDUSTRY.

of one’s peers should never be underestimated as the oil industry
is a field where every company works together at the same time
as they compete: the risks are so great that we are unable to stand
alone and need to work with other companies... but a sense
of competition remains.
The years that I spent in Angola formed an extremely rewarding
experience as we felt like we were in charge of everything at once.
We needed to look after our personnel: the large numbers of expats
there to work on our projects as well as the Angolan workers who
expected a lot from us and who were responsible for the success
of Block 3 despite trying conditions, and now committed
to Block 17 through Girassol. We needed to enlarge the industrial
base that Sonils had built with our help on the port of Luanda,

with a view to increasing the share of our business entrusted
to local contractors, and we needed to contribute to the
socio‑economic development of the country through medical,
educational, and housing projects.
My best memory is without a doubt the Lorry for Huambo
initiative in partnership with Okutiuka. This type of action
contributed to Total E&P Angola’s growth in its host country
by earning recognition from local stakeholders who were
counting on us to return life to normal following the armed
conflict, and provide a decent quality of life.”
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2007

ROSA

A HIGH-TECH FLOWER
Rosa's economic interest lies in its contribution
to maintaining FPSO Girassol's production level
at 200,000 barrels/day.

R

Rosa: a project of firsts
Rosa is connected to FPSO Girassol, even though it lies some

increased when Angolan partners were granted contracts

15km distant. 64km of heavily insulated pipe-in-pipe production

to develop the substructures that support and reinforce

lines and 40km of water injection lines connect the field

the FPSO, prefabricate the production and injection lines, and

to a riser tower over 1200m high, which boasts an innovative

assemble the riser tower. The work occupied over 400 people

design and connects the seabed to the surface, carrying crude

for around two years, and was carried out with minimum

oil up to FPSO Girassol.

disruption to production at Girassol, some scheduled shutdowns
notwithstanding. The list of Rosa’s firsts continues with

It was a project of firsts: from the 5600 tons of new structures

the environmental strategies adopted for the project:

and equipment fitted to the FPSO, to the manufacture in Angola

reinjecting production water from Rosa, Girassol and Jasmim,

of the first manifolds and a number of other modules, including

without disposal to the sea, as well as inerting and recovering

M7A and M7B. The local contribution to the project was also

gas effluents from the FPSO’s tanks.

ROSA WAS DISCOVERED IN JANUARY 1998 BENEATH OVER 1200M OF WATER. WITH SONANGOL
APPROVAL, THE FIELD'S DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM WAS LAUNCHED IN 2004 AND DRILLING BEGAN
IN DECEMBER 2005, AND ROSA WAS BROUGHT ON STREAM ON 18 JUNE 2007.
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1998
ROSA
2007
Maximizing the local economic benefits from the project

-- Lobito, where Sonamet built substructures, module installation

Rosa entailed 3 million man-hours of work in Angolan logistic

guides, and complete modules

hubs and construction yards, with four main sites working

-- Luanda, where Portumo prefabricated parts for the supporting

on the project:

structures and reinforcement for the new facilities, as well

-- Soyo, where Petromar assembled and tested the manifolds

as the connecting pipes, and FKI/Friedlander manufactured

and MSS, produced the prefabricated production and injection

and tested the base plates and jumpers.

lines, and assembled the riser tower

•

THE LOGISTICS OF A MAJOR
OFFSHORE PROJECT
• Logistic support:
A semi-submersible platform with dynamic
positioning, known as Regalia, connected
to FPSO Girassol by a telescopic bridge
• Lifting & handling:
3 dedicated ships: the Seaway Polaris,
Thialf and Saipem S3000
• Fitting subsea equipment, flowlines,
umbilicals, and riser tower:
2 dedicated ships: the Saipem FDS
and S3000
• Supplies:
2 dedicated ships
• Transport:
Several tugs and barges
• Personnel transport:
Various helicopters and crew boats

E X P E R T V I E W…
Jean-Pierre Dordan
Director of Rosa Project
“Smaller in size than the neighboring
Girassol and Dália, Rosa is nevertheless
one of Block 17’s major fields, and
its economic development was a real
challenge for Total E&P Angola. The
chosen solution – subsea development
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of Rosa’s reserves connected to FPSO
Girassol, where production capacity
was boosted for the arrival of the new
field – enabled the company to optimize
existing investments in Block 17,
bringing production costs down.
In spite of the success of previous
deepwater subsea projects, this type
of development was far from routine,

and Rosa’s project team was faced
with two unprecedented challenges.
The first was the distance between
the field and FPSO Girassol, which
required the development of innovative
new technologies, for thermal insulation
in particular. Then it was a matter
of fitting and connecting almost
6000 tons of modules, facilities,
structures, and pipes on the FPSO.

225 KM

OF CONDUITS AND UMBILICAL
CONNECT ROSA'S SUBSEA FACILITIES.

If we take into account the need
to maintain production at Girassol
at 250,000 barrels per day, and retain
its ability to store two million barrels,
then we begin to understand just how
much technical and organizational
expertise was required to meet the
desired objectives. For two years,
400 people spent almost 2.7 million
hours working on the project: lifting

and handling equipment, reinforcing
structures, connecting cables, welding,
and running tests on FPSO Girassol,
all while the production teams continued
with production as normal.
I think that one of the keys to our success
was how well our teams were integrated
and their commitment to the objectives
we set, especially the safety and

environmental objectives set against
a difficult context of simultaneous
construction and production. For all
those involved in design and
construction of Rosa, it remains
an extraordinary experience. I am still
proud to have had the honor of leading
the teams that successfully completed
this Herculean task, and of the quality
of their work.”
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1998
ROSA
2007

ROSA INVOLVED 3 MILLION

MAN-HOURS OF WORK AT SEA OVER TWO YEARS.
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FACT SHEET
• Location: 135km off the Angolan
coast, 15km from FPSO Girassol
• Depth of water: 1350m
• Discovered in January 1998
• First oil extracted in June 2007
• Estimated reserves:
around 370 million barrels
• Two drillships: Saipem 10,000
and Pride Angola
• Number of wells: 25 including
14 production wells and 11 water
injection lines
• Peak production:
145,000 barrels/day
• Length of lines: 64km
of production lines and 40km
of injection lines
• Weight of superstructures fitted
to FPSO Girassol: 5600 tons
• Investment: $2.5bn
Consortium members:
• Total E&P Angola (operator): 40%
• Esso: 20%
• BP: 16.67%
• Statoil Angola: 13.33%
• Norsk Hydro: 10%

After Dália, an international offshore benchmark,
comes Rosa: another major success.
Yves-Louis Darricarrère,
President of Exploration-Production.

ON PROJECTS SUCH AS THIS,
WHEN INSTALLING ADDITIONAL
MODULES TO A FPSO, WORK DOES
NOT STOP AT NIGHTFALL…
WEATHER AND SEA CONDITIONS
PERMITTING. EVERY HOUR COUNTS
IN A SERIES OF TASKS THAT ARE
AS COMPLEX AS THEY ARE COSTLY,
DESIGNED TO GET THE FIELD
ON STREAM AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

1998
ROSA
2007

A HERCULEAN TASK
In the land of the Titans, everything is huge. Thialf,
the largest crane-barge in the world, is able to tear
15,000 tons from the clutches of gravity, and fits modules
the size of a building to FPSO Girassol with surgical precision.

P

Precision tasks, absolute safety

showed unrivalled dexterity by fitting, with a tolerance

Rosa is not only the first field of its size to be joined to a FPSO

of sometimes less than 50cm, these gargantuan modules

so far away and by such water depths, but also one of the most

to the deck of a ship that is floating, and therefore by its very

demanding in terms of safety requirements and the need

nature unstable. To do this, Total E&P Angola summoned

for precision, given that Girassol’s production

the world’s largest barge, Thialf, fitted with two 7500 ton cranes.

of 200,0000 barrels/day must not be interrupted. The designers

As if these trials were not enough, getting the riser tower

of the seven modules that were fitted to existing facilities

to the site proved to be a particularly painstaking operation,

– each weighing in between 200 tons and 1800 tons – paid special

given that its loss at sea would have obliged Total E&P Angola

attention to the dimensions used, so that they could fit into

to make another, delaying Rosa by at least two years.

the available space on the FPSO’s deck. The lifting teams, too,
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1998
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2007

SEA SERPENT
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TENSION IS RUNNING HIGH FOR THE TEAM IN CHARGE. THE LOSS OF THE RISER TOWER
WOULD, IN ADDITION TO REQUIRING ANOTHER TO BE BUILT, LEAD TO A TWO-YEAR DELAY
IN BRINGING THE FIELD ON STREAM.
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1998
ROSA
2007

ANOTHER OPERATION TAKEN STRAIGHT FROM SCIENCE
FICTION: A RISER TOWER IS TOWED FROM THE SOYO
LAGOON, WHERE IT WAS BUILT AND ASSEMBLED,
TO BE CONNECTED TO FPSO GIRASSOL, ALMOST 150KM
AWAY. A SPECIAL CANAL HAD TO BE BUILT ON THE
BEACH TO TRANSPORT THIS 1200M LONG, 2M WIDE
SERPENT WEIGHING 4175 TONS. IN THE DISTANCE
THE TOW SHIPS WAIT AT ANCHOR.
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THERMAL INSULATION
FOR THE ULTRA DEEP WATERS
Special “pipe-in-pipe” technology was developed to prevent hydrates from
forming and blocking the pipes used to transport crude oil across the 15km
separating the wellheads from the FPSO, in water temperatures never
exceeding 4°C. In pipe-in-pipe technology, concentric tubes are separated
by insulation and a pressurized gap (10 millibar), held together by pressure
molded seals.

1998
ROSA
2007

A MANIFOLD IS SLUNG OVER THE ROSA FIELD BY THE BRAND NEW SAIBOS FDS,
ONE OF THE SPECIALIST SHIPS INVOLVED IN THE DEEPWATER SUBSEA DEVELOPMENTS.
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THE SPECIALIST SHIPS THAT TOTAL
USED TO POSITION ITS SEABED
PRODUCTION FACILITIES ARE
PERFECTLY AT HOME IN DEEP WATER.

1998
ROSA
2007

A W O R D F R O M…
Olivier Cleret de Langavant
Senior Vice President, Strategy, Business Development
and R&D in Exploration & Production at Total.
General Manager of Total E&P Angola from 2005 to 2009
“When I look back on my second sojourn in Angola as President
of Total E&P Angola, my main concerns were hygiene, safety,
and the environment, and like every General Manager, I spent
a lot of time dealing with these issues. But my time in Angola
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was also marked by greater Angolan involvement in our
business. The sustained pace of our growth meant that
recruitment, integration, and training were also a real challenge.
I was also involved in a number of major social actions.
In addition to the medical initiatives launched in Soyo,
and the Lorry for Huambo initiative, we also launched
Écoles Eiffel in Angola. It was no mean feat, but we received
special support from the Ministry of Education, the
Ministry of Petroleum, and Sonangol. We all saw something
of ourselves in these initiatives that are still running today.

In terms of business, Dália coming on stream in late 2006
it was a very important moment in the years I spent in Angola.
Having successfully launched Girassol, we thought that Dália
would be a relatively easy task but the two projects proved
different in a number of ways, notably the type of oil found
in each field. Dália was an even larger, more complex operation
that required a greater number of wells. I remember the
problems we encountered when towing the FPSO off the
coast of South Africa... we nearly lost it in a storm!
This just goes to show that every project comes with its own

problems, but fortunately, it turned out all right in the end.
We got Dália on stream and reached peak production quite
quickly, which was one of our major targets.
Hot on the heels of Dália came Rosa, another complex project
characterized by the huge number of man-hours spent
on offshore integration and construction, with a number of tasks
needing to be carried out simultaneously and with particularly
stringent safety restrictions. We made sure to do all that
we could to see the project run smoothly, but it was a real
challenge and a definite adventure!”
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2009
GirRI 
2011

GIRRI

LEVERAGING PRODUCTION
“Brownfield” projects set out to optimize drainage of active fields and generate
additional revenue from the development of secondary fields. These projects
represent a major investment, not one that the leader of exploration-production
in Angola can afford to overlook.

O

Optimizing yield by boosting production

the electrical connections between FPSO Girassol and Dália,

Launched in March 2009 when the GirRI team began work,

not to mention the challenges arising when a single FPSO

Girassol Resources Initiatives is the first project of its kind

attempts to process two different types of oil, one from

in Block 17. It produced its first oil from Girassol Infills in August

the Oligocene and the other from the Miocene, also the case

2011 and Rosa D’ in 2012, with Miocene M14 and Multi-Phase

for Pazflor and CLOV.

Pumps (MPP) scheduled for 2014. The idea driving the project
is to optimize drainage of active fields and to develop production

A milestone in local contributions

from secondary reservoirs. In doing so, the estimated accessible

Performed for the first time in Angola, the engineering conceptual

reserves rise to 144 million barrels, with 133 million in the

studies for the GirRI project are a real milestone in the local

Oligocene and a further 11 million found in the Miocene.

contribution to Total E&P Angola developments. The project

Brownfield projects aim to create synergies between a production

granted Angolan engineers and technicians an opportunity

facility, such as FPSO Girassol, and secondary deposits,

to demonstrate their capacity to meet Total E&P Angola’s quality,

put in production at a reduced cost by adding new equipment

cost, and deadline objectives while complying with Total

to existing infrastructure.

Group’s HSE standards and good practices. They were also

Total E&P Angola is determined to overcome the diverse

involved at all levels of the GirRI project from the design phase

challenges arising from the GirRI project: the first ever usage

onwards, and helped develop a network of local businesses.

of high pressure (130 bar) subsea multi-phase pumps,
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2011

144 MILLION BARRELS

TO BE PRODUCED FROM THE PROJECT
GIRRI, THE FIRST BROWNFIELD
DEVELOPMENT IN BLOCK 17.

JASMIM

ROSA

PROJECT GIRRI REQUIRED
70KM OF UMBILICAL
TO BE LAID IN ORDER
TO CONTROL SUBSEA
FACILITIES THAT INCLUDE HIGH
PRESSURE MULTI-PHASE
PUMPS, USED FOR THE VERY
FIRST TIME AS PART OF THIS
DEVELOPMENT.
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GIRASSOL

FACT SHEET
• Location: 230km northwest
of Luanda
• Depth of water: 1300m to 1400m
• Oil fields: Girassol, Jasmim and Rosa
• 17 wells drilled
• 1 manifold
• 5 suction anchors
• 70km of umbilical cable
• 7km of rigid and flexible pipeline
• 41 spools and jumpers
• Disconnection and removal
of 17 existing jumpers
• Installation of 1000 tons
of additional equipment on FPSO
Girassol
• Concessionaire: Sonangol
• Total’s partners:
BP, Esso, Statoil

DÁLIA
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FLOATING CATHEDRALS

FRESH OUT OF SAMSUNG'S KOREAN SHIPYARDS IN 2010,
WEST GEMINI, THE CUTTING EDGE DRILL SHIP, WAS DEPLOYED
TO CARRY OUT DRILLING AS PART OF THE GIRRI PROJECT,
NOTABLY THE WELL GIR 133A.
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ON BOARD THE WEST GEMINI,
A TECHNICIAN KEEPS A CLOSE
EYE ON THE DESCENT
OF THE COMPLETION OF ONE
OF THE GIRASSOL WELLS.

A GENUINE CATHEDRAL OF STEEL,
WEST GEMINI WAS DESIGNED
TO DRILL DOWN 11,000M IN WATERS
3000M DEEP.
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2009
GirRI 
2011

EQUIPMENT DESTINED TO BE INSTALLED ON THE
SEABED AS PART OF THE GIRRI PROJECT, LIKE THE
MANIFOLD SUPPORT FRAME SEEN HERE, ARE LOADED
ABOARD THE NORMAND INSTALLER IN THE SONAMET
SHIPYARD IN LOBITO BEFORE BEING TRANSPORTED
FOR INSTALLATION IN BLOCK 17.
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The GirRI project uses new helicoaxial multi-phase pumps:
an essential solution to improve the recovery from mature fields.
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REMOVAL AND LIFTING ARE PAINSTAKING
OPERATIONS THAT REQUIRE TECHNICAL RESOURCES
THAT ARE BOTH POWERFUL AND ACCURATE,
AND THAT CAN ONLY BE OPERATED BY PERFECTLY
TRAINED STAFF.
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A W O R D F R O M…

2009
GirRI 
2011

Pascal Carrier
PBF Director at Total E&P Angola
“When CLOV comes on stream, it will be the last
of Block 17’s mega-projects. From that moment,
Total E&P Angola’s task will be to maximize mid- and
long-term production at the block’s existing facilities
by establishing satellite reservoirs, infill wells,
and secondary reserves, and pushing back the frontiers
of technical innovation and research.
This new chapter in Block 17’s history began
in 2009 with GirRI, when Total E&P Angola formed
a special team – Project Brownfield (PBF) – with
support from Sonangol and its other partners present
in the block. These projects would give rise to new
plans for the future, and change the way we work.
The PBF team is proof of Total’s boldness to meet
new challenges for Angola, either technical,
as with the world-first installation of high pressure
subsea multi‑phase pumps and the electrical
connections between two FPSOs, or operational
with expanded production units, or managerial with
projects at different stages of maturity, and even
organizational by optimizing synergies in human
resources, equipment, scheduling, and modifications.
All these actions are carried out with one aim:
to reduce shutdowns and costs.
The PBF team is driven by men and women who
never fail to rise to a challenge. The Angolan staff
make up a significant proportion of PBF’s human
resources, working in a team that places great
importance on safety, as well as environmental and
social responsibility, especially where the local
contribution to our business is concerned. In this
respect, PBF projects have helped Angolan engineering
companies to grow by assigning them engineering
projects for structures and parts.
Working to ensure the future of Block 17 was
a rewarding experience, and I remain proud
to have played a part in securing Total E&P Angola’s
future by working with the PBF teams to deliver
concrete results, while also providing opportunities
for the country and its people.”
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AT ANCHOR IN LUANDA BAY, THE
NORMAND INSTALLER IS ONE OF THE
VESSELS USED TO FIT THE GIRRI
PROJECT'S SUBSEA EQUIPMENT.

With GirRI, Total E&P Angola is capitalizing upon its comprehensive
understanding of Block 17 to guarantee well performance.
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2007
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2011
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PAZFLOR

A SYMBOL FOR A NEW ERA
The name “Pazflor” (meaning “flower of peace” in Portuguese) was chosen in honor
of the peace agreements, signed in Angola in 2002, which put an end to decades
of armed conflict. The FPSO's logo shows the petals of the passion flower.

CLOV

VIOLETA

PERPÉTUA

LÍRIO
CRAVO

ANTÚRIO

ORQUÍDEA
ROSA

PAZFLOR
HORTÊNSIA

TULIPA

GIRASSOL

ZÍNIA
CAMÉLIA

JASMIM

ACÁCIA

DÁLIA
Pazflor, the THIRD DEVELOPMENT in Block 17, brought on stream in 2011, presented its own new complications, with its reserves
being composed of two types of oil: the first from the Oligocene era at Acácia, and the other dating from the Miocene era at Hortênsia,
Perpétua, and Zínia. These matters were further compounded by difficulties relating to the vast size of the development area.
Once again, Total E&P Angola developed innovative technical solutions, using ROVs with robotic arms to install three gas/liquid
separation units on the seabed beneath 800m of water. The low density gas rises through its own dedicated line, while a high
pressure pump propels the liquids up to the FPSO, where oil from different reservoirs is mixed after the water has been separated.
This was the first time that this technology had been used on such a large scale (220,000 barrels/day, 150,000 barrels from the
Miocene era), a feat for which Total received an OTC award.
From Pioneers to Leaders
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FACT SHEET

KEY MILESTONES

• Location: 150km off the
Angolan coast

December 2007:
		

project launched

• Surface area: 600km

2

• Reservoirs: Oligocene (Acácia)
and Miocene (Hortênsia, Perpétua,
and Zinia)
• Number of wells: 49
• Depth of wells: 3900m
• Pressure: 350 bar
• Subsea separation units: 3
• Peak production:
220,000 barrels day
• Storage capacity:
1.9 million barrels
• Man-hours: 17 million
• Investment: $9bn

2008:
		parts engineered
and manufacturing begins
January 2009:
		first steel cut
for the FPSO’s hull
March 2009:
		drilling program begins on site
with the Pride Africa rig
February 2010:
		first subsea separation
unit and first Christmas
trees delivered
August 2010:
		subsea installation program
begins with the Agercy Polaris
and the Agercy Legend
December 2010:
		all three subsea separation
units are installed
First half of 2011:
		 FPSO Pazflor arrives on-site
Second half 2011:
		first oil
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FPSO PAZFLOR
A GIANT AMONG GIANTS
In designing Pazflor, now the largest FPSO in the world, Total was able to draw
upon the experience earned with Girassol. Built in the Okpo shipyards
in South Korea, Pazflor represents 25 million man-hours of work, occupying
up to 4500 workers for 2 years. 39,000 tons of superstructure equip Pazflor
to process oil dating from the Oligocene and Miocene era.

PROFILE
• Length: 325m
• Width: 61m
• Weight: 120,000 tons, of which
39,000 tons of superstructure
• Production capacity:
220,000 barrels/day
• Water injection capacity:
equal to 382,000 barrels/day
• Storage capacity:
1.9 million barrels
• Gas compression capacity:
4.3 million cubic meters/jour
• Crew: 140
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T

Total’s most complex project…
Pazflor involved a number of oil industry firsts: it was the first
to operate two different subsea production systems from a single
FPSO, one for Oligocene oil, and another for Miocene oil,
and it is also the first to use subsea separation units to separate
liquids and gas. The Pazflor field is made up of four turbiditic
reservoirs from the Tertiary Period with complex architecture
that dates from different periods: the Miocene at Hortensia,
Perpetua, and Zinia, and the Oligocene at Acacia. The oil extracted
from these reservoirs each has a different profile:
the Miocene oil is thick and heavy (17-22° API), while the
Oligocene oil is more fluid (35-38° API). Combined with the depth
at which the reservoirs are buried, and Pazflor posed a real
challenge for Total Group’s geoscience teams, as well as those
responsible for drilling the wells.
Total’s capacity for innovation would once again prove
to be a match for the trying circumstances, and in partnership
with the French Institute of Petroleum and the UK’s Cranfield
University, they designed and built subsea liquids and gas
separation units. Weighing in at 1000 tons and 25m tall,
these three units are composed of a vertical separator and
a manifold module designed to distribute gas between
the separator, the attachment structure, and the gas risers,
and six hybrid pumps developed especially for the project.
They form a subsea system for the separation of water, oil,
and gas that is the only one of its kind throughout the world.
Further innovation is visible in the new crude export lines
that transport oil from the FPSO to the loading buoy:
designed and certified in cooperation with the University
of Clermont‑Ferrand, the Trelline flexible export lines
significantly reduce the mechanical forces applied to the
catches of the FPSO and loading buoy, thereby boosting
the system’s longevity.
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Men need room to dream, and the history of geology
provides exactly that.
Pierre Allix, Unconventional Resources Program Manager, Total Group.

… run to a tight schedule

set to work to drill 150km of wells with four rigs,

In 2010, no less than 11 wells were drilled by the Pride Africa

managing to deliver the planned wells to deadline and bringing

and Saipem 12000. The former is a dynamic positioning rig

Pazflor on stream in optimal conditions while minimizing the

that had already been used at Girassol, and the latter is a sixth

operational risks. Five boats would work to install the Miocene

generation rig that can operate in waters up to 3000m deep,

networks in Hortênsia, Perpétua, and Zínia, and the Oligocene

fitted with a double derrick that cuts drill times by 15%.

network in Acacia, laying 180km of pipeline and 84km of umbilical

Pazflor’s wells are some of the most complex of those drilled

cables connected to FPSO Pazflor by 17 production and injection

in Block 17, given the depth of the water and the depth at which

risers. With the installation work starting in December 2010,

the reservoirs are buried, depths which combine to a total

Pazflor would go on stream in the second half of 2011, ahead

drilling lenght of 5500m. The geoscience and drilling teams

of schedule and within the budget.
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3000 MAN-DAYS
AND 150KM
OF DRILLING WENT
IN TO PAZFLOR'S
49 WELLS.
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WITH OVER 500 PEOPLE WORKING ON THE FPSO IN THE PRE-PRODUCTION
PHASE USING FLAMMABLE PRODUCTS, IT WAS A HIGH RISK STAGE
OF THE PROJECT. SAFETY WAS ENSURED BY EXTRA VIGILANCE WITH SAFETY
REGULATIONS, WHILE NEVERTHELESS STICKING TO DEADLINE.

Total E&P Angola completed the Pazflor
project while strictly adhering to Total's safety
and environmental regulations, which are an absolute
priority in all of the Group's projects.
Yves-Louis Darricarrère,
President of Exploration-Production at Total.

N

New advances in HSE

was minimized via a series of measures such as reinjecting gas

The number of accidents involving a stop of work fell to less than

back into the reservoir, or exporting it to Angola

0.40 per million hours worked, a reduction made possible namely

LNG’s liquefaction plant, thereby eliminating flaring in normal

through raising contractor awareness of the risks involved

operating conditions. Heat is also recovered from turbine exhaust

in lifting and working at height. One million hours were worked

fumes as well as from tank vents, limiting greenhouse gas

with no accidents in February 2010 at the Sonamet site in Angola.

emissions, and 80% of all production water is reinjected into

The environmental impact of Pazflor’s production operations

the reservoirs

•
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Total Group's innovation with Pazflor
received a second award in 2013, at the Houston
Offshore Technology Conference,
ten years on from Girassol's victory.
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PAZFLOR’S PRODUCTION OPERATORS RECEIVED INTENSIVE TRAINING
IN FPSO PROCESSES AND SAFETY PROCEDURES, WITH AN IMMERSIVE
SIMULATOR RECREATING REAL OPERATING CONDITIONS.
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A

A partnership policy with the Angolan oil industry

In a similar vein, in 2008 Total E&P Angola opened the new

Total E&P Angola intensified its policy of promoting the local

Pazflor training center, created to transfer the skills and

contribution to its business by assigning 3.4 million man-hours

knowledge accumulated by the company, and assigned high-level

of work to four major Angolan yards: Sonamet and Angolflex

responsibilities to Sonangol engineers at various packages

in Lobito, as well as Spool Base in Dande and Sonils in Luanda.

of the project: FPSO, SSPS, drilling, etc.

Thus, an array of equipment was manufactured in Angola that

In addition to the local contribution to Pazflor, the project also

included manifolds, pipelines, jumpers and spools,

provided an opportunity for Total E&P Angola to support programs

64km of umbilical cables, 24 Christmas trees, the loading buoy,

for Angola’s economic and social development. These included

24 wellheads, and the foundations for subsea production

program to significantly reduce infant and maternal mortality

facilities. Likewise, the helipad, anchors, landing rails, moorings,

rates, some of the highest in the world, in Bengo, Malange,

loading buoys, and export lines were all made in Angola.

Lunda Norte, Moxico, and Uige provinces.

ANGOLFLEX,
A LOCAL COMPANY,
WAS CONTRACTED
TO MANUFACTURE
PAZFLOR’S UMBILICAL
CABLES IN LOBITO.
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The Pazflor field, spread across a record 600km2,
required 180km of pipelines and 84km of umbilical cables.
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Before Pazflor was brought on stream, Africa was responsible for one third
of Total’s production. With Pazflor, this rose even higher, turning Angola into a key nation
in the Group’s exploration-production activity.
Jacques Marraud des Grottes,
Senior Vice President of Exploration and Production for Africa.
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A W O R D F R O M…
Louis Bon
Director of the Pazflor Project
“The Pazflor field went on stream three
and a half years after the project was
launched, several weeks ahead of schedule.
At the time, though, so many aspects of
the Pazflor project could be described in
superlative terms that achieving the desired
quality in line with budget and to deadline
was far from a done deal. The task at hand

was to build and fit the largest FPSO ever
delivered, install the world’s most complex
subsea network with two different
production systems running from a single
FPSO, and drill almost 50 wells. Not
to mention the delivery of unprecedented
technologies like the subsea units used
to separate oil, water and gas before being
pumped up to the FPSO Pazflor.
Completing a project representing
32 million man-hours, 10% of which was
performed locally, meant that we needed to

build a complete team made up of leading
companies, committed to a mutually
beneficial relationship with
Total E&P Angola. Pazflor was like
the British Empire, in that the sun never
set on the network of companies which,
from Asia to America, and Europe
to Africa, had a role to play in its
development. One of my best memories
from this unique adventure was of
24 August 2011 when Pazflor was brought
on stream, signifying the completion
of 44 months of teamwork.

TWENTY-FOUR OF PAZFLOR’S MANIFOLDS AND 49
OF ITS WELLHEADS WERE MADE IN ANGOLA,
TESTAMENT TO THE CONSTANT INCREASE IN THE LOCAL
CONTRIBUTION TO TOTAL E&P ANGOLA PROJECTS.
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CLOV

CRAVO, LÍRIO, ORQUÍDEA, VIOLETA:
FOUR NEW FLOWERS UNFOLD ON BLOCK 17’S
DEEPWATER

CLOV

VIOLETA

PERPÉTUA

LÍRIO
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ANTÚRIO

ORQUÍDEA
ROSA

PAZFLOR
HORTÊNSIA

TULIPA

GIRASSOL

ZÍNIA
CAMÉLIA

JASMIM

ACÁCIA

DÁLIA

THE MOST RECENT OF BLOCK 17’S deepwater projects, CLOV lies 140km off the Angolan coast, covering an area of 381km2.
Containing reserves estimated at 505 million barrels, to be extracted over 20 years, Cravo, Lírio, Orquídea and Violeta each have
different profiles, and contain Oligocene and Miocene oil. When CLOV comes on stream, Total E&P Angola will be able to hold on to
its position as Angola’s leading oil company. Furthermore, the gas produced by the field will be exported to the Angola LNG
liquefaction plant in Soyo.
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160,000 BARRELS A DAY
AT PEAK PRODUCTION.

FACT SHEET
• Oil Type:
	– Oligocene:
75% of production
	– Miocene:
25% of production
• Location:
140km northwest of Luanda
• Under 1100m to 1400m of water
• Recoverable reserves:
505 million barrels over 20 years
• Surface facilities:
	– FPSO: production, storage,
and offloading units
	– A loading buoy 1.8km from
the FPSO
• Subsea Installations:
	– 34 wells: 19 production wells,
15 water injection wells
	– 8 manifolds
	– 1 multiphase pump system
	– 1 network of subsea pipelines:
35km of production lines
57km of injection lines
32km of gas export line
84km of umbilicals
• Stakeholders:
	
– Concessionaire:
Sonangol
	
– Partners:
Total (operator): 40%
Statoil: 23.33%
Esso: 20%
BP: 16.67%
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KEY DEVELOPMENT
DATES
July 2010:
		execution phase begins
with allocation of main
contracts
June 2011:
		construction work beings
on the first parts for the FPSO
at the Paenal yard (Angola)
July 2011:
		construction work beings on the
hull for the FPSO in the DSME
Okpo shipyard (South Korea)
March 2012:
		hull launched
August 2012:
		drilling begins
November 2012:
		main offshore installation
begins
August 2013:
		FPSO leaves Korea,
sailing for the Paenal yard
November 2013:
		the FPSO reaches
the Paenal yard
June 2014:
		on stream
3rd quarter 2016:
		drilling complete

2010
CLOV
2014

The local contribution is one of CLOV’s main challenges.
We fitted 64,000 tons of equipment in Angola and manufactured 40,000 tons,
representing 10 million man-hours of work. It was the first time
that such large local contribution was made, accounting for 20% of the total
contracts value. CLOV set a precedent and confirms
Total E&P Angola’s long-term vision.

L

Launching CLOV
On 15 July 2010, the main contracts for the CLOV project

of Total E&P Angola, and Geneviève Mouillerat, CLOV Project

were allocated, and the project teams joined the subcontractors

Director, met with the project’s main stakeholders in Paris

in their offices throughout Europe, Asia, and Angola.

to celebrate the launch of Block 17’s fourth major hub. Statoil,

In September, Yves-Louis Darricarrère, Senior Vice President

Esso, and BP were there, as was a large Sonangol delegation,

of Exploration-Production, Jacques Marraud des Grottes,

led by their administrator, Sebastião Gaspar Martins.

Senior Vice President of Africa, Philippe Chalon, General Manager
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IN ORDER TO MEET THE NEEDS OF THE CLOV PROJECT, THE PAENAL SHIPYARD UNDERWENT A MAJOR
RENOVATION: THE DOCK WAS EXTENDED TO ACCOMMODATE THE 305M LONG FPSO, WORKSHOPS
WERE BUILT, TOGETHER WITH A HIGH-CAPACITY CRANE THAT WOULD BE USED, FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME,
TO FIT A LOCALLY BUILT MODULE TO AN FPSO.

CLOV PROJECT LAUNCH IN SEPTEMBER 2010.
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:
JACQUES MARRAUD DES GROTTES, SENIOR VICE
PRESIDENT OF AFRICA, YVES-LOUIS
DARRICARRÈRE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
OF EXPLORATION-PRODUCTION, GENEVIÈVE
MOUILLERAT, CLOV PROJECT DIRECTOR,
SEBASTIÃO GASPAR MARTINS, SONANGOL
ADMINISTRATOR, AND PHILIPPE CHALON,
GENERAL MANAGER OF TOTAL E&P ANGOLA.

2010
CLOV
2014

23 JUNE 2011. THE CUTTING CEREMONY FOR THE FIRST SHEET OF THE FPSO CLOV IN PAENAL
SHIPYARD, ATTENDED BY PHILIPPE CHALON (TOTAL E&P ANGOLA), SEBASTIÃO GASPAR MARTINS
(SONANGOL), AND REPRESENTATIVES OF THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES FROM KWANZA SUL,
SEEN HERE WITH SOME OF THE SHIPYARD’S WORKERS.
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DOMINGOS FONSECA
IS ONE OF THE QUALIFIED
WELDERS TRAINED
ON THE PAENAL SHIPYARD.

2010
CLOV
2014

One of CLOV's major technical challenges
was how to bring reservoirs with different pressure and temperature
conditions, depths, and types of oil, on stream.
Doing more for the local contribution

The Sonamet yard in Lobito carried out 60% of the work

The Paenal shipyard is one of the jewels in the crown

to produce the production and water injection lines, riser towers

of CLOV’s local contribution, as it was where the most impressive

and buoy. Seven of the eight manifolds used in the subsea

expansion work was undertaken. Other yards, such as those

production system were also built by Sonamet. Sonils, in Luanda,

in Lobito, also made a major contribution to the project’s ambitious

assembled a large proportion of the Christmas trees. These

objectives. Angolflex’s production capacity has more than

successes show the ability of Angola’s industry to manufacture

doubled, especially with the construction of two new carousels

equipment to meet Total’s high quality and safety standards.

used to manufacture 80km of umbilical cable.

MANUFACTURING A RISER TOWER
OVER 1000M LONG.
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FACT SHEET
• Length: 305m
• Width: 61m
• Weight: 120,000 tons
• Production capacity:
160,000 barrels/day
• Water injection capacity:
319,000 barrels/day
• Storage capacity:
1.78 million barrels
• Gas compression capacity:
6.5 million cubic meters/jour
• Maximum crew on board:
240
Alongside other innovative
technologies, FPSO CLOV is fitted
with compact water treatment units
that use two different technologies:
ultrafiltration and Minox
deoxygenation.
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CLOV
CONSOLIDATING PRODUCTION
IN BLOCK 17
Building on the back of Block 17's prior successes, CLOV's development
nevertheless called for innovative technology with, in particular,
a “100% electrical” FPSO concept, an oil/water separation unit in the hull
to reduce the weight of the modules mounted on the deck, and a system
of subsea multi-phase pumps for improved oil production.

2010
CLOV
2014

While CLOV was not the first deepwater
project, it was nevertheless
a technical challenge that posed risks to the
safety of those involved, as marine operations
in waters 1400m deep always present
a number of dangers.

64,000 TONS OF MANUFACTURING
AND ASSEMBLY, INCLUDING 3600 TONS
FITTED TO THE FPSO ON LAND IN ANGOLA:
A FIRST FOR THE COUNTRY.
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à venir G. Mouillerat

A W O R D F R O M…
Geneviève Mouillerat
CLOV Project Director

“One of my best memories from
this project is still that November
day in 2013 when FPSO CLOV
arrived in Porto Amboim. It was
a particularly touching moment
to see the 305m giant appear out
of the inky darkness, all lighted up,
after a 75-day trip. Everyone in
the shipyard and on the FPSO knew
that they were part of an important,
symbolic moment for Angola;
all the more important because
CLOV signified a new era for
the country’s local contribution,
it being the very first time
that a highly technical module
had been manufactured in Paenal
and successfully fitted to the FPSO.
Seven of the project’s eight
manifolds are also Angolan-made,
and at completion of the project,
over 10 million man-hours were
performed in Angola.
To top it all, CLOV boasts excellent
HSE results. There was not a single
fatal accident in the 30 million
man‑hours spent on the project.
For the FPSO for example, this means
over 16 million hours worked

without an accident. These excellent
results were made possible
by effective communication
between the project’s HSE teams
and those working for our
sub‑contractors. And indeed,
safety will remain a daily concern
for the teams involved.
CLOV also set a number of technical
challenges, including the design
of a “100% electric” FPSO, with
power supplied by turbogenerators
running on the gas produced.
This electricity, distributed
throughout the FPSO, is used
to power machinery such as gas
compressors. The variable speed
drives meant that only the power
needed by the surface and subsea
facilities is supplied, with no excess.
1400m below the FPSO, which
is really just the tip of the iceberg,
an undersea city spreads across
the ocean floor with wells, manifolds,
multi-phase pumps, production
and water injection lines, and
umbilical cables... It’s a high-tech
world that demonstrates man’s
constant endeavor to improve.”
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Adopt, apply, adapt: Total E&P Angola
has made these three words its motto,
at once enthusiastic and pragmatic, using them
to successfully oversee the local contribution
to CLOV's development.

7 OF CLOV’S 8 MANIFOLDS
BUILT IN LOBITO, ANGOLA
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TOTAL E&P ANGOLA
SUBJECTS ITS SERVICE
PROVIDERS TO A
SELECTION PROCESS
BASED ON PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA FOR HYGIENE,
SAFETY, AND THE
ENVIRONMENT, ONE
OF THE GROUP’S TOP
PRIORITIES.
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EXPANSION OF THE PAENAL YARD
Located 250km south of Luanda, the Porto Amboim Estaleiros Navais (Paenal) yard underwent an expansion in order
to accommodate the FPSO CLOV, so that it could finish fitting the vessel before it was towed out to Block 17. The expansion work
was an impressive sight to behold: the dock was extended from 80m to over 400m, and a rotating crane (the most powerful
in Africa) was added, alongside workshops with travelling cranes, hangars, office space, a staff canteen, and even a clinic.
Everything is in place for Paenal to provide two million man-hours of work every year.

16 MILLION HOURS

WITH NO LOST-TIME ACCIDENTS ON FPSO CLOV
AT THE DSME SHIPYARD IN OKPO AND PAENAL
IN PORTO AMBOIM.
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Total E&P Angola's aim is to help Angola play an ever
greater role in each successive project. The key to Total's success in Angola is its active
role in the country’s socio-economic development, encouraging human potential
through training, and increasing the country's industrial capacity..
From Pioneers to Leaders
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While CLOV represents a large part of Total E&P Angola’s

What sets a leader like Total E&P Angola apart is its ability

future, other deepwater oil fields are also being developed,

to maintain its pioneering spirit, to plan for the future,

as in Block 32, or explored, as in the Kwanza basin’s pre-salt

and carry an entire country and industry along with it.

formations. These developments should pick up the baton

Together with its partners – Sonangol, the concessionaire,

from the mature fields where production is set to constantly

and the other oil companies operating in Angola –

fall, irrespective of anything Total does to access more

Total E&P Angola has begun to forge a future with people

reserves. New technical challenges await the exploration and

at its heart, where training, personal development,

production teams in this quest for new resources, each more

and that of Angolan society combine to meet the challenges

difficult to access than the last.

of the future, at the benefit of both Total and Angola…
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AN
EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEW
WITH…

ALBINA ASSIS AFRICANO

SPECIAL REGIONAL AFFAIRS ADVISOR TO THE PRESIDENT
OF THE REPUBLIC OF ANGOLA


PORTRAIT OF A BRILLIANT MIND
Born in Luanda on 6 March 1945, in 1967 Albina

A qualified engineer, Albina Assis Africano went

to serve as the Minister for Petroleum in 1992

Assis Africano sat her baccalaureate in Chemical

on to a career in education, industry, and politics.

and the Minister for Industry in 1999, before

Engineering at the Luanda Industrial Institute

She worked as a professor from 1968 to 1975,

settling as the Special Advisor on Regional

before continuing her studies at Agostinho Neto

when she was appointed the director of

Affairs to the President of the Republic of Angola

University in 1979. In 1984, she studied oil

the National Chemical Analysis Laboratory,

in 2005, where she works today. In addition

refinery technology in Antwerp (Belgium), and

and she joined Fina’s Angolan subsidiary in 1983

to this unique background, Ms. Assis Africano

then at the French Institute of Petroleum in 1987.

as Assistant Director at the Luanda refinery.

has always been an active campaigner

The following year, her training continued at the

She became Director in 1985.

for women in Angolan Society.

Lindsey refinery (UK), and then at the Oxford

In 1991 she was appointed chair of Sonangol’s

College of Petroleum and Energy Studies in 1989.

board of directors, before moving into politics
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What brought you into contact

our country during the armed conflict.

a contribution to Angola’s economic

with Total?

We were a real family, bound by a good

and social development. But refining

I had spent ten years working

working relationship that kept

oil is still the purpose behind your

as an engineer at the Luanda refinery

the refinery running up until today.

exploration and production because

built by Petrofina. I then spent around

irrespective of circumstances.

without it, oil is useless!”.

six years at the Ministry of Petroleum

The refinery was a simple hydroskimming

I also told them that to work in the oil

where I worked with oil companies like

facility, small but efficient, that produces

industry, they need to be disciplined

Total on a daily basis, and I am happy

essentials like diesel, petrol, and

and to have a solid work ethic, and apply

that they stuck by us and shared

Jet A1, as well as asphalt, fuel, and JetB,

it to meeting specific deadlines and

our problems during the armed conflict,

which produced export income.

objectives. Contrary to what you may

helping us to become the country that

think, refining oil is not a routine process

we are today. It is important for Angola

The development of the refinery

as there is a constant stream of small

that they are able to continue their

owes a lot to your work…

technical problems that need to be

exploration and production activity.

I honed my studies abroad, especially

resolved. This makes your day‑to‑day

In addition to oil exploration and

at the Lindsey refinery, and I learned

work highly varied! We are currently

production, Total has done a lot of good

how to expand Luanda’s refinery.

working to expand our refinery capacity,

in Angola, especially during the 80s,

We took environmental concerns into

especially in Lobito, in order to reduce

educating our young people by supporting

account, as a refinery can have a huge

our dependence on expensive imports

government programs, namely the

environmental impact if it receives

of refined products

Horizon 2000 initiative that selected

crude oil with a high sulfur content,

the brightest young minds and sent

for example, and we improved the

What would you like to say

them for special training in Portugal.

refinery’s water supply and ran more

to Angolan women?

Total also recruited Angolan personnel

frequent fire drills... as well as improving

I was one of three female engineers

and trained them to be managers.

our processes so that our products

in the Luanda refinery, before becoming

Some of them went on to work

met their specifications. We also

the first female Minister of Petroleum.

at Sonangol, helping to form the

carried out quality control on imported

It is a role with a lot of responsibility,

backbone of our national company.

products, as we had a laboratory with

a real challenge, and a lot of work.

modern facilities and skilled personnel.

But I enjoyed every minute of it,

What did the years spent at

even if I had to make some sacrifices

the Luanda refinery mean to you?

What do you think about

in my personal life, as did most

Looking back, I spent the best years

the refinery today?

of the women I’ve worked with over

of my life there, as I felt like I served

Even today, if the refinery makes

the years. I have a special message

a real purpose, putting everything

a major contribution to the country’s

for women: there is no such thing as a

I had learned at university into practice.

oil industry, it is largely thanks

‘woman’s job’, and there is no such thing

When I became the refinery’s Assistant

to Total, who invested heavily

as a ‘man’s job’. If you work hard enough

Director, I was careful not to get stuck

in modernizing the facility.

you can do anything and do it well.

behind a desk filling in forms, and made

Not so long ago, Total E&P Angola

I am determined to encourage young

sure I was out in my overalls, alongside

invited me to give a presentation

women. Another message is for Angolan

the 300-400 staff and engineers

to the company’s new staff,

women who should know that through

from Angola and abroad, every day

and this is what I had to say:

their work, they are actively contributing

of the week, including holidays: because

“It is vitally important that you invest

to their country’s development.

the refinery was running 24/7 to supply

in the oil exploration and production,

the vehicles and aircraft that defended

as by doing so you are making
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WORKING
FOR
ANGOLA

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT
While the first decade of the new millennium was marked by Total E&P Angola’s incredible
success, with successive developments in Block 17, it was also characterized
by a concerted effort to support the Angolan people across the board: in healthcare
with the center supporting young people in the fight against Aids and Douleurs
Sans Frontières, for young people with Lar Kuzola, school-building projects and
the creation of Ecoles Eiffel, socio-economic assistance with the Lorry for Huambo
initiative, projects providing access to water, and Zimbo micro-finance.
Here we take a closer look at two of these initiatives...
A LORRY FILLED
WITH HOPE AND
ASSISTANCE FOR THE
PEOPLE OF HUAMBO

W

Working with Okutiuka to help young orphans

woman named Sonia Ferreira who had saved a number

In the immediate wake of the armed conflict, Total E&P Angola

of orphans and built an orphanage in Huambo. The orphanage

played an active role in the Lorry for Huambo initiative in which

was also used to train young people in technical fields such

twice per year, a range of goods were delivered to some

as carpentry, providing them with the foundations needed to build

150 orphans aged from infancy to over 20 years old, living

a career. Total E&P Angola supported the development of the

in a region that had felt the full brunt of the civil war.

center by financing dormitories, healthcare facilities, and a library

These products – clothes, shoes, teaching materials, imperishable

open to young people and locals. Total also worked with

goods, toiletries, medical supplies, and cooking utensils, etc.

Okutiuka to support the reconstruction of water dams that would

– were donated by companies such as Total E&P Angola as well

enable villages to replant crops and become self-dependent

as other businesses. The initiative was managed in partnership

once again, as well as setting money aside to invest in their

with the Angolan NGO, Okutiuka, founded in 1997 by a young

farming, enabling them to earn a living from it.
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A PRESENTATION ON DIAGNOSING HIV IS HELD
IN LUANDA’S CENTER FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

A FASHION BOUTIQUE
OPENED WITH HELP FROM
ZIMBO MICRO-FINANCE
FOR ANGOLAN SMES.

HEADING A TEAM
OF DOCTORS OF DOULEURS
SANS FRONTIÈRES,
DR. CLAUDIE DOUCET WORKS
TO REDUCE INFANT
MORTALITY IN VARIOUS
ANGOLAN REGIONS.

Improving healthcare with Douleurs Sans Frontières

clinic to reach the most isolated villages. We use it to see patients

Founded in 1996 by five French doctors, Douleurs Sans Frontières

and administer vaccinations, as well as providing basic healthcare

is an NGO backed by the World Health Organization. For

training and training for midwives and nursing staff”, continues

over ten years, it has worked to help people in Angola’s different

the doctor. Gradually, permanent health centers were erected

areas with Total E&P Angola’s support.

in several areas, also providing training for nurses, and running

“After thirty years of armed conflict, healthcare in Angola was

thanks to donated equipment, medication, and medical literature.

in a sorry state”, recalls Dr Claudie Doucet, who manages the team

These were soon accompanied by bathing facilities and water

of doctors at Douleurs Sans Frontières in Angola. State healthcare

supply points.

services were unable to meet the needs of isolated communities

The Douleurs Sans Frontières team saw 10,000 patients every

with no access to the most basic care”. In 2005, following the

year and oversaw 600 births. In seven years, it has administered

return to peace, the doctor was able to launch a healthcare

192,000 doses of vaccines, and helped to fight afflictions such

program in various areas in northern Angola. “We created a mobile

as malnutrition, anemia, diabetes, and high blood pressure.
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GROWING
WITH
ANGOLA

GROWING
WITH ANGOLA
SIDE BY SIDE
TO TAKE UP
TOMORROW’S
CHALLENGES

GROWING
WITH
ANGOLA

STAYING ON TOP
MEANS KEEPING THE PIONEER SPIRIT


W

hen a renowned publicist

From deep offshore

“We are the operators in Blocks 25 and

asked a former Head of

to ultra deep offshore

40 in the Kwanza Basin”, Jean-Michel

State what was the best day

The second cause for optimism is

Lavergne, the subsidiary’s CEO, points

of his life, the answer was,

Block 32, the Spice Block, a direct

out. “We have already performed a full

“The best day of my life is tomorrow”.

continuation of Block 17. This block,

seismic survey of the two blocks and

This display of trust in the future mirrors

located west of Block 17 and contracted

preparations are underway for the initial

the mindset of the men and women who

in 1999, contains major reserves.

exploratory drilling. The challenge set

make up Total E&P Angola, so promising

Work is scheduled to begin on its first

by this almost virgin basin is well‑known:

is Total’s future in the country.

mega‑project, Kaombo, in 2014, set

the oil deposits which we are seeking

to be one of the largest ever undertaken

to access lie beneath a thick layer of salt

Block 17, the Flower Block,

in Angola. Block 32’s reserves pick up

that interferes with seismic data. The

still has so much to offer

the baton for Total’s growth, even if they

exploratory drilling presents greater risk

When CLOV, the last of Block 17’s

will require unprecedented prowess from

here than in other areas, as we are

mega‑projects comes on stream in 2014,

Total E&P Angola’s teams. Marc Blaizot,

less certain of the formations that await.

it will herald record production levels

the Senior Vice President for Exploration

Furthermore, as the pre-salt deposits

in excess of 700,000 barrels/day,

at Total, believes that, “It is a difficult

are deeper than our other reservoirs

and ensure that the block remains

undertaking, because Block 32’s

in the Lower Congo, we stand to lose

operational into the mid‑2030s. CLOV

structures are smaller than Block 17’s,

more money if the exploration fails.

will also be the final component of

more complex from a technical

But the risks are matched by the reward

the Lower Congo’s unrivalled offshore

perspective in both tectonic and

in case of success: emulating the vast

oil production infrastructure, alongside

sedimentary aspects, and located in

deposits discovered off the coast of

Girassol, Dália, and Pazflor. This expansive

very deep water, what we call

Brazil in similar geological formations.”

and diverse infrastructure will enable

ultra deep offshore. We are currently

But the story does not end there,

the intensive gardening of Block 17’s

working to develop the technology to

as a number of partially explored

resources through a series of

provide optimized productivity in

or unexplored geological basins remain,

complementary brownfield developments

such conditions.”

such as those in Soyo and Kwanza

that will optimize the recovery of the

onshore, and offshore in the Namibe

block’s resources. This infrastructure

The challenges of the pre-salt layer

basin, as well as the interior basin.

will also make it possible to bring smaller

Furthermore, Total E&P Angola is already

Almost endless possibilities await

discoveries on stream in adjacent blocks,

working on post-Block 32 projects, with

for Angola’s oil industry. “Angola has

whether Total or another company

recently acquired blocks in the Kwanza

the potential for more golden blocks”,

is the operator.

Basin with its pre-salt layer deposits.

Jean‑Michel Lavergne highlights.
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Being a competent industrial company is about more than
becoming a leader. As a leader, it is not so much about being
the number one producer as it is being the one that paves the way,
protects our pioneer spirit, tirelessly clears the path to the future
by staying one step ahead across the board: our core business,
of course, but also everything that comes with it.


Our key asset: the quality of our teams

– accommodation, sports, etc. – which

about being the number one producer

Successfully meeting all of this

is constantly improving. “When our teams

as it is being the one that paves the way,

challenges means constant, long term

are focused on a single objective,

keeping our pioneer spirit, tirelessly

mobilization, to create and deliver

no challenge is too great”, Jean-Michel

clears the path to the future by staying

in satisfactory economic conditions,

Lavergne proudly attests.

one step ahead across the board:

technology that is suited to the

our core business, of course, but also

exploration and production of deposits

A shared future

everything that comes with it.

that are increasingly difficult to access.

More than ever before, Total E&P Angola

This is why we dedicate so much energy

Total E&P Angola’s CEO affirms that,

is backing Angola and mutual growth.

to launching projects with all of our

“We are enthusiastic and confident about

This wager is based on the mutual trust

partners. From the Angolan Government

the future. Challenges are what drives

that we have cultivated between all of

to young people in Luanda’s Bungo

us. Total E&P Angola began deep

the stakeholders in Total’s major human

neighborhood, they all have an important

offshore operations at a time when

and industrial adventure that has

role to play in building our future”.

the technical solutions that we now take

spanned the past 60 years. The Angolan

Angola’s future and that of Total E&P

for granted were no more than sketches

Government, especially its Ministry

Angola are truly intertwined. “Philippe

on a sheet of paper. Tomorrow,

of Petroleum, its concessionaire,

Chalon, my predecessor at the helm

we will be the leaders in ultra deep

Sonangol EP, oil services companies

of Total E&P Angola, taken by illness

offshore and pre-salt deposits. Our sole

operating within the country, and local

in his prime, understood it too well”,

limitations are our energy and creativity”.

communities... they have all played a role

Jean-Michel Lavergne remembers,

Indeed, to meet all of its commitments,

in Total’s success in Angola, and will

“he worked hard to further the company

Total E&P Angola has for a long time

continue to do so. This mutual trust is

and the best possible tribute to him is to

been making significant efforts in key

built upon a simple principle: saying what

ceaselessly drive forwards with our joint

areas for the development of human

we can and will do, and then doing

effort to associate Total E&P Angola’s

resources: recruiting talented men

so responsibly year after year.

development to that of the country

and women, from Angola or foreign

And this is true of all or our activities:

without which it could not exist”.

countries, providing training to boost

industrial operations, health, safety, and

their skills throughout their careers,

the environment, social responsibility.

keeping them motivated and loyal

In the words of Jean‑Michel Lavergne:

through shared values and an attractive

“At Total E&P Angola, nothing is

salary and promotion policy, not

overlooked. Being a competent industrial

to mention their personal development,

company is not enough to become

facilitated by their work-life balance

a leader. As a leader, it is not so much
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LOOKING
TO THE
FUTURE

At Total, we never forget
where we came from. Ours is a story of a once
small company…
A 60-year long history in Angola, with modest
and difficult beginnings.
And today, Angola is probably the country
where we are developing the most
high‑tech investments! In short, we are building
the future through innovation!

Interview with Thierry Guerrier,
journalist and TV presenter
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BUILDING
THE FUTURE
IN ANGOLA
CHRISTOPHE DE MARGERIE
CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF TOTAL

LOOKING
TO THE
FUTURE

THIERRY GUERRIER: CEO AT TOTAL AND AN EXPERT

as they were refilled at night. We then opened a restaurant with

ON AFRICA, HOW DO YOU SEE THE SIX DECADES

a French chef, soon to become famous. We invited our Angolan

THAT HAVE SEEN THE GROUP PROGRESS FROM A PIONEER

friends and even our competitors (smiling) to dinner. They loved it.

TO A LEADER IN ANGOLA?

I remember that the chef’s specialty was “frog’s legs”.

Christophe de Margerie: Total’s adventure in Angola is one

Then there was our first little supermarket. It was open to all

of the Group’s finest. Three different ventures, Fina, Elf, and Total,

ex-pats, not just our staff, and sold the full range of basic French

arrived separately, and after competing in the beginning, they

products. These little touches made life easier as we worked

joined to form a common cause. Three great human adventures,

away on the technical odyssey at hand. As I mentioned earlier,

packed with challenges and technical prowess: they gave us one

the oil adventure in Angola began with Petrofina’s onshore

of our best experiences and enabled us to turn Total E&P Angola

operations, and those permits, sold a few years ago, are still

into one of the pillars of our business.

on stream. What followed was the era of offshore exploration, and
in the 90s, the opening of the deep offshore exploration, which

Petrofina paved the way on land in 1953. Total's offshore

nobody had any faith in at the time! In the end, Elf made the first

enterprise starts in the early eighties. At the time, Elf had made

real breakthrough in ten years, at a time when we still didn’t know

the first noteworthy discoveries, in Block 3 in particular.

how we were going to produce at depths of 1400m to 1600m, like

We were working with Total’s old team in Block 2, where Texaco

those at Girassol. It was a leap of faith to secure permits without

was the operator, and exploration then continued in Block 6,

really knowing if we would find anything, and even if we did,

facing Luanda. The block was declared dry, but we pushed

would be able to bring it on stream? All part of the pioneer spirit.

ahead, never losing heart. And I was part of it. It’s nice to look
back sometimes. The fact that we are celebrating our

TG: WHAT WILL BE TOTAL E&P ANGOLA’S ROLE

60th anniversary means that we are proud of our history.

IN GROUP’S MID- AND LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT

And indeed, what a great story it is.

STRATEGY IN AFRICA AND ELSEWHERE?

TG: SO YOU’D LIKE TO PAY HOMAGE TO EVERYONE

CdM: We need to push ahead, with unfaltering ambition.

INVOLVED IN THIS SUCCESS STORY?

We can’t wait to know if “development” is possible before
obtaining a permit. At least then if it doesn’t work out – something

CdM: There are some great memories... shared with all

which should occur as infrequently as possible – at least

of my enthusiastic, competent, and bold colleagues who helped

we can say we tried! That’s what was so thrilling about Girassol,

create the real pioneer spirit. Remember that in the wake of the

the first major reservoir brought on stream by the newly created

Angolan independence and armed conflict, people in Luanda were

Total‑Fina‑Elf venture. It’s also the story behind the first major

lacking nearly everything and we had to fill many gaps.

hub in the famous Block 17 that now has its fourth component,
with CLOV coming on stream this year, following in the wake

We opened our first office, and then a group of huts that were

of Girassol, Dália, and Pazflor. There is also hope for the future

used as Total’s hotel, and we build the water tanks that thundered

with Block 32. Of course, if we drill too many dry wells
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It was a leap of faith to secure permits without really
knowing if we would find anything, and even if we did, would be able
to bring it on stream? It’s all part of the pioneer spirit…

we shouldn’t push ahead, but we need to show the same rigorous

But our teams must look to the future while remembering

and responsible determination for which those who have taken

the second challenge, an imperious demand that I am always

Total into deep offshore operations in Angola are known.

reminding the Group about, in Angola and elsewhere: cost
management!

These developments have not only seen the Group receive
official recognition for its engineers’ technical expertise with

Our teams’ main asset is their local knowledge. Total in Angola

the IPTC Award in Beijing and an Offshore Technology Conference

is an Angolan company with Total shareholders. We are growing

prize in Houston, but have also made the Group an essential

locally thanks to our Angolan employees that we continue

partner for projects such as Libra in Brazil. It is an extraordinary

to train with help from the “École Total”. We have also helped

story: we took deep offshore blocks in the Angolan pre-salt

to open a number of high schools, in a country where war has

layer because we thought that they had the same geological

deprived an entire generation of an education. And yet,

profile observed in Brazil. While we were carrying out this

our desire for local development should not become a burden.

exploration in Angola, and gaining experience as a major offshore

Because if there is a high price to pay, then the Angolan people

developer, we joined the Brazilian project as Petrobras’ partner

would foot the bill! Local industrial development, while necessary,

as part of their strategy of opening their own pre-salt fields.

mustn’t penalize the country. Prices must remain manageable,

This joint effort is bearing fruit in every way imaginable.

and we must therefore play the competition.

Let’s be clear: Libra, in Brazil, was made possible by Angola.
And that is our real reward!

The third challenge is safety and Total’s commitments
to sustainable development, the reduction of greenhouse

We are currently the leading oil company in Angola and

gas emissions, and proper management of waste water. This

we hope to stay at the top. But being “Number 1” isn’t an end

obsession obliges our employees to incorporate new technologies

in and of itself. Of course, it’s great, but what matters is

and procedures into their project architecture, more so than

maintaining the quality relationship that we have built with

ever before. Indeed, it was in Angola that Total made progress

the people who grant us access to their resources...

in the development of deep offshore production.

TG: WHAT SPECIFIC CHALLENGES IS TOTAL FACING

This is the heart of the Total Culture: demanding technical

AND HOW WILL THEY BE OVERCOME?

standards such as those applied to our partnerships with
different stakeholders and the production country itself.

CdM: Total E&P Angola’s teams are facing at least three

The Angolan government and Sonangol, our trusted partners,

challenges. Firstly, to capitalize on our longstanding presence

see us as a long‑term companion, and at Total, we never forget

that cares for Angolan interests. Here, exploration really

where we come from. It is the story of a once small company,

is the key as it paves the way for future projects. I’m thinking

of 60 years in Angola, of modest beginnings plagued

of what is being done in the Kwanza, for example, that should

with difficulties. And Angola is now probably the country

start in 2014-2015: promising exploration upon which we can

where we make the most high-tech investments.

build the subsidiary’s future.

In Angola, we are building the future through innovation!
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AMONG THE BEST IN CLASS
IN THE OIL AND GAS SECTOR
A growing sector in Total’s Exploration-Production operations, alongside liquefied
natural gas, unconventional deposits and ultra-heavy oils... deep offshore
production is a sector within which Total is setting the standard, both today in West
Africa and tomorrow in Northern Europe, Australia, and other locations around the
world. Yves-Louis Darricarrère, Total’s Upstream President, stresses the importance
of Total E&P Angola’s expertise and experience in developing this strategic sector.

I

In Angola and elsewhere, Total’s Exploration-Production division

Yves-Louis Darricarrère, Total’s Upstream President, reminds

is working to discover and extract the oil and gas deposits needed

us that the Group’s growth in this field is driven by three factors:

to satisfy global demand for energy. The company is now

“The first is to maximize production in existing fields.

capitalizing on the technical expertise and skills acquired on major

This is what we did, for example, in Angola, with secondary

projects with increasingly complex profiles, especially in deep

developments known as GirRI, designed to maintain the

offshore operations.

production level at the Girassol field. The division’s second
development objective is to bring fields on stream to deadline

However, the Exploration-Production division is looking further

and on budget. Still in Angola, Dália is a fine example

than simply producing increasingly technically challenging barrels,

of a particularly effective development, coming on stream

and is looking to see its business grow while also maintaining

in just 43 months and at an optimized cost compared

the safety of its staff and limiting environmental impact.

to the initial budget.
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Each ExplorationProduction project is a major human
and industrial adventure.

Finally, our third objective is to constantly renew our reserves

production. Our performance forms a valuable competitive

through bold exploration. Once again, the work carried out

advantage on new developments such as the pre-salt layer

in Block 32 as part of the Kaombo project are shining examples

in Brazil, the Gulf of Mexico, or the deep-water Australian

of this strategy in action.”

deposits. We are expecting a whole lot more from the company,
namely that it maintains its production levels for decades

Total E&P Angola, showcasing our leadership

to come. We have begun exploring promising reserves in the

in deep offshore production

Kwanza Basin’s pre-salt layer, with the first exploration

Present in over 50 countries worldwide, the Exploration-

wells being drilled in 2014.”

Production division relies upon a 16,000 strong team to complete

Total E&P Angola is now responsible for over one third

its development projects while complying with three priorities:

of the country’s production, testimony to its successful

the constant concern for safety of staff and facilities, increased

partnership with the concessionaire, Sonangol, and the trust

volumes with profitability in line with the oil industry’s best,

of the Angolan authorities: “We always need to pursue

and last but not least, operational excellence, a prerequisite if our

this close partnership with the authorities if we are to secure

business is to be accepted by the full range of stakeholders.

lasting growth for our business. Because we are proud

Yves‑Louis Darricarrère goes on: “In this respect, Total E&P Angola

of our contribution to Angola’s development.”

has become a real showcase for our leadership in deep offshore

•
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AFRICA
A STRATEGIC CONTINENT
FOR TOTAL
At a time when production is set
to increase in Block 17 with CLOV
coming on stream, and with ongoing
exploration in Block 32, Jacques
Marraud des Grottes, Senior
Vice President of Exploration and
Production for Africa at Total, reveals
the outline of the Group’s development
strategy for Africa, with a special
focus on Angola.

I

It is clear that Africa is a key region for Total’s development,

in order to further Africa’s economic development. The Group’s

as evidenced by the level of investment, production levels, and

exploration teams are up to the task, and are leading a bold

exploration potential. Producing 700,000 barrels/day, the

exploration strategy that investigates new ways of finding oil,

continent accounted for 30% of the Group’s production in 2013.

targeting larger, more risky deposits. This strategy is being

Around $7.5bn dollars were invested to ensure that production

applied in Angola and the Gulf of Guinea, where Total has

volumes continue to grow, and $900m have been assigned

a historic presence, and has recently been expanded to the coasts

to exploration, representing one third of Total’s expenditure.

of Mauritania, Côte d’Ivoire, South Africa, Mozambique, and Kenya.

These investments will ensure that Africa will remain responsible
for 30% of the Group’s production in 2017, playing an active role

Major deposits, more challenging access

in achieving Total’s objective of producing 3 million barrels/day.

The teams at Total and Sonangol have, thanks to the
developments in Block 17, earned unparalleled experience in deep

While the African continent accounts for only 12% of global

and ultra deep offshore operations. Today, in Block 32, they

oil production and 7% of gas, it is actually home to 20% of all

are working to develop smaller fields lying at extreme depths.

hydrocarbon reserves still awaiting discovery. The challenge

Extraction is now possible in these fields thanks to very recent

is to find and develop these resources, and to bring on stream

technical advances in the acquisition, processing, and seismic
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Africa is set to remain the keystone
to Total’s exploration and production strategy.
TUNISIA

MOROCCO

Total Operated

1
LIBYA

ALGERIA

Operated by third party

EGYPT

OPCO

WESTERN
SAHARA

MAURITANIA

MALI

NIGER

GUINEA
SIERRA
LEONE
LIBERIA

CÔTE
D’IVOIRE

5

GHANA

DJIBOUTI

NIGERIA

BENIN

TOGO

3

6 4
7 8

CAMEROON

EQUATORIAL
GUINEA

GABON

TOTAL’S EXPLORATION & PRODUCTION PROJECTS
ON THE AFRICAN CONTINENT
1

 AHNET
(NON-CONVENTIONAL GAS)
CAPACITY: 70,000 BOE/DAY

2

 BLOCKS 1 & 2 & 3A
CAPACITY: 200,000 BARRELS/DAY

3

 BONGA SOUTH WEST
CAPACITY: 225,000 BARRELS/DAY

4

 IMA
CAPACITY: 60,000 BOE/DAY

5

 OML ‑ 58 UPGRADE
CAPACITY: 70,000 BARRELS/DAY

6

 IKIKE
CAPACITY: 55,000 BARRELS/DAY

SUDAN

BURKINA
FASO

GAMBIA

GIUNEA BISSAU

ERITREA

CHAD

SENEGAL

10

ETHIOPIA

SOUTH SUDAN

CENTRAL
AFRICAN REPUBLIC

2
UGANDA

REP. OF
THE
CONGO

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC
OF THE CONGO

SOMALIA
KENYA

RWANDA

BURUNDI

9

TANZANIA

SEYCHELLES

11 12

7

 EGINA
CAPACITY: 200,000 BARRELS/DAY

8

 OFON PH.2
CAPACITY: 70,000 BARRELS/DAY

9

 ANGOLA LNG
CAPACITY: 5.2 MT/YEAR

10  MOHO NORD

ANGOLA

MALAWI
COMOROS

ZAMBIA

MOZAMBIQUE

MADAGASCAR

ZIMBABWE
NAMIBIA
BOTSWANA

CAPACITY: 140,000 BARRELS/DAY

11  KAOMBO 1&2

CAPACITY: 200,000 BARRELS/DAY

SWAZILAND
LESOTHO

12  CLOV

CAPACITY: 160,000 BARRELS/DAY

SOUTH AFRICA

imaging, as well as in subsea equipment. Thus, Total E&P Angola

Other challenges include a $10bn investment in the

is set to drill its first exploratory wells in the Kwanza

Moho Nord field in the Congo, with an estimated potential

Basin’s pre‑salt layer. The very deep water and even more deeply

of almost 500m barrels, and, further north in Nigeria, Total has

buried deposits inevitably drive up the cost of operations, and

decided to develop the Egina field, which lies 130km offshore

cost management is one of the major challenges facing the Group.

at depths of 1750m, and boasts an estimated potential of over
500m barrels.

Ambitious projects in a key continent for Total
In 2014, Block 17’s fourth FPSO (Floating Production Storage

While ultra deep offshore remains a major strategic priority

Offloading) will begin working the CLOV fields, and will enable

for the Group, especially off the coast of West Africa, current

Total E&P Angola to reach record levels of production with

developments in Africa – whether oil production in Uganda or

700,000 barrels/day. Managing this project on schedule and

the production of non-conventional gas in Algeria – offer a

to budget will represent a great success and source of pride for

perfect illustration of just how varied Total’s operations in

teams at Total and Sonangol. In parallel, Total E&P Angola will

Africa are.

launch Kaombo, the first project in Block 32 that lies beneath

•

1800m of water and contains reserves of over 650m barrels.
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LEADERSHIP
FOCUSED ON THE FUTURE
Currently the number one exploration-production company in Angola,
Total E&P Angola intends to grow alongside its host country in perfect harmony.
Jorge de Abreu, Senior Vice President of Total E&P Angola until 2013
and his successor, João Amaral, take a look at the company’s results and outline
its growth prospects.

J

Jorge de Abreu. As a leading operator in the Angolan oil sector,

striving for constantly better results. It is something to which

Total E&P Angola’s position comes with certain responsibilities,

we are all highly committed.

namely to set an example in every way possible, from technical
innovation in exploration and production to social initiatives and

Jorge de Abreu. One of Total E&P Angola’s undisputable

HSE, employee training, career management, and more. Total

strengths is its ability to offer motivated, conscientious

is always channeling more resources into these areas, and will

employees the opportunity to climb the company ladder, just

continue to do so.

as João and I have done, and to help consolidate our market
position. Competence and motivation are the pillars of our

João Amaral. It is crucial to push ahead with these efforts

constant progress, as we work in one of the most demanding

due to the huge challenges we face, especially in our ultra-deep

sectors in the world: ultra deep water exploration and production.

offshore operations. Following in the footsteps of those who
came over the past 60 years, now more than ever we are focusing

João Amaral. To this end, we must continue to develop

on developing the skills and careers of each one of our employees,

imaginative solutions to optimize our asset portfolio in coming

increasing the number of Angolan team members, and

years because, whatever we do to maintain current production
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JORGE DE ABREU

JOÃO AMARAL

A mining graduate from the Agostinho
Neto University (Angola) and the École nationale
supérieure du pétrole et des moteurs (France),
he specialized in drilling and completion with
Elf Aquitaine Angola in the early 80s, climbing
through the ranks of the subsidiary to become the
Senior Vice President of Total E&P Angola, where
he remained until October 2013 when he became
a consultant for the affiliate's general management.

With a Master of Sciences in Geology from
the University of Poitiers (France), he joined the
group in 1985, holding a range of exploration
management posts at Total in Angola and France,
and in Colombia. In October 2013, he was appointed
Senior Vice President of Total E&P Angola.

levels, those are set to ineluctably decline. But just as we have

João Amaral. Our main challenge in coming years is to manage

created innovative solutions for Block 17 – winning two OTC prizes

and develop Total’s assets in Angola in the blocks where

in ten years for the effort – I have absolute confidence in our

Total E&P Angola is the operator –17/92, 17/06, 32, 33, 25,

technical and human ability to identify, explore, develop, and

and 40 – as well as those assets operated by others where

exploit new reservoirs in line with EP’s development strategy.

we have interests (0, 14, ALNG, and 39). With the arrival of our
4th FPSO on the CLOV field in 2014 and the PBF projects, we will

Jorge de Abreu. This will be made possible by meeting

boost production in Block 17. In parallel, we are getting ready

three objectives: maximizing production in existing oil fields,

to begin the development of Kaombo in Block 32, and to push

bringing our projects on stream on time and at the lowest

ahead with our exploration at the Kwanza basin, with drilling

possible cost, and forging ahead with exploration to constantly

set to begin in Blocks 25, 39, and 40, as well as in the Lower

renew our reserves. This is what we are doing in Block 32 as well

Congo (Block 32). This will mean more work for Total in Angola,

as in Blocks 25 and 40 in the Kwanza Basin, made possible

together with Sonangol and our partners.

through new technological advances.

•
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WELCOMING, COMPETITIVE, COMMITTED

Laurinda Ferreira
Director of Human resources
Total E&P Angola
Human resources form a central focus
of Total E&P Angola’s development
strategy, because ambitious projects
require not only engineers and
technicians, but also competent support
staff to form a well‑trained, loyal, and
integrated team. As of late 2013,

Éric Wille
Director of Finance
Total E&P Angola
Following an initial stay in Angola
12 years ago, I was happy to rediscover
a country where the people had found
not only the way back to peace, but also
the will to make it last. A lot of changes
are immediately visible in the thriving
capital, especially in Luanda Sul where
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Total E&P Angola has 2200 employees,
74% of whom are Angolan. Making the
company more Angolan is not just
a matter of giving Angolan’s more jobs;
it is also, first and foremost, about
giving them real operational and
managerial responsibilities.
A large number of our recruits do not
possess the full professional experience
that the oil industry requires, so we
have designed specific induction and
training programs to fill the gaps in
their competencies. In an effort to reach
87% Angolan employees, Total E&P
Angola has developed an ambitious and
diverse recruitment campaign that has
produced 1000 new starters in the last

7 years, with 150 new hires (119 at
high-skill level) planned in 2014.
Gender equality has never been
a problem for Total E&P Angola, with a
30% female workforce, in line with
Total Group targets and the reality
of life in Angola, where gender equality
is relatively well‑respected, even in
management roles. Last but not least,
in a context where companies are
competing to attract talent, Total E&P
Angola has, in addition to its work to
support education, launched three
major initiatives: an upgrade of the
salary package, improved medical
assistance, and a new integrated human
resources management system.

I used to live with my family and which
is now unrecognizable: modern vehicles
travel on new roads, and work
is underway to modernize the economy.
The government has identified another
national priority for the country’s longterm development: the much needed
development of the education system
that will guarantee the Angolan people
access to the best possible jobs.
Total E&P Angola has made
a major contribution to the country’s
economy and intends to go even further,
making its human capital a priority
in order to support and consolidate its
major industrial developments in the
long-term. In this respect, a number of
challenges remain, such as the

recruitment of local candidates
graduating from robust training
programs, internal opportunities for the
brightest employees, and a regularly
updated succession plan. Beyond this
human investment, and set against
a backdrop of increasingly complex
exploration and production operations
and stagnant oil prices, Total will
continue to invest in Angola as long
as reasonable contractual stability
remains in place, this being a measure
of trust essential to all long-term
commitments. Mutual understanding
and a permanent dialog will
be what enables us to make these
investments a win‑win solution
for Angola and Total.

Pedro Ribeiro
Business and Planning manager
Total E&P Angola
In addition to Block 32,
Total E&P Angola is also a direct
or indirect owner of some major assets
operated by other operators: 10%
of Block 0, 20% of Block 14, and 13.6%
of Angola LNG. Block 0 is a mature

asset that has produced more than
4.1bn barrels of oil since 1968 and still
contains reserves estimated at over
1.5bn barrels. Block 14 holds
the smallest residual reserves
of all of Total’s assets, with around
200m barrels.
In terms of natural gas, The
Angola LNG project was approved
in late 2007, and is made up of Chevron
(36.4%, co-leader), Sonangol (22.8%,
co-leader) and Eni, BP, and Total with
13.6% each. This project represents
an investment of $11bn, will see around
1.1 billion cubic feet/day of natural gas
processed in a plant in Soyo,
Zaire province, with most undergoing
liquefaction to produce 5.2Mt/year

of LNG. 125 million cubic feet/day
of the gas produced is destined for the
domestic market. The Soyo plant will
be supplied with associated gas from
Blocks 0, 14, 15, 17, and 18, with later
additions from Blocks 31 and 32,
as well as non-associated gas from
Blocks 1 and 2, and residual gas from
Block 0. Liquified gas production began
in 2013, and the first shipment of LNG
left Angola in June.
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THE FLOWER BLOCK
IN THE TIME OF PBF
With CLOV ramping up in production, Block 17’s production will peak at around
700,000 barrels/day in 2015. These levels will be maintained as a number
of complementary developments are brought on stream at the four main
development hubs, namely Girassol, Dália, Pazflor, and CLOV. These brownfield
projects include Rosa MPP and Dália Phase 1, scheduled to go on stream in 2015,
followed by Dália Debottlenecking, Zínia Phase 2, GirRI M14, and Dália
Phase 1b between 2017 and 2019.

B

Block 17’s accessible secondary reserves are estimated to account

scheduled to go on stream in 2015, with an electrical

for 450m to 650m barrels for each of the four major production

connection between FPSO Girassol and Dália designed to optimize

hubs (Girassol, Dália, Pazflor, and CLOV). In order to get the best

usage of the available power supply. Another project currently

out of these reserves over coming years, a number of brownfield

under study is M14, which aims to bring the small M14 Miocene

projects have been designed to optimize production, increase

deposit on stream in Girassol, tapping its 11m barrels

the drainage rate for on stream reservoirs, and to produce

of accessible reserves.

marginal deposits found near existing production centers.

Successive 4D seismic surveys have revealed a number of poorly

These secondary developments, underway in Block 17 since 2010

drained areas at Dália, where an infill well project has been

with GirRI, are currently at different stages of maturity.

launched with the first phase already decided: Dália Phase 1a

Thus, when the first two projects went on stream – Girassol Infills

with its 7 wells, 6 used for production and 1 used to inject water.

in 2011 and Rosa D’ in 2012 – others were already under

Preparation is also underway for two more phases: Dália Phase

construction. These include Rosa MPP (multi-phase pumps),

1b and Dália Phase 2.
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CLOV: SHIFTING GEARS
To guarantee a rapid ramp-up of the CLOV production after first oil, 11 production wells across the site’s four fields,
together with 4 water injection wells are being drilled. The resulting production capacity based on the individual capacity
of these wells, will enable CLOV to reach peak production of 168,000 barrels/day two months after coming on stream.
Eight further production wells will be completed by the end of 2015, not to mention 11 more water injection wells
designed to maintain pressure levels in the reservoirs.

Dália Debottlenecking is the name given to a project

pressure levels and therefore enable more oil to be extracted

to modernize FPSO Dália’s processing facilities, and preparation

from each reservoir.

is currently underway with a dual objective. The first

Even before CLOV went on stream, Total’s geoscience experts

is to optimize processing of both oil – especially the oil/water

were looking for ways to optimize recovery in the field’s existing

separation process – and the produced water.

reserves, reserves that were not included in the initial

The second is to increase the water injection capacity to maintain

development. This “gardening” around on stream fields will use

pressure levels within the reservoirs.

not only existing methods and technology, but will also give rise

A number of brownfield projects are also being looked at for

to innovative new technologies such as Rosa’s multi-phase

FPSO Pazflor, such as Zínia Phase 2, Acacia Infills, and the

pumps, developed especially for this project.

4th water injection pump. The first two projects are designed

•

to optimize drainage by drilling infill wells, while the third should
increase the water injection capacity in an effort to maintain
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AN AROMATIC FUTURE
The Flower Block will be accompanied by the Spice Block – Block 32 in more prosaic
terms – that holds the key to Total E&P Angola’s future growth. The Block’s director,
Artur Nunes da Silva, shares his view of the challenges facing Total and the means
they are putting into motion to repeat Block 17’s success on these new fields.

• SOYO

Block 15

Block 2
Block 16
Block 3

• NZETO

Block 32
Block 4

Block 17
Block 33

Block 18
Block 5

Block 34
Block 19

W

Block 6

What are the major challenges facing exploration in Block 32?

still awaits discovery. To confirm this potential, we need

The first challenge is centered on the fact that most of its

to improve the quality of currently available seismic imaging

potential reserves lie below the salt layer, rendering high quality

for the reservoirs lying below the salt layer, and then drill

seismic images problematic. The second stems from the size

a number of exploration and appraisal wells.

of the reservoirs, each containing over 100 million barrels of oil.
Their medium size means that they need to be developed in hubs

What technological advances are needed

to ensure the project’s economic viability. Last but not least,

to maximize recovery?

the standardization of the development schemes forms a third

Block 32’s complexity is an opportunity for us to be creative.

challenge that may be the key to reducing costs regarding

We need to design ingenious solutions that will help to bring

Block 32’s technical complexity, in order to recover the most

down technical costs, now the largest obstacle facing us.

of the block’s potential. Indeed, while the discoveries made

The technological leap, which may appear paradoxical, will

to date are estimated at 1bn barrels – with 660m in Kaombo

be to do only what is absolutely necessary. The constantly

and 300m in Centro Norte Este – the equivalent potential

increasing processing power of the computers that process
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• LUANDA

seismic data will steadily improve our images of reservoirs below
the salt layer. In this respect, the Group’s processing power – its
experience and expertise – are extraordinary tools.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS
IN THE SPICE BLOCK
• Kaombo (660 million barrels) covers the fields
from the south-east of the block: Caril, Gengibre,
Gindungo, Canela, Mostarda and Louro.

At which stage of the development
is Total E&P Angola in this block?
Today, evaluation work is continuing and basic engineering
studies has begun for Kaombo. The aim of this work is to launch
the development of discoveries in the south-eastern section
of Block 32 with two converted FPSO, each with a potential
capacity of 115,000 barrels/day. Calls for tender have been issued

KAOMBO
CARIL

paving the way to the final investment decision.

GINDUNGO

BLOCK 32

How will you enforce the company’s social responsibility

CANELA

policy in Block 32?
The Kaombo project represents the next level in terms of the

KAOMBO

GENGIBRE

local contribution, but I think that our real contribution will
be to continue the work begun on Block 17’s projects by ensuring
that work continues in a number of Angolan yards. In this way,
we will help them develop their experience and expertise

LOURO

MOSTARDA

while also consolidating their effectiveness, producing lasting
improvements to their competitiveness. Improvements that will,
in turn, benefit the oil industry.

•

POINT OF VIEW
Emmanuel Pradié
HSE Manager at Total E&P Angola

• Center North East (300 million barrels) includes
the reserves from Cominhos, Alho, Manjericão
and Colorau, but requires further discoveries
if it is to be viable.

Sixty years ago, at a time when little
safety equipment was available, safety
at work relied almost exclusively on
the competence of the workers, their
awareness of the risks inherent to oil
exploration and production, as well as
their ability to foresee these risks.
Today, Total boasts some of the most
robust HSE referential in the industry:
our facilities are built to the highest
standards and our contractual

commitments bind our sub-contractors
to use cutting edge technology and
state of the art equipment.
And yet, we must acknowledge
that in spite of the huge efforts
and progress made over the past
six decades, accidents are still our
industry’s Achilles’ heel. Total
is working harder than ever before
to fulfill our daily duty to ensure
that our work in Angola is acceptable.
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THE KWANZA
TOTAL E&P ANGOLA’S NEW FRONTIER

The discoveries made in the basin in recent years,
as well as in the equivalent geological formations off the coast of Brazil,
have increased our interest in the pre-salt layer, that could be expanded
to include the neighboring Lower-Congo and Namibe basins.
Serge Nicoletis, Director of Exploration, Total E&P Angola
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A

PORTO
AMBOIM

Angola boasts vast sedementary bassins with exploratory
potential, with a range of oil exploration possibilities, a number
of which have already been explored. “That can be said for
the tertiary turbiditic sands of the Lower Congo, especially
in Blocks 17 and 32, Pinda’s post‑salt Cretaceous carbonates,
including Block 3, as well as the shallow offshore pre-salt deposits
in the Lower Congo Basin, in Bloc 0”, recounts Serge Nicoletis,
Director of Exploration at Total E&P Angola. While these are

SUMBE

Block 39
Block 40
Block 25

LOBITO

abundant in certain areas of Angola’s producing assets, they
remain mostly under-explored elsewhere. “The Angolan
authorities hope to extract 3 million barrels per day in 2025”,
he continues, “providing a real boost to exploration that should
turn into innovative prospects in new basins”.
The promise of the pre-salt layer
From today on and in the near the future, the authorities plan

TOTAL E&P ANGOLA’S ASSETS
IN THE KWANZA
In this area, Total’s assets are spread
throughout three blocks, two of which
are operated.

to open up new exploration areas: the Kwanza and Soyo onshore

IN BLOCK 25, where Total E&P Angola is the

basins, and the Namibe and Lower Congo offshore basins, etc.

operator with a 35% share, Total is working

One of the major themes in oil exploration in Angola in the near

with Sonangol to drill two exploratory wells

future is the pre-salt carbonates found in the Kwanza offshore

in the pre-salt layer and carry out a 5000km²

basin. “In recent years, the discoveries made in this basin, as well

3D seismic survey, with a view to handing

as in comparable geological formations of the coast of Brazil,

over operations to Sonangol in the future.

have furthered interest in the pre-salt layer, which may

To date, over 5200km² have been covered

be expanded to include the Lower Congo and Namibe basins”,

by a 3D seismic survey and Total E&P Angola

highlights Serge Nicoletis.

contracted the Ocean Rig Olympia,
a 6th generation drill ship, to drill the

An as yet largely unexplored mining sector
In southern Angola, the Namibe basin is home to a wide open
exploration sector, within which oil exploration is almost
inexistent. A major 3D seismic survey is being planned for
this area in order to obtain an accurate view of its exploration
potential. Angola then boasts Precambrian basins that cover
some 800,000km² of unexplored terrain. “Their potential

two planned exploratory wells.
IN BLOCK 39, operated by Statoil and
where Total E&P Angola holds a 15% share,
the contract includes a 4000km²
3D seismic survey and an exploratory
well in the pre-salt layer.

for prospection is still completely unknown and could,

IN BLOCK 40, where Total E&P Angola is

if exploration work began and is successful, enable these

the operator with a 50% share, Total will drill

basins to contribute to increasing Angola’s oil production

two exploratory wells in the pre-salt layer

in the medium‑term”, concludes Total E&P Angola’s Director

and carry out a 4400km² 3D seismic survey.

of Exploration.

•

To date, over 4900km² have been covered
by a 3D seismic survey and the Ocean Rig
Olympia will drill the two planned
exploratory wells.
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IN THE FUTURE, TOTAL E&P ANGOLA
WILL BE BETTER INTEGRATED THAN EVER
THREE QUES TIONS F OR…
Henda Ducados
Total E&P Angola External Relations Manager
include a community library,
in partnership with the Eglise
de Nazaré scouts, an indoor football
tournament, with support from
a sports association, and a train
journey from Luanda
to N’Dalatando, organized for
Bungo’s children in partnership with
Caminho de Ferro de Luanda,
which operates the line connecting
the capital to Malanje.
What are
Total E&P Angola’s priorities
for future integration
and acceptability projects?
Why did you choose the Bungo
neighborhood as the location
for integration and acceptability
projects?
Bungo is a neighborhood brimming
with history, located in the lower
section of Luanda. It is home to the
vestiges of colonial power such as the
Palais de Fer, a gift from Gustave
Eiffel, the railway station dating from
the 1920s, Luanda’s port, and the
famous Marginale, the seafront
promenade that stretches along the
bay. Over 30 public and private
organizations are based in the area,
alongside residential buildings
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and examples of colonial architecture,
mostly occupied by unemployed
young people and low income
households.
Total E&P Angola’s offices – soon
to be accompanied by the housing
blocks for its staff – are located
at the heart of this neighborhood,
so it seemed like the natural choice.
Which main initiatives
are underway or are planned
for the future?
To date, a number of initiatives have
been launched with financial support
from Total E&P Angola. These

Bungo is now a priority action area
for us, and where we want to support
social initiatives for young people.
Our aim is to involve local
stakeholders in the development
of integration initiatives in education,
training, the environment, sports,
and culture. The next “Casa Bungo”
or community center should open
in 2014 and will be a meeting place
for the neighborhood’s young people.

1

1

IN ORDER TO IMPROVE ITS EMPLOYEES’
QUALITY OF LIFE, TOTAL E&P ANGOLA
HAS LAUNCHED A NUMBER OF INFRASTRUCTURE
DEVELOPMENTS THAT INCLUDE:
1. A CULTURAL AND SPORTS CENTER JUST 300M
FROM TTA 2.
2. A BUILDING WITH 120 APARTMENTS FOR STAFF,
JUST 200M FROM TTA 2.
3. NEW OFFICES IN THE LUANDA INDUSTRIAL BASE.
2

3
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DESTINATION:
THE FUTURE

THE BOOK COMES TO AN END…
… BUT THE STORY CONTINUES
New discoveries of oil and gas resources, technical innovation, ambitious investments, recruitment,
training and promoting tomorrow’s managers, new agreements... onshore and offshore, Total E&P
Angola’s industrial adventure forges onwards, driven by the energy and talent of the people, men
and women, that make up the company. But the story is also made possible by the men and women
of the Angolan Government, Sonangol EP, and our oil company partners, driven by a shared
ambition: to contribute to the responsible usage of Angola’s natural resources to secure its growth
and future prosperity.
Because the future is made of the relationships fostered between stakeholders that, based on a
shared vision, create the conditions needed for education, employment, healthcare, and culture, as well
as a flourishing youth, a generation that embodies the hopes of an entire country. Year after year,
Total E&P Angola and its local partners have supported a number of initiatives in various fields,
becoming rooted in Angolan society.
Tomorrow, and every other day, we will continue to work to build the country, confident in the destiny
of both Angola and Total’s business there.
Because this is our story. This is your story. Let us keep writing it together.

Jean-Michel Lavergne
CEO of Total E&P Angola
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JUNTOS
ENSEMBLE
TOGETHER

TOTAL E&P ANGOLA WOULD LIKE TO EXTEND ITS WARMEST THANKS TO
THE PEOPLE WHO HELPED TO TELL STORY OF TOTAL E&P ANGOLA IN THIS BOOK.

FOR THEIR VALUABLE INPUT
THE ANGOLAN GOVERNMENT
• Albina Assis Africano
Special Advisor on Regional Affairs
to the President of the Republic of Angola

• José Maria Botelho de Vasconcelos
Minister for Petroleum

SONANGOL
• Henrique Lago de Carvalho

TOTAL
• Christophe de Margerie
(interviewed by Thierry Guerrier)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jorge de Abreu
Carla Afonso
Christophe Amadei
João Amaral
Pierre Bang
Marc Blaizot
Louis Bon
Pascal Carrier
Isabel de Carvalho
Olivier Cléret de Langavant

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yves-Louis Darricarrère
Jean-Pierre Dordan
Arlindo Ferreira
Laurinda Ferreira
Jordão António Gaspar
João Guerra
Jean-Michel Lavergne
Hubert Loiseleur des Longchamps
Eduardo Luyindula
Inocêncio Marques
Jacques Marraud des Grottes
Geneviève Mouillerat
Serge Nicoletis

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DOULEURS SANS FRONTIÈRES
• Docteur Claudie Doucet

FOR THEIR ADVICE AND EXPLANATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pierre Allix
Étienne Anglès d’Auriac
Marianne Borderolle
Pascal Breton
Christophe Didion
Xavier Limpens
Claire Meunier
Jacques-Emmanuel Saulnier

FOR THEIR VALUABLE SUPPORT
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sylvie Arlabosse
Frederico Freire
Carlos Guimares
Justino Jeronimo
Marie-Hélène Legros
Sandrine Levasseur
Adelino Muxito
Claudete Rocha
The Batuque development team:

Djamila Afonso and Amadeu Carvalho

José Nogueira
Artur Nunes da Silva
José Peliganga
Daniel Picard
António Pinto
Fernand Poimbœuf
Emmanuel Pradié
José Rebelo
Pedro Ribeiro
Antoine Serceau
Patrick Timbart
Éric Wille
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